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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to compile a 
glossary of the French speech of Iberia Parish 
showing wherein it varies from Standard French, 
in pronunciation, form, meaning, and syntax*
The material in this study does not represent 
the only type of French spoken in this parish but 
rather the dialectal fona, with particular attention 
paid to the most striking and interesting peculiari­
ties and variations*
Each word is written as closely as possible in 
conventional orthography, transcribed phonetically 
and defined in English* Illustrative sentences 
sometimes accompany the word and are translated 
when essential to prevent ambiguity. For compara­
tive study, the Standard French word is often cited 
when analogous to the Iberia Parish dialectal form*
iv
INTRODUCTION
Although the name Iberia is of Spanish origin, 
the French language has so predominated in its history 
as to justify this study* The objective of this 
thesis has been to compile a glossary of the French 
of Iberia Parish showing wherein it varies from 
Standard French, in pronunciation, form, significance, 
and syntax* This research has not been done with the 
aim of exhausting the vocabulary in this field, but 
rather to Indicate the most striking and interesting 
peculiarities and variations commonly found in the 
dialect of this parish in Louisiana*
The dialect of this section, like those of the 
other French parishes, definitely reflects vestiges 
of Bpanish, French-Acadian, African and Creole in­
fluences* It is evident that the basic vocabulary is 
preeminently derived from Standard French, though the 
speech in many respects is imperfect when compared to 
present—day accepted usage* It is of Interest to 
observe that many words are identical with those spoken 
at the time of the Acadian deportation from Grand Pr£. 
The loss of contact with the mother tongue accounts 
for many words remaining in the dialect of Iberia 
Parish which in France today are archaic, for example:
v
BALIER instead of BALAYER, S'ASSIRE instead of 
S ’ASSBOIR, and ARPENT which has completely disappeared 
as a measure of land in France today. This isolation 
accounts for the fact that many words can be traced 
to the patois of Normandy, Picardy, Saintonge, Anjou 
and Berryt such as: CARCUL (calculation) to Norman
and Picard dialects; RACMODAGB (darning) to Berry; 
VEXUJ5R (to spend an evening) to Anjou and Berry; 
MOUILLER (to rain) to Saintonge and Anjou; CAT&CHISSE
v
(catechism) to Anjou and Normandy; CATXN (doll) to 
Anjou and Saintonge; KACGIN (RECOIN) to Anjou, Brit­
tany, No naan-Picard; PARS (ready) to Brittany, Norman- 
Picard; FANFERLUCHE (FANFR3LUCHE) to Normandy; &RONCE 
(RONCE) to Anjou, Normandy, Poitou; ESP^RER (to wait 
for) to Norman-Picard and Saintonge; NIQGB (NIB) to 
Normandy, Brittany, and Saintonge; AMARRER (to fasten) 
to Normandy, Brittany and Saintonge; and DRIGAIL 
(trash) to Anjou and Poitou.
Generalities concerning the violations of gram­
matical principles:
The omission of NE in practically all negatives.
Je veux pas allor*
II dit pas ga*
Nous parlons pas anglais.
The use of AVOIR with most intransitive verbs.
II a venu.
Nous avons restd ici deux heures.
II a tomb© de la chaise.
vii
The use of the subjunctive to denote the imperative* 
Dlsions pas <2a*
Bonnions pas a Jettn des caniques.
T ven allies pas*
The rules governing th© subjunctive often disregarded*
II faut qua j’apprends*
Pape veut que J© va*
J*ai peur que Marie ne vlent pas*
Elle often pronounced as (*L) (at I)$ also Biles*
A1 a dit qa*
A font l fouvrage bien*
Xls pronounced (/ ) often used with first person
plural.
Xls donnons toujours aux pauvres*
Xls faisions un matelas hier*
Peculiarities concerning phonology are;
Metathesis is common* FOURBIR becomes FRGTJBIR; FGUBMI
becomes FRQUMX; S5CHdH becomes CIlSSSER*
Agglutation is to be noticed in such words ass
1AIMAKT for L'AIMAiJT; LANGUILLE for AIGUILLE'.
Apheresis can be observed in the following;
CHGUBOULURE for fiCHGUBULUUE; CHAifTILLON for fcHAOTILLON.
Dissimilation in the following: CIIISSE for
CHICHE; AJSTE for ACHATE.
Final open vowels become closed in many words such
as;
LAIT ( / C  ) MAIS ( m e  ) COMPLET (#c3>/c)
PRES {pre) p a r la x s  ( y o a r / e  ) s o u f f le t  / 7 e
EST ( &  ) FAIT ( /*e )
viii
Tiae aspirate H is generally pronounced:
HA.UT {ho ) HONTE {hat  ) HACHE (A a /  )
hahicot { A a n -*eo ) hoquet (Aoxr) herse { h e r s )
Generally mo distinction is made between d  and 
0 9 the lower sound being raised to the higher position 
BOB {bS) BRIGAND {/>r.'p5 )
BM ( 5  ) CANNE {/<5/» )
There is a tendency to add an E before some 
words beginning with S plus a consonant: ESQ,UELLETTE
for SQJJELETTE; ESTATOTE for STATUTE; ESCANDALE for 
SCANDALE.
DI plus a vowel is usually pronounced 
HI ABLE ( «/^a.b ) CADIEN U a o / % ?  )
TI plus a vowel is usually pronounced tr- 
TIENS ( y « ) MOITIE {mutat/e. )
PITI2 </* ) amitiE {ami *fe)
The oral consonant is dropped in consonant 
combinations at the end of a word:
TABLE ( / a A  ) POUDRE { p o d  )
EIEVRE {/■3 a *) MODDRE { m v J  )
Before an oral consonant an A is often sub­
stituted for an E and likewise an E for an A:
ALLE for ELLE SERCELLE for S ARC ELLE.
ix
The ending -AILLER is added to some verbs chiefly 
of the first conjugation to convey the meaning of 
"to do something repeatedly" or "to do something in 
a distracted manner."
masgeailler j e  j montailler ( r w o + a a «
TOUILLAILLER ( P  W 0 ) COXJPAILLER ( K w ^ S l j e
DANSAXLLER ( ) PARLAILLER (p»r)a j e
SAUTAILLER { 5 o t o l j «  ) TOURNAILLER { j e
CHANTAILLER { J o  I d j e  ) CHANGEAILLBR (
The retention of the old pronunciations of some 
words such as:
CHOSE ( / j  -L- ) OEUES ( o e r  )
HOSE ( rzz. ) BOEUES ( )
TAUTE ( P o V  ) OS ( O i  ).
Final T may be pronounced ^  or / . In some
cases Y assumes both pronunciations:
BOGGY ( b o ^  C, A o « /  ) SALLY ( S =» *e)
WHISKEY ( UJt'SKt ) FANNY { )
JOCKEY ( c / ^ O ^ e )  BOLLY (
TODDY ( /#«/' i
Phonetic Symbols
as in St* Fr. PATTE.
as in St* Fr. PAS.
as in St. Fr. CURE.
as in St. Fr. PORCKLBT.
as in St. Fr. MIMS.
as in St. Fr. LANTERNE.
as in St. Fr. QUIET, CINQ.
as in St. Fr. HID.
as in St. Fr. VAISSEAU*
as in St. Fr. FORT.
as in St. Fr. NOM.
as in St. Fr. FEUILLE.
as in St. Fr. d Ef u n t .
as in St. Fr. PEU.
as In St. Fr. GOUTTB.
or </ ) as in St. Fr. PUR
as in St. Fr. GALE.
as in St. Fr. RIEN, VIEUX*
&8 in St. Fr. POIGHfiE.
as in St. Fr. CHAHT.
as in English CHURCH.
as in St. Fr. MANGER.
as in English BUDGE.
as in St. Fr. HGlTRE.
as in St. Fr. OUI.
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^ ( ^  ) * prep*Of; used in showing possession instead of BE*
Be livre a Jean* John's book* St* Fr* , D35*
ABATAHDI ( a k > a t « r Ji), adj.
Hybrid (plant or animal)* Une plants abatar&ie* 
A hybrid plant* St* Fr., KYBR1DE.
ABATARDIR 1 r ) f v . tr.
To graft; to eross-breed* On peut abatardir 
la pomme avec la poire* St* Fr*, » to render 
degenerate•
ACABIS ( aKa.Ji), a. f.
Any French settlement in Southwest Louisiana, 
formerly settled by the Acadian©. II rest® 
dans 1*acedia*
ACCOMPAGREUR ( a K 3 V a-)̂ aer ), n. m.
Companion; one who accompanies. Jacques etait 
son accorapagneur* St. Fr., ACCOMPAGNATEUH*
ACCOUCHAGE ( * K O j a ^  ), n. m.
Lying-In; accouchement. St. I’r., ACCOUCHEMENT.
ACCROCHS-COEUB | a ^ r j ; « « . r ) > n . m .
Any sort of fancy decoration that can be hung 
on the wall* J'avals un accroche-coeur fait 
d fun panier que pendait sur un clou*
ACCROCHER (»Kr«/e )f v . tr.
To fasten a door or window by means of a hook* 
Accroohez la porte. Lock the door* St. Fr.,
, to hang on a hook or to cattch on a hook*
St. Fr*, FERME2. LA PORTE.
ACCROCiiOIRK (a.Kr<y?u/».r ), n . f.
Hook; nail upori which one hangs things. Ce 
clou fait une bonne acerochoire. St* Fr*, 
CROCHET; CROC.
a c r a l £ ( aja.Ve jt adJ.
Exhausted from heat. II etait bien achale apres 
qu’il avait jou© avec les enf&nts. He was entirely- 
exhausted after playing with the children.
ACHOTSR ( }, v. tr.
To buy. See AGHTER. St. Fr. , ___  ( dij T C  ).
ACLHR { dtxlc ), v. tr.
To look. J ’ai acle la porta derrl&re. I locked
the back door. St. Fr., FSRMER A CLEF*
ACM0D3R ( a K ^ o d e  )$ v. tr.
To prepare; to season, to prepare food for cooking- 
Elle a bien acmode le poulet. St. Fr., ASSAISONNER*
a c oi n t e r  { anuie l*e )t v . tr.
To put into a corner. Pour me punir ma Piere
m ’acointait toujours. My mother would always 
put me into a corner to punish me.
A C*TK HaURS ( a 5 + * r  ), prep. phr.
In a little while; a while ago. Je va a c'te 
heure. St. Fr., TOUT A L ’HSURE.
ACTjJUSE ( a «  +  oez- ), n. f.
Actress. Elle est une bonne acteuse. St. Fr,
ACTRICE.
ACULOIRS ( a n j l w a r  ), n. f.
Breeching (part of harness). St. Fr. , CGTJKROIEI 
DE RECULEMEHT.
ADONHAriCE ( a.dor»cL3 ) , n. f.
Coincidence. C*dtait une ad.onnance que je l ’ai vu. 
It was a coincidence that I sow him. St. Fr., 
SMDOWTIiSR, to devote; to frequent (a place).
ADOiTNlR ( a d  o n e  ), v. rof.
1. To happen at the right moment. On parlait
de Marie et II s ’a adonne r|Ufelle otait apr&s 
entrer. V,e were talking about Mary arid it 
happened that she was entering.
2. To get along. Ces deux-la s*adonnent corame
les chiens. Those two get along like cat and dog.
3
ABOUCIR ( » < l « s i r  ), v. tr.
To sweeten* 14a mhre n ’adoueit jamaia mon cafe.
My mother never sweetens my coffee. St. Fr.,
 , to pacify; to tame. SUCRFR.
ABRESSE ( a d r t 5  ), n. f.
Address, speech. II a fait une adresse. St. Fr., 
 , slei 11, dexterity. DISCOURS.
AFFAIRE ( a f e r  ), n. f.
Tiling. Apporte-moi oette affeire-l&. Bring me
that thing. St* Fr., ___ ,business, concern.
CHOSE, TROC.
AFFLIGE ( aiPli ̂  e ) 9 part, a&j•
Wounded, crippled. L fenfant est afflige. St. Fr., 
 , afflicted, grieved.
AFFOLIB ( at roll r ), v. tr.
To madden, to make crazy, he tracas va l faffolir. 
Trouble Is going to drive him crazy. St. Fr., 
AFFOLER.
AFFRONTER { aiPr'hTe )> V. tr.
To shun, to avoid. II affront© le monda. He shuns
people. St. Fr., ___ , to put face to face, to
confront.
AGHTER ( , v. tr.
To buy. J f AGENTS; TU AGM'eS; IL AGISTS; ILS AGETHNT. 
On agete <;a a la boutique. St* Fr., ACHETER.
AGONISER ( a g o n i z e  Vm tr.
To scold; to rebuff. II a agonise le pauvre 
vieux. St. Fr., AGONIR, to insult grossly, to 
pull to pieces.
agrapkr ( a. 3  r a p e  ), v. tr.
To swipe, to pilfer. Jean agrape toutes les 
pacanes si on le guette pas. Jean tui^es all the 
pecans If w© don*t watch him.
r
AGREILLEM E WT ( ) DE iMOCE, n. m.
Wedding trousseau, Including all garments. Ella 




Complete outfit. L'agres de noce; trousseau. 
L'agr&s d© voiture: harness rigging. St. Fr., 
 » rigging (of a ship).
AHONTKR ( a . W 5 H .  j, T . tr.
To shame, to disgrace. Un jour je vais l*ahorit@r 
devant tout le monde. On© day I am going to 
humiliate him before everyone. St. Fr., KONNIR.
AIGUS&K ( £ x e  ), v. tr.
To sharpen- Mon couteau a besoin d ’etre aiguse. 
St. Fr. , AFFILER, AIGUISER.
AILLE! YAILLE! YAILLE3 ( a  i at: ft ), ©xcl.
Exclamation to express pain or agreeable surprise.
AIR ( €.r ), EN L *  , adv.
High. Je l ’ai mis en 1 ’air dans I'armoire. I 
put it high in the armoire.
airer ( ere ), v. tr.
To air. Je suis apres airer mon capot. I am 
airing my coat* St. Fr., a£reR.
ajoutkmjs:?t ( ), n. f.
Addition (to a building), ha maison est encore 
trop petite mSme avec 1’ajoutament. The house 
is still too small even with the addition.
A LA DINiGAItA ( a .  3 *  0 . n < j a r & .  ) t a d v .
Haphazardly. A fait ga a la dinegara. She does 
that in a haphazard manner. See SIX 'UATEE DOUX.
A LA HU IT ( a  W  »M|i ), prep. phr.
At nightfall, at dusk. Elle vient a la riuit.
K LA SIX :<,UATRE DOUX ( a. I a. S»^ K A +  du )f adv.
Haphazardly. I I  travaille a la six-quatre-doux. 
See A LA DIMEGARA. St. Fr., SIX ''U.-VTKK D1TJX.
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ALS»B ( al t»» ), n. f.
Fish hook. St- Fr., ___ , awl. HAMBQGN, n. m.
ALENTOUE ( a l ® 4 w r  }, n. m.
Used in une phrase UAHS L ’ALENTQUR DE, approximately.
avals dans I ’alentour de cent poulets. I had 
approximately on® hundred chickens. St- Fr.,
 around; round about. A PISU PR&3.
ALLONGE ( a l ^  )» n* t.Addition (to a building)* Cette chambre est une 
allonge a sa maison. St. Fr., , a piece of
stuff to eke out anything. ANNEXE.
ALLONGSR { a l o £ e  ), V- tr.
To build an annex. On va allonger la maison.
They are going to build an annex to the house.
St. Fr., , to lengthen, to elongate. ANNEXES*
ALOUSsa { a.l*w€i), n. f.
Sheet lightning. On va avoir des aloueses avec 
cette chaleur.
ALQUJSTE ( ScltalfcT ), B. T.
The soft palate. There is a common Superstition 
that a fallen palate can be lifted by certain 
"leveurs d ’alou&te** by using the handle of a 
silver sppon and pulling the victim’s hair at 
the same time. St. Fr., LUETTE.
ALTlERE ( a t ), n. f.
Garter. St. Fr., JAHRJETIfiRJE.
AMACORNE ( a m a i o r w ) ,  n. m.
1. Yoke.
E. An unmarried couple living together.
a m a r i n e r  ( a m a r i n e  ), v. tr.
To preserve in fat. File a araarind des grillades
de cochon. St. Fr.,   , v. ref., to become
accustomed to the sea.
6
akahrjsr ( a  mat r e  ), v. tr.
To tie. On amarre un ling© antour de la tet© 
pour un mal de tet@* A cloth, is tied around 
one's head to relieve a headache. St* Fr*»
, naut., to make fast to a dock, to moor.
a W a c h e r .
AMAZOHk ( a m a ^ > n  ), n. f.
Badly fitting clothes. C'est un© amazone sur
mol* That does not fit me* St. Fr.,  , riding
habit for women.
AMHRICAIN ( a m c r i  K fc ), n. m. and adj.
Term applied to breeds or persons not native to 
the ereole country. Cheval am^ricain. Volaille 
americain. Les Americains. Ces gens sont des 
am£ricains. Those people are not natives.
St. Fr* ,  t inhabitant of /America.
a m i a u l e r  { a m ^ o l e  ), v. tr.
To tease, to cajole. II amiole les enfsnts. He 
teases the children. St. Fr. , MIAULHR, the cry 
of cats.
AMICABLEMENT ( ami*cab m B  }, adv.
In a kindly or friendly manner; amicably. II 
l fa fait amicablement. St. Fr. , AMICALiMiLxJT.
AMISS { a.m«X ), n. f.
Friend, f. Son amis© Laure est jolie. His friend 
Laura is pretty. St. Fr* , AMI IS.
AMMUNITION ( )p n. f.
Ammunition* % o n  ^rere n fa pas d * ammunition.
St. Fr., MUNITION.
AMOUR ( a / m u r  ), n. m.
1. TOMBER JEN_ ___, to fall In love.
2. STRE EN , to be in love. St. Fr.*
Et r l a m o u r l u x :
?
AMYGDAUS ( a . m
Tonsils. St. Fr«, t dtvniQoldb) ) *
ANSK ( 3 S  ) ,  n .  m.
Pot lifter; tongs for lifting pots. St. Fr.,
, handle of basket or vase.
ANTHRASSE { « r T r » i  }, n. f.
Carbuncle. L ’anthrasse avait cin<p tBtes. St. Fr., 
2SCAKB0UCLE.
ANVAUSR ( J V * U ) ,  Y- tr.
To swallow. C'est pas un© affaire si on anval© 
une arete. It's no joke if one swallows a fish 
bone. St- Fr., AVALICR.
A0UCK3R { a o j e  ), V. ref.
To go to bed. II s'aouche de bonne heure. He 
goes to bed early.
AFSRQQIR ( pfcr.sui«,r ), v. tr. and ref.
To see, to notice. P. part., AFURCIJ. II faut
s'apergoir de <ja. St. Fr. , APLRCLVQIR*
APPLICANT ( ), n. m.
Applicant. II est un applicant pour la position. 
St. Fr., Dift&AHDJSUR; POSTULANT; CANDIDAT.
APPLICATION { 3 )f 21. f.
Application. II a mis son application pour la
position. St. Fr., ___ , the act of applying
one thing upon another. DEMANDS.
APPGINTEMLNT ( a.p W  * "V*mi) , n. f .
Appointment to a position. Jean a ©u 1 Tappoint©-
ment. John got the job. St. Fr., ___ , fixed
salary. NOMINATION.
AKP0INT3R ( a p w e  r«)( v. tr.
To appoint. II a ©te ax>point6 pour la position. 
St. Fr., , to give a salary to. NOMMER, 
DESIGNER*
8
APPORTAimsR ( a p j p t a 4'e ), v. tr.
To carry back and forth; to carry often.
XI est touJours apres spportailler d©s chlens 
lei. H© is always bringing dogs here. St. Fr., 
APPGRTER.
APPRGFRIER { a p r o p r i e  ), v. tr.
To^appropri&t© for special reason. L ’argent 
a approprle pour l’&cole. St. Fr., ,
to make appropriate, to adapt. ASSIGNEE.
APRES ( a p r e  ), adir.
In th© act of (used with an infinitive). XI 
est apres manger. He Is eating. II est apr&s 
jongler. He Is thinking.
ARBOUTIR ( a r k w ' K r  ), v . int.
To end; to lead (to). St. Fr., ABGUTIR.
ARGSfJT (airja )t n . m .
ARGENT BLANC;  ̂ COMPTANT, silver money; change; 
cash. II a de lvargent blanc. He has change.
St. Fr. , MQNNAIH.
ARGNE ( ) , n . m.
Spider. Un argne lui a piqu^- A spider stung 
her. St. Fr., ARAIC»rfiBf n. f.
ARGOT ( 4 r « o  ), n. m.
Individual section of a bird’s foot; claw.
St. Fr., ERGOT, spur (of certain birds).
ARIATE ( t ), n. f.
Lariat. St. Fr., LASSO.
ARIEN J • r  a 6 ), adv. neg.Nothing. ^u’est-c© que tu as dans ta poche? 
"Arienl Vslhat have you in your pocket? Nothing! 
St. Fr., NE...RIEN.
9
jmmsih ( a r m M .3 }, n. m.
Large bust (of woman). See George Musset, 
Glossal re des Patois et des Pari era de 
L *Aunls et <§e la Saintonge, Appendlce, p. 6£4 .
ARPSNT (atrp^ }, n. m.
Measure of land which is less than an acre* An 
old French measure of land.
A m x m m  ( ), v. tr.
To fix; to patch, to darn. J fai arrange tes
pfctalons. St. Fr., __  , to settle; to put in
order. RACOMMODER; -BBEtRS SIT BOMNS CONDITION.
ARRAKGEUR ( 31 r cc os. r* ), n. m.
One who fixes or darns. II est l ’arrangeur 
de charettes. St. Fr., ABRANGStTR, one who 
arranges.
ARRETEZ { ), y. imp.
YTaitl Arretez la, allons voir- ^ait there, 
letfs see. St. Fr., ATTENDED.
AHTCHIMEB ( a.*J » T»e ), v. tr.
To handle roughly. II artchine trop ce petit. 
He handles the little one too roughly.
AUTIFAILLiSS ( V» r * j n . f. pl.
Trash. Ote-moi toutes ces artifailles d ’ici. 
Remove all that trash from here.
ABTILLiSR ( ar't'iie ), v. tr.
To harness. II n Ta rnSine pas artille son cheval. 
He hasn#t even harnessed his horse. St. Fr., 
ATTELER.
ASPIC ( 3lSpiK ) , n .
Horned snake. (Farancia abacura.)
a s s a p e r  ( atsatpe ), v. tr.
To pack; to pound, to beat. Je vais assaper 
1© matelas bi©n avant a© le tourner. I am 
going to beat the mattress well before turning 
it.
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ASSIRS ( a S i r  ), V. ref-
To sit* ASSIZST-VOUS! Second pi. Imp. See 
ASSOYER. St. Fr., ASSSOIR.
ASSISTANCE { a.si St3t. S ) ( n . r.
Attendance; presence* Son assistance a 
l*ecole est m§uvaise. St* Fr., , audience, 
assembly. PRESENCE.
ASSOCIE { ^ S o '5a ® ) > n. m.
Companion; friend* Ses asaocids sont des bri­
gands. St* Fr., __ , business partner.
ASSOYER jaswdje), v. ref.
To sit. Used only in the infinitive. II va 
s #assoyer. See ASSIRE. St. Fr., ASSSQIR.
A TOUT RESTS { a. -WUfcS), adv.
Even so; absolutely. Je I ’aime a tout reste. 
St. Fr., ABSCLUMENT; '.U.'ND MEME.
ATTIFAILL3R (A+i r a j t  ), v. ref.
To dress without taste; to dress gaudily. Elle 
s ’attifaille le dimanche. She dresses gaudily 
on Sunday. St. Fr., ATTIFER.
ATTRIQUE ( ft+riK« }, adj.
Diked out; dressed in a peculiar manner; rigged 
up. II atait bien attrique dans ce costume.
He was well diked out in that costume. St. Fr., 
ATTIFfi.
AUDIENCE ( o d , 3 " S  ) , n. f .
Audience, assembly of persons. II a fait beau-
coup de bruit dans l faudience. St. Fr., ___ ,
hearing; formal counsel. ASSISTANCE.
AU LI EUR ( oljO*r), adv.
Instead. Au lieur d'aller maintonant j'irai 
demaln. St. Fr., AU LIEU.
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AUTGUR ( o ^ v r  prep*
Approximately, about. Qa coCite autour cinq 
piastres. That costs about five dollars. 
St. Fr*, ___ , around. SNYIRGh; A Pi£0 PRLs.
AVALASSS (SLva.la.il, n. f.
Heavy rain. St. Fr. # ___ , sudden flood.
AVXRER (aiVire), v. tr.
To change route or course. Le vent l fa fait 
avirer. The wind made her change her course.
St. Fr., YIRER.
AVOIR UN BON T2MPS ( w a r  Si. bo +»)
To have a good time. II a eu un bon temps au 
bal. He had a good time at the dance. St. Fr.9 
S f AMUSES.
AVOUEHE (AVUI tn), n. f.
Oats. St. Fr., AVOINE.
SABA {£&&*)* n. m.
Water (child*© vocabulary}- Bols ton baba, 
6h@r * St * Fr • , HA.0 •
BABICHE { A » 6 # /  ), n. f.
1- Lash made of ©heap skin.
2. Mouth of animals of parsons. On a foutu 
e© mulet un coup dans la babtche- The mule 
was given a blow in the mouth. St. Fr., 
lap dog.
BABILIARD, -S (ba.bijja.r , -«/), n. m. and f.
One who grumbles; one who fusses. St. Fr.,
GRONDEUR, -E0SE.
BABILL3H {63.6 * #  C ), v. tr.
To scold, to fuss at. Si j© fais <;a 11 va me
babiller. If I do that he will scold me.
St. Fr., __, to babble, to chatter; to gossip.
GRONDER.
BABINES { n . f. pi.
See FAIRS DBS BABIHES.
BAC ( i i K ) ,  n. m.
Wooden vat used to feed animals and also to 
pour syrup for chemical treatment and cooling. 
Sirop de bac, syrup made by this process.
St. Fr., ___ , large bucket. CUVE.
b a c a l e t  (A a x a / e  ), n- m-
Lazy fellow. Ce Jacques est un vrai bacalet* 
Jack is a veritably lazy fellow.
b a c h l r  ( A a y e  ), v. tr.




BACON { bsLMS )f n . m*
Salted pork or bacon* See also B^QUINK*
St* Ft * } IdAHB*
BA0RXR {b»<fre ), v. tr.
To botlaer, to pester* Va-t'en! tu me badres* 
Go onl you bother me*
BAF003R ( baPt'Oe. ), V. tr.
To criticise harshly; to slander* Marie veut
toujours bafouer oa voisine. St* Fr., ___
to joke; to make game of.
BAGUKULER ( ^ a ; < t / e  ), y. int.
To prattle; to babble* Be quoi feagueule-t-il 
maintenant? V/hat is h© prattling about now?
St* Fr., BAVARDER.
BAILLB ( bsLf ), n . f.
Any kind of large tub; bath tub* Une bailie
d veau* A tub of water. St. Fr., ___ , (naut.)
half tub; bucket.
BALAFRE (fca/aA* ), a. t-
Smear» spot* Une balafre de manger sur la 
figure. Food left on the face* Une balafre 
de bone sur sa robe* A spot of mud on her 
dress* St. Fr*, ___ , gash, slash, cut.
BALAI {ba> /e ) DU CIEL, n* m.
Bind blowing from the Northwest, regarded as 
a sign of good weather* St* Fr., BALAI, broom*
BALBOTKR (ba.ibuf'e. ), y. tr. and int.
1* To scold* Kile a balbut© ce gamin* She 
scolded that little boy. St. Fr., GRQNDER*
2. To stammer. II a balbute en me repondant. 
He stammered in answering me. St. Fr., 
BALBUTIES*
BALIKE ( baJje. ), v. tr.
To sweep, used only In the infinitive. A ost 
apr&s balier la galerie. She is sweeping the 
porch. St. F r •, B ALAYER.
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BALIEOR, -EOSE { ba.lj t.f' , - #4Z) , n. m. and f.
One who sweeps. Marl© est une bonne balieuse. 
St. Fr., BALAYEUR, -EUSB.
BAIXSR (Aa/e ), v. int.
To dance; to frequent dances* II ball© tous 
les soirs. He goes to dances every night. 
St. Fr*, DANSER.
BALQN (A«tJo ), EH , prep. phr.
Undecided. J© suis en balan si je Ta. 1 am 
undecided whether I shall go. St. Fr., fitTRE 
EH BALANCE, to be undecided*
BANGUI ( ) ,  n. f.
The edge of a ditch, the bank of a stream*
La banque du fosse est haute* St. Fr., BOHD.
BANQUETTE \6aZ*<et ), n . f.
Sidewalk, formerly made of large wide planks. 
La banquette est moulllee. St* Fr., , 
small upholstered bench with no back. ¥f?OTTOIR.
BAPTEME CAT1N ( A * / e  m  Ad^l), n. m.
Difficult feat. C fetalt un b&pt^me catin d© 
fair© cette robe. It was indeed difficult to 
make this dress.
BAPTISTEES (Z>«3L fis ter ), n. ».
Baptismal certificate. St. Tr., ___ , baptismal
fount. EXTRAIT BAPTISTAIRE.
BAQ.U2T ( 6 a*re ), n. m.
Bucket, made of tin or wood. St. Fr*, ,
wooden vat much larger than a bucket* StJEAU.
BAHAQ.US ( t a r a K ) ,  n. m*
Ice-cream freeaer. See also SABOTIlSRE. 
Cf. Larousse: BARATTE, butter churn.
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BARBS ( barb ) ESPAGNOUS, n- f.
Spanish moss typical of Southwest Louisiana; 
it is found on trees, stumps, etc* An in­
dustry of drying moss for mattresses has 
been developed in some sections*
BARBSUI \ b a r b f  ), a4j.
Bearded* St* Fr*, BARBU*
BARBOTSR (barbo+e ), ▼. tr.
To do or make something in a slipshod manner* 
II a barbote cette ehos©-l&. K© did that 
thing in a slipshod way* See also BACHER; 
BARLANGUSR.
.. . \ furcatus}* St* Fr.,
 , brill* LOUP DJE MKR.
BARBUS DU BOH DIBU {barbp Jjf b* Jj)
Phrase used for BREBIS DU BON DIEU, signifying 
a person with a Kind disposition* Bile est 
bonne comme la barbue du bon Dieu.
BARDSR {barde ), v. int.
To go in the direction of. II a bardd la-bas.
lie took that direction. St. Fr*, ___ , v. tr*,
to b^rb a horse; to cover with slices of bacon.
BARDI-BARBA ( bardl ksbrJsL ), n* m.
Uproar. On a fait un bardi-barda la ce soir. 
They made a big racket there tonight. St. Fr.„ 
TAP AGE.
BARGUBTE (barji.,7 ), n. f.
Bargain. Gt. ?r., ACliAT D* OCCASION.
BARGUIH3R (barain*. ), v. int.
To make a bargain; to shop for a good price. 
II faut barguiner avec ces juifs. St. Fr-, 
FAIRiS UN ACHAT D*OCCASION.
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BAR1&HGU2H ( b a r J S  9 e  }, V. tr.
To botch; to do in a haphazard way* Elle 
barlangue son outrage* See also BACHER, 
BARBOTER.
BABOUCHE i b a r o / ) ,  n. f.
Two-seated carriage usually drawn by two 
horses* Ell© avait mdme une belle barouche*
BARRS ( A a r  )t a* T*
Sharp pain, usually in the abdominal region* 
Cette barre m #a pris dan® l'estomac* St* Fr*,
ELANCmENT; BGULEUR.
b a r r £ (Aare), adj.
Constipated. St. ?r., CONSTIP^.
BARRiSA.UT£R {betro /‘e  ), v. tr.
To bar* II a dans l fidee de barreauter la 
fenetre. He plans to bar the window.
BAHRER {bare. ), t. tr.
To loch (a door, gate, or window). Barrez 
la porte. Look the door- St* Fr*, . to 
strike out; to obstruct* FEEMER A CQ5F.
BABRlSRE (barjtr), n. f.
Fence, of any type* La barrier© est eassee*
St* Fr*, ___ , obstruction; railing* St- Fr*,
CLOTURE.
______  ;SR A LA BASCULE, to paddle.
Je vais te passer a la bascule. I am going 
to paddle you*
BASONjS adj.
Freckled. Son nez est basond.
BASOHEUR ( /?#er), n. m.
Freckle* J'aime pas des basoneurs* See ©Iso 
COCGDINDE. St* Fr*, RCUSSEUR.
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BASQUE {/>a5K ), f*
Yery tight-fitting coat* la me suis fait
uae jolie basque. St. Fr. t ___ , skirt or
tall of a coat*
b a s s iEr e  ( €r jf. n . f.
Low place; marshy land. See also VASSXERE- 
PLATIE*
BATISSS }, n. f.
Building* La batisse est grand®. ^St. Fr., 
 ___, a construction in masonry. B&FIMENT.
BiTON ( fca*3 )# n. ®.
Stalk of a plant. Un baton de mafs. A stalk 
of corn. St. Fr., ___ , stick. TIGE.
BATTAILLER ), ▼* ref*
To fight repeatedly; to fight in fun. Ces
petits sont tonjours apres se battailler.
St. Fr. , SE BATTKE.
BATTSRIE (bsLtri ), B . f.
Term used to indicate the fourth kettle used 
for the final boiling of cane syrup after 
which the process of open kettle cane syrup 
is complete.
BATTRE LE BERLOQUE (ia^r /a t>£r/^K )
To talk at ramdon; be mentally unbalanced.
Jean bat le berloque pendant des jours. John 
has talked deliriously for days. St* Fr., 
BATTRE LE BRELOQUE.
BATTURE ( A a ^ y r  ), n. f.
Land of a stream, usually a bank, that extends 
to a levee or some other obstruction. On 
trouve le debris sur la batture. St* Fr.,
 , rocky embankment; gold-lacquering*
BAUMS { born ), n. m.
Mint* The plant is boiled and used for 
earache or colic. Le the d© baume est bon 
pour le mal d ’oreille. St. Fr., , healing. 
MEHTHE.
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BAYOXJ (het0O )t a. m.
Small river. Jeanerett® est sur le Bayou Tbche*
BEBELLE ( beb&J  ), n. f .
Toys or gaudy adornments, such as paper flowers. 
L*enfant a des bibelles* Los b£belles sont 
sur la cheminoe.
BSC A LANC2TTE ( h&K n . ffl.
American snakebird (plotus anhinga).
k Sc a s s e  d e  n u i t  (ie^a-5 </»/»y#’ ), n. f.
Woodcock (philohela minor)* St* Tr*, BECASSE, 
woodcock; BlsGASSEAXJ. snipe or young woodcock; 
BSCASSIHE, snipe; BeCASSIN, jack snipe*
bJcassihe { b e K a s i n  ), n. t.
Least sandpiper (pisobia minutilla). See also 
TCHOTJROUC. St. Fr., ___ , snipe*
BEC-FIH ( b i K r s  ), a . m.
Long-nosed garfish {lejilsosteur osseus). See 
also POISSON ARME and GROS-BEC.
BUCHER {bcje )t v. tr.
To crack an eggshell prior to its complete 
hatching* Le petit poulet bech© l*oeuf.
St. Fr., BECHSR, to dig. BECC,IIETER.
B&ciUEB [bet<e), v. tr.
To kiss* L ’enfant b&cque sa mere. St. Fr*, 
EMBRASSER.
A long tfme. II y a bel age que je savais qa 
I*v© known that for a long time. St. Fr., 
LOHGTSSdPS.
BELLE (/>£/ )Sea FAIRS BKI.l.E
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BEIiiS OS NUIT (bfcl <J» nqi* ), a. t.
Four o'clock plant {mirabilis jalapa). 
St. Fr., , Marvel of Peru (plant}.
&mvt ( b a n f e  ), n. f.
Bantam chicken. St. Fr., COQ, DE BANTAM.
BiSlfi ( b e n e  }, n. m.
Sesame plant (sesamum indieum). The seeds 
of this plant are used to make pralines in 
certain sections of Louisiana. See also 
GIGERY-
BENGALI ( k o9 dl ) , adj.
Fierce, mean. II est un homme bengale. 
St. Fr., MfcHAST.
BJSQJJILLES ( b e k i 3 ), n. f. pi.
Stilts* St. Fr., ___ , crutch; support. SCEASSF.
B&iTJINE (bex«n ), n. m*
Bacon. See also BACON. St. Fr., LARD.
BJS ( fctr), n. m.
Mosquito bar. St. Fr., ___ , (naut.) cradle.
MOTTS TIQUAI RE.
BSRC2 { V>E.r5 ), n. f.
Rocking chair. La beree est oonfortable. 
The rocking chair is comfortable. St. Fr-* 
BERCEUSE.
Brass ( b e r A  ), n. f.
Stack \ot hay). La berge de foin est mouillde. 
St. Fr., MEULE (DE FOIN).
BERLANBER ( b f c r l o d e  )$ v. int.
To loaf; to kill time; to stroll. le peux 
berlander maintenant qua J’ai fini mon ouvrage. 
I can kill time now that I have finished my 
work. St. Fr., FLANER.
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BSRL0Q,TJg ( b t r l ^ K  ), n. T.
Clock (especially an old on®)- La berloque
©st cassee. St* Fr., ___ » cheap trinket jewelry
often attached to watch chains*
BERH3R ( b t r n e ) ,  y . tr.
To smear; to mess up- L*enfant est berne d® 
beurre. St* Fr-* EMBRSNSR.
BSKOUSTTK ( b t r u i t l - ) ,  n. f.
Wheelbarrow. La berouette est oassee. See 
also BOTOOmSTTE. St. Fr., BHOUETTS.
b S ta i l ls  ( b e  U i  ) ,  n. f •
Insect* La r&colte est ruin£e par ces betailles. 
St* Fr•} RETAIL, cattle*
B£TR A MILLS PATTI2S ( b e t  a  mil p a t  )f n* f.
Millepede (chllopoda myriapoda)*
bSte puante ( b t t  p - n S t ) ,  n . f .
Skunk. St. Fr. , FOTOXS D'AMBRIQtFB.
B&F3 ROUGE ( bfct 'Roj. ), n. f.
Red bug, called a "chiggern in some places-
BfiTXSER ( txe ) 9 v. int.
1* To joke with. II ne faut pas betiser avec
lui* You must not joke with him*
2* To play with. Ne betise pas avee cett©
machine*
b£t8t ( ) f adv.
Soon; presently- Le diner sera betot pr&t.
St. Fr.f BIKNTOT*
BEUHDASSj&tEHT (boe r d a i  )9 n. m-
Act of idling away onefs time. C f©st le
beurdassement meme qufil felt la.
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BEURDASSSR }f v. int.
To Idle away one's time. XX beurdasse. He 
idles away bis time. St. Fr., BARBASSER.
BEURGAU {boerpo ), n. m.
Conch shell horn* St. Fr., BURGAU.
BiSUHGOTSR ( b t r f o f e  ), v. tr.
To blow a conch shell horn. A1 appelle son 
mari dans le clos en beurgotant.
BICVCLE ( bis/M ), n. m.
Bicycle. St. Fr., BICYCLETTE.
BIDON (biJS ), n. m.
Sind of high hat worn by men; opera hat; Full
dress hat; also derby. St. Fr., ___ , wooden
jug holding about five litres. CLAQUE.
BXNSTTE ( bingt ), n- f-
Grimace. FAIRE U N E   , to make a wry face.
Elle m'a fait une binette quand J'ai rentrd.
St. Fr., , ridiculous head; wig of Louis XIV.
GRIMACE; f M R E  DES GRIMACES.
BIS3HC0IH ), adj.
Cater-comered. Mets pas la table bisencoin. 
Don't put the table cater-cornered.
BIZBIZ (biz bit. ), adv.
la constant discord. Ce monde-la sont toujours 
en bizbiz* St. Fr., BISBILLE (argot) quarrel*
BLAGUE {bfst* ), n. m.
Bladder (slang). St. Fr., ___ , tobacco pouch.
VESSIE.
BL0F2R ( )f T . tr.
To Bluff. II m ’a blofS.
BLOUBS { b/u*. )t n. t.
Mother Hubbard dress bled loosely at the waist; night gown* St. Fr., ___ , smock, pinafore*
BO (£© tr*
To kiss* J@ la b6, I kiss her. II la bo, ha 
kisses her* Bo-1el Kiss him! XI va la ho, 
hs Is gol&g to kiss her. St. Fr. f £MBRAS5ER.
BOBSCHi ( hoie/ ), n. t.
The burner of a lamp. St* Fr*, ___ , socket
(of a candlestick). BROl o t R.
BOBO ( £ o £ o  }» n* m*
Sore, in child*s vocabulary. A well known 
custom In curing sores is to rub gently in 
circular manner round the sore, saying:
"Bausts de chi an 
Raume de chat
Tu gudrlras quand tu pourras 
Ha Ha Ra Ra Ra*w 
St. Fr., PXJtXK.
bo Sts (6 » c T  ), n. t.
Box. St. Fr*, BOITS.
BO IS (£«*/a), n. m.
Tree* F o l d  un bois; voila des bois. Here le a tree; there are some trees* St* Fr.,
, wood, woods. AKBSB.
BOIS CORNU (buta. K^nu  ), n. m.
Hackberry tree (CeltIs laevigata). See also 
COHIiU and BOIS DE CuGNA*
BOIS D #ARC {SujSL J a r K  ), n. a*
Osage orange (Foxylon pomiferum).
bois x>£ cognS (£«/a  J k o /lc. ), n . m.
Haekberry (Celtls laevigata, wild). See also 
BOIS CCMJftJ and COflNU.
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BOIS 22 TUtOH£ (6 u»a d  ^ / i y  }, n* m.
Dogwood {Cornua florlcfa). St. Fr., CQRKOUILLER*
BQIS-MALIH (but*. m a / ? ) , n. m.
Trigger (bird trap).
BOITURB }, n. f.
Wood work, Aised in the phrase BOITURE D'EHCAERB- 
MEET, the wood work around windows and doors*
St* Fr.f BGISERIE, wainscot*
BOMBE ( b o m  ), n. f.
Kettle* Da bombe est sale* St. Fr*, 
bomb shell. BOUILLOIRE.
BOB COSOH {.boKOtr ), adj.
Good; good-hearted* II est bon coeur comm© 
sa mame* St. Fr., BON*
BORD ( ), n* m.
Side, party, affiliation. Je suis d© votre 
bord dans 1*election. I am on your side in 
the election.
BORDORE (/o#~</ur) f n* f*
Bank of a stream having no levee. II est sur
la bordure du bayou. St. Fr., ___ , edge,
margin. BORD, bank.
BOSCOILLOT {bo*K*j'o ), n . m.
Cypress knee. St. Fr*, JET DE CYPRlS.
BOSS ALE ( />o<sa./), n. m*
Halter* St* Fr*, LXCOU.
BOUCANE ( bt/ K a n  )f n. f.
Smoko; usually mad© from burning of rubbish, 
common among the negroes in the summer for 
the purpose of driving away mosquitoes.
XI y a trop d© boucane dans la malson.
St* Fr., FUMEE.
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BOUCAftiSR (6 <##caj>e }. v* int.
To smoke. Les nitres boucanent c© soir pour 
las moustlques. Le stove boucanei the stove
smokes* St. Fr** ___ , v* tr*, to smoke meats.
FUMER.
BOUCANIkRL (hitK*h.*r )t n* f.
Smoke house*
BOUCAUT ( koKO ), n. m.
Hogshead* St* Fr**  * obsolete tern forhogshead* BARRXQ0B*
BOUCHSRIK ( bufri ), a. f.
Slaughtering and preparation of a pig for family use* Faire la boucherie* to slaughter a hogfor private use* St* Fr** ___ * butcherfs shop;slaughter*
BOOCLETTS ( b u J i t  ), n. t.
Curl; lock of hair* Regard® eette joli©
bouclette sur son front. St. Fr* * ___ * small
buckle or ring*
BOTJGOH {bvg3 ), n. m.Stunted ear of corn with very small grains.Le bougon vaut pas rien. The stunted ear of corn is worth nothing. St. Fr. *  * grumbler.
BOUGHT ( h u ^  ), n. m.
Fellow* guy* man* C*est un 
sur l fautre bord du bayou, 
who lives on the other side St* Fr* *  (hup.r )•
B0UGRE33B ( bv$ r£S ), n. t.1* The female ass*
2. A good-for-nothing woman. St. Fr., / 
n* f«* Individual* woman.
BOULifiTTK (h Jet ). n. f.
Familiar term for the ace* in cards. II a 
toujours la boulette d© piques* St. Fr.*
* meat ball*
bougre qui vit 
He is a fellow 
of the bayou.
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BQUQ.UOIH ( b UK **£ ) , n. m.
Goatee. See also MjSOTONKAIHS* St- Fr., BARBICHE.
BQURDOH ( burc/3 ), n • m.
Hornet; any buzzing inject. St. Fr.# , 
bumble bee; drone. FRBLOH.
BQURLAHOUEB ( hur/Sgz ), v. tr.
1. To scold, to speak roughly to. I ’al 
hourlangud 1 ?enfant. I scolded the child.
2. To plead, to beg. II faut bourlanguer 
pour 1*argent. One must beg for money.
See TCHAMANDER.
BOUROUBTTK ( hurut&t ), n. f.
Wheel barrow. La bourouette est cassSe. See also BJSROUETTB. St. Fr., BKOtTBTTE.
BOUHRASQUS ( hura.SK ), n. f.
Sudden downpour of rain. C*£tait une bourrasque 
qui a tombe. A sudden heavy rain fell. St. Fr., 
 , sudden gust of wind.
BOUERASSER (/>(/ra<S€ J, v. tr.
To maltreat. Sa maitresse df£cole le bour- 
rasse tout le temps. His schoolteacher treats 
him badly all the time.
BOURRBA.U ( bur-o ), n. m.
Ill-tempered person. J ’aime pas ce bourreau-la.
BOOHRiqtfET ihuriKe ), n. m.
Any variety of ass. Also applied to persons.
Jean est un yrai bourriquet. St. Fr., ___ ,
young ass . ARE •
BOUHSOLE ( burs^f), n. f.
Compass. St. Fr., BOUSSOLE.
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BOUSCULAIXiJffl ( buSK-y /aj G ), V. tr.
To upset; to disturb, to shock* II va tout 
bouseulailler les meubles. He is going to 
upset the furniture* La nouvelle m fa bous- 
eulailld. The news shocked me. St. Fr.* 
BOUSCULER.
BOUT { bo ) , n* m.
Length; distance; direction. Un ti-bout, a 
short distance. Ce bout-ei, this way. Dn
grand boutf a great distance. St . Fr., ___
end. DISTANCE.
BOUTIQUE ( £  ). a. «.
Grocery store; any type of 3tore. St. Fr.,
,__ , shop; merchandise in a shop. MAGASIN,
WlCisBIB.
BOTAU ( bojo } GRAS, n. nu
Rectum- St. Fr*, BOYAU, bowel, gut; catgut. 
RECTUM.
BRAILLHR { bra.j€ ), y. int.
To weep, to cry. L ’enfant braille. The child
is crying. St. Fr., ___ , to bawl, to shout.
PLEORLK.
BRAILLSUR lbr*j«€r- )f n . m .
Weeper. C*est un brailleur. He is a cry-baby. 
St. Fr*, PLHJEIilfi.
BRALINER ( ̂ r a A ' c e  ), v. tr.
To bleach in the sun- J fai brallnd le drap. 
I bleached the sheet. St* Fr., BLANCHIR.
BRANCHU ( k r̂ /jjf- ) , n. m.
Wood duck lAix eponsa).
BRAGUET (Ara^C ), n. m.
Diaper. ^See also COUCHE. St. Fr. , ___ ,
(naut.) cable used in hoisting the mast of 
a ship In construction. MAILLOT.
BRATETTE {brajct }9 n. f*
Pair of knee-breeches* St. Fr., ___ , flap of
the trousers* CULOTTB*
BRfiCHi® ( brcje )# v. tr*
To notch, to indent* Mame a braeh© ses cise&ux. 
Mother notched her scissors* St. Fr*, SRR&CHER*
BRSme { brt/n ) ,  a . f .
Eggplant. St. Tr., AUBERGINE.
BRICOLES ( hriKat )f n. f. pl.
Suspenders* II a des vieilles bricole®. St. Fr 
BRETELLE*
BRIGAND (bripJ ) f n. m.
Rowdy person; used generally in referring to 
mischievous children. lean est un petit bri­
gand. lean is a mischievous little boy*
St. Fr., ___ , brigand, highwayman*
HRISE-FER {triz. P*r ), n . m .
Clumsy fellow; one who breaks all. Ce gamin-la 
est un brise-fer. That boy is an awkward fellow 
St. Fr., BRISE-TGUT.
BRGDEQ.UIN ( kr« g't }, n . m.
Brogan. St. Fr. ,  , buskin*
BRUMASSER ( i r ^ / w a ^ e  )f v . int. ̂
To drizzle. II a commence a brumasser deja.
See also FROUMASSEK, GRjSflASSSE^FRIMASSis.’R.
St. Fr., BRUIKER.
BUCHER ( buje )t v. tr.
To beat unmercifully, to club; to chop (wood).
II bdehe ses enfants. He beats his children- 
St. Fr., ___ , to rough hew; to cram. BATTRB*
BUCHEUH ( l>g.Jo*.r ), n. m.
Woodcutter. St. Fr., BUCHERON.
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BOQGY (Aooe ), q . f.Buggy, carriage. St. Fr. , VOITDHE.
BUT (A# thft ), n. m.
Hunter's blind. St. Fr., AFFUT.
BUTIN { - • .............................All one’s household belongings* II a parti avec 
tout son butln. He left with all his belongings* St. Fr. » ___ ,• booty. AMmiBL^MjilOT, MSUBLJg.
CABAX..SH ( t v. int.
To solicit votes, to campaign. IX va cabaler 
pour son cousin. He is going to ^politic® for 
his cousin*
cabam£ ( tca.&».r>e ), adj.
Confined; remaining indoors* Depuis sa rnaladi© 
11 est eaband. St. Fr*, CABANSR, to live in a 
hut*
CABANEAU (/ca^aso ), n* f.
Dilapidated building. Cette vieill© cabaneau 
va tomber bdtot. That old dilapidated building 
is going to soon fall*
CABSCHii ( ) , n, f .Head. See also CABOSSE, CALOQJJS, CALOQUTNTE. St. Fr-, Tsm.
CABINET (/ca^/A< )» a. m.
An outdoor privy; cabinet of any kind. St. Fr., 
closet, study.
CABOSSE (kai>SKS }, a. t.
Head. II va cogner ta cabosse. H© is going to 
hit you on the head. See also CAB&CHE, CALOQ,UE. 
St. Fr., ___ , bruise, bump. TSTE*
CABHI ( KeJ>ri )t n. m.
1. Goat of any size or sex. St. Fr., 
kid. CHFVRE.
Z« Navel•
CACHE-CACHE (KA.J k a f  ), n. f.
Jack-snipe (Gallinago delicata). St. Fr., 
BfiCASSINE.
cacher rir (/fa/e A t ) ,  n. m.




CACHKR FOUET {Actje hou£~t), tt. m.
Gam© of hiding the whip# Th© player who finds 
toe whip may whip anyone who may h© caught be­
fore reaching base; the person whipped hides 
the whip In turn*
CACHE—TOUT {A*./** ), n. m.
Catch-all; corner or nook where things are 
thrown* On jette tout dans le cache-tout*
Se© also F0URRB-T0UT.
CACHOUPIC {K^JvpiK , *f*Jof>* ), adj.
Tacky; countrified. Ce chapeau qu'ell© porte 
est cachoupic. The hat she is wearing is tacky*
CADET, -TO {KaJ* , n. m. and f*
The second child in the family. Le cadet est 
plus beau que I ’aind. The second child is finer
than the eldest. St. Fr. , ___ , youngest child;
formerly CADET meant the second son, who was 
usually destined to the army, hence the use in Louisiana.
?A FAIT ), adv.
So, therefore. Nous avons demand^ Madame lean 
de venir, qa fait ©lie a venu. V<© asked Mrs. 
lean to come, so she came.
CAFE SATJVAGE ( * « A e  « « i ) ,  n. m.
Wild coffee plant. See also INDIGO.
CAFIAO (HSk.bjo ), n. m.
Weak coffee; weak coffee-milk. Donne le bdbe 
du cafiau. 3t# Fr*, CAFfi FAIBLH.
CAFIOT ), n. m.
Coffee fiend. Henri deviant cafiot comme son 




Listless (person or animal)* L fenfant a l ’air 
cagou aujourd#hui. The child is listless today. 
St. Fr., , leper; beggar; unsociable person.
CAGOUjSTTS ), n. f.1 Twist of nair, usually very large. Elle s*est
fait une oagouette. St. Fr*, CHIGNON.
c a Ia c  n . m .
Bull no longer used for breeding purposes.
St. Fr., VIEUX TAUREAXJ.
CAILLE (^ d j  )t n. f. and adj.
1. Field lark. Also ____ DE CLOS. St. Fr. ,
 __» quail.
S. Spotted black and white. See TAG Tig,
CHACTA CAILLE.
CAILLE DE CLOS {H*j ^  ) , n. f.
Field lark. See also CAILLE.
CAILLETTS ( H A j i t  ), n . f.
Name generally applied to a black and white cow.
CAJIEH, —NE ( £ , #J| ) f n. m. and f. and adj.
1. Acadian living in Louisiana and speaking 
an Aeadian-French dialect. C@ cajien porte des 
oapots cajiens.2. In poor taste; rustic. Un capot cajien, 
a tacky coat.
GALA ( X a/a ) , n« m.
Old hat. Ella avalt un cala sur sa tete. She 
had an old ugly hat on her head.
CALER ( X d / d  ), v. tr. and int.
To sink. II a cale dans l ’eau. He sank into
the water. St. F r . ,  , (naut.) to lower along
the length of mast. S f &NFONCKR.
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CAX.XMAQON i  m a t s o  ), n. m.
Snail. St. Fr-, COLIMAQOH.
CALIMAtJONNER ( « < l / » m a 5 0 o e  ), v. int.
To do things very slowly; to wdragw In doing 
something- II oalimaQonne dans son ouvrage.
He does his work very slowly-
CALOQ.ua (« a / j «  ), n. f.
Hoad. Je va te oognar sur la ealoque. See also 
CABSCHE, CABOSSE, CALOQJJIMTB.
CALOQUINTE {Ka /oa: £ ‘ f n . t.
Head. Sae also CABECHS, CABOSSE, CALGQUE.
St. Fr., TETE.
CALOTTE { A d  / o t )f n* f.
1- Skull; scalp. Sa calotte est sale. His 
scalp is dirty.
2* Hat. II met toujours ce vieux calotte. He
wears always that old hat. St. Fr.* ___ ,
skull cap worn by priests.
CALYCANTHUS (Aa/</<3 /y-S ), n . m .
Florida Shrub; sweet-scented shrub; strawberry 
shrub• (Calycanthus floridus)•
CAMBOUILLE ), n. f.
Odorous residue between the toes caused by 
uncleanliness•
CAMBRB ( K2 ore) ,  a d j .  and n . m.
1. Bowlegged. Le b£bd est cambrS.
2. One bowlegged. Le cambre est pe^it. 3t. Fr.* 
 * bent, catering. A JAi-.IBi'JS ARQUHHS.
CAMISOLE {Ka.miz.ol ), n. f.
Nightgown. St. Fr., , morning jacket; shirt 
waist. ROBE DE NUIT.
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CAMPER ( *3>e )t v . tr.
1* To strike* Kile a camp6 son pied sur cett© 
chaise* She struck her foot on this chair.
2* To lean* Ne camp© pas ta t@t© d© c© eotd- 
ci- Do not lean your head on this side*
CAMP EUR, -EUSE (Kopec r , oci), n. ra* and f.
One who remains a long time; one addicted to 
making extended visits* Cette Marie, ©lie est 
une camp©use quand ell© vient icl. Mary is 
one who stays a long time whan she comes here*
CAN { K t n j ,  n . m.
Can* St. Fr. , BOITE A CONSERVE.
CANARD ( K a n a r ) ,  n . m.
1* ___  D'INDE, Muscovy duck (Cairina moschata).
2* MULRT, cross between a Muscovy duck and
a mallard; Muley duck*
3. DOUZ, ___  FRANQAIS, greenhead mallard
(Anas platyrhynchos).
CANARDS ), n. f.
Female duck* Un canard; une canarde* St. Fr., 
CANE, n. f *; CANARD, n* m.
CANCANMAILLES { k 3 k 5  ), n. f* pi*
Gossip* II ne faut pas croir© toutes ces 
cancannailles• One must not believe all those 
tales*
CANCANNEUR, -EUSE ( K O K ^ n o < r  , - OCX ), n. m. and f . 
One who fabricates stories. Jeanne est une 
vraie cancanneuso. Jeanne is a real story­
teller*
CANDI ( Kjdi ), n. a.
Candy. J'ai fait du candi aujourd'hui. 
St. Tr., BONBONS.
CANDI DE MAISON (k3<J; J  nrtezH ) , n. 111. 
Taffy*
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CANKgONS ( K a n S o  ), n. rn. pi.Drawers (garment). St. Fr., CALEgoN.
cangrSne { ho g r t n  ), a. f.
Gangrene. St. Fr., GANGRENE.
CANICHE ( K  a n *J ) , n . m.
Seed (cans; wild bamboo). See also CANUCHE.
CANICROCHE ( K a. n • K r ), n. m.
Handicap; obstacle. I'arals beaucoup de 
eanicroehes dans mon ouvrage aujourd'hui.
St. Fr., ANICR0CH2.
CAKIQUE ( K a i n i K ) ,  n. f.
Marble (toy). II joue aux caniques. He plays 
marbles* St. Fr., BILLE*
CANNE A STORK (K<Zn».S-HKr , ), n. f.Sugar cane. ^
CANNELLS (K attfcl ), adj.
The nut-brown color of cinnamon; often used in 
referring to the color of animals; also the 
common name of a horse nut-brown In color.
St. Fr., ___ , n. f., dried cinnamon bark*
CAN HE MAKCNNE ( K S n m ^ r j n  f K o n m a O A  ), q . f. 
Cane reed; bamboo. See also CANNE SAUVAGE*
St. Fr*, ROSEAU; BAMBOU.
CAHNE SAUVAGE {K a n s o v a j .  , K O n  s p v a j .  ) , n. f. 
Cane reed; bamboo. See also CANNE MARONNE.
cantikr ( k3:+JJ e j t n. m.
Old shoe. Mes cantiers ont des gros trous.
St. Fr., VIEOl SOULIERS.
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CANUCHE ( K a n
Reed* Le petit & des jambes comma dee canuciieso 
The child has legs like a reed. See also 
CANICHS.
CAPABLE ( Kapab }, adj.
1* Likely* 11 est capable d'aller. He Is 
likely to go*
E* With the negative, not able* Marie n #est 
pas capable de travailler. Marie is not able 
to work* St. Fr*,  , fit, suitable.
CAP CAP ( K d p  M d p } , n. m.
1* Little green heron (Butorides virescems).
2. Countrified person* C'dtait un cap cap de 
Pont Breaux ave© qui il parlait.
CAPOT { Kdipo ) 9 n * m.
1* Coat of any length, weight, or type. II a 
le capot mais pas le patalon. He has the coat
but not the pants. St. F r . ,  , hood of a
car; large gloak with hood. VESTON.
E. ___  Cl HE, raincoat. St. Fr., XMPERH&ABLE*
CAPOTER ( pot"* ), v. tr. and int.
To spill; to overturn (as a boat); to fall upside 
down. Le bateau a capote avec Marie. The boat
upset with Mary. St* Fr., (Naut *) to capsize;
to hood (a carriage). CHAVTHEiR; TOMBER.
CAFUCHCN ( K  d. ). n. m. .
Any kind of pointed hat. Le capuchon a Marie
est rouge. St. Fr., ___ , hood of a cape.
CHAPEAU POINTU.
c a b a b i k £ ( K a r a b i n c  ), adj.
Excellent; sumptuous; extravagant; complete. 
J*ai eu un diner carabind. I had an excellent
dinner. St. Fr., ___ , violent; excessive.
EXTRAVAGANT; SOMPTtJHtJX.
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CAEACQLKR ( K a r a . K o f e  ), Y. tr. and int.
1. To "stick," in the sense of take advantage 
of* XI m*a car a col <S ce vieux tabac.
S. To stagger* II a caracol# ©n entrant*
St. Fr., ___ , to wind; to circle*
CARCAN ( K a r K o  ) f n. m.
Clog put on cows, horses, and pigs to prevent 
their passing through a fence* See also FAIRE
1*25 C ARC AN. St* Fr., ___ , iron collar used in
pillory. TRIBART.
CARCUUSS (KarK-jjle), y . tr.
To calculate, to figure. II va carculer ee que 
<2a eoute. St. Fr., CALCULER, to ascertain; 
to reckon; to eompute*
CARDINSAD ( Kardino ), n. m.
Cardinal (bird); Cardinalis cardinalis cardinalis. 
St. Fr., CARDINAL.
CAREKCRO { K i r j K r o  m .
1* Buzzard (Carthartes aura septentrional!®}.
S. Name of a town in Lafayette Parish. St. Fr., 
BU5E.
CARGUER ( K « r g «  ), v. ref.
To be stuck; to be rooted. II va se carguer 
dans eette chaise toute la matihee.
CABLET ( Karle ), n. m.
Fishing not; crabbing net. 3t* Fr., PIL35T.
CABNASSI2R, -IHLSE ( K a r h a S ^ e  , - n. m. and f.
Mischievous person (usually said of children).
II est oarnassier; all© est carnassleuse.
CARPE { K a r p  ), n. f.
Buffalo fish (Ictiobus cyprinella). St. Fr.,
 9 carp.
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CARREAU ( K ^ r o  )f n* m.
Small patch, usually of a quilt* Un® couverte 
& Oarreau. I*ai us® cent earreaux dans man 
quilt. I used on® hundred patches in my quilt-
St* Fr., ___ , small square of tile or glass;
X ___ , checkered.
CARREAUDE ( K A r o  d a  , K A r o + f t  ), adj.
Checkered. La courtepointe ©st carreaut£*
St. Fr., X CARREAUX*
CARTROM ( K a r 1 r r 3  )f n* m.
Cardboard* St* Fr., CARTOH.
CASBUHGOT ( U s b ^ r t t o  , K * 2 . b ^ r } o ) ,  n. m.
1* Fresh water drum (Aplodinotus grunniens).
Zm Sheep head (fish); Arehosargus probatocepha- 
lus*
CASQ.UE ( K A l5) , n. m.
Boy*s eap (wearing apparel)* Evidently an 
abbreviation of CASQUETTE.
CASSAILLKR ( K a i A j C  )f v. tr.
To break into bits* II va tout cassailler ma 
vaisselle* He is going to break my china*
St. Fr., CASSER.
CASS 2 ( K & S  ), n* m.
Biscuit pan; flat pan in which biscuits are 
baked* Je suls apres mettre mes biscuits dans 
le casse* St* Fr., PLATEAU.
CASSSBANAHB ( K a & b d n a h ) ,  n. t.
Musk cucumber; curuba (cucumis moschata,
SicAna odorifera}* Sieana is Peruvian. The 
plant Is akin to cueurbita differing only in 
calyx and anthers not united. Probably a native 
plant of Brazil but found also in Mexico and 
the West Indies. In America known as the 
caesabanana* COCOBANANE* q. v* Bailey*
St. Fr., OOHCOMBHJS MOSQ,U$ (cf. Bailey).
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CASSER ( K d S e  ) , v* tr*
1* To change money* Casser la piastre, to 
make change for the dollar.
2* To plow, in the expression CASSER LA TERRE*
3* To gather, used instead of CUEILLXR.
Casser le mats, to gather corn*
CASSE-TKTE ( K » S  +  «.t n . f.
Hatchet* St* Fr., ___ , crude instrument made
by attaching a piece of iron or stone to a 
wooden handle; an instrument used by savages 
generally; tomahawk. HACHETTE*
CATAPLASSE (K a t a p l a 3  ), n. m.
1* Poultice, usually of mustard. St* Fr., 
CATAPLASMS*
2* Figuratively, an excessive helping of food*
Un grand cataplasse de riz. A large helping 
of rice.
CAT&HISSE ( K ^ t / i ' i  ), n. m.
Catechism of the Roman Catholic Church. Le petit 
va an catdchlsse. St. Fr* , CAT&GHISME*
CAVALIADE { K » V » I , n. f.
Drove of horses or mules. St. Fr., CAVALCADE*
CAVE ( K a V  ), n. f.
Pantry, lies groceries sont dans la cave- My 
groceries are in the pantry. St. Fr., ,
wine cellar.
CAWANE ( K a w a n  ), n. m.
Turtle, usually found in fresh water. St. Fr., 
TORTUE.
CELUI-LX ), pron. in.
That one. Celui-la m ’a dit ga.
CERNB ( S t r n  ), n* f.
Feeding coop for baby ohicks with entrance only 
large enough for chicks. Some of these coops 
are made in circular shapes, others square.
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CSSTSLLSMSNT ( i t r  /t/flna ), adv.
Certainly. Certelloment, elle va aveo mol*
St. IT-, CERTiCS; CEKTAINEMIMP.
CERVOLANT ( S t r v o i Z  }, n. m.
On© who moves constantly; restless person; a 
fly-by-night person* II est un cervolant quand 
11 entre dans la maison. He becomes very restless 
on entering the house•
C ’EST-IL { 5 e  W  )
Is it? C f©st-ll le mot que tu cherehes? Is it 
the word which you are seeking. St* Fr., EST- 
CE QJTE C*EST.
CETTE—Li ( 5 4 ^ /a ), pron. f.
This one. St. Fr., CELLE-Li.
CHABRAQUE ( r«lk )9 n. f.
Anything old, rickety, that no longer functions 
properly. Cette chabraque ne vaut pas cinq sous. 
That old rickety thing is not worth five cents. 
St. Fr., SCHABRAqUE, shabrack.
CHACOTER (J~a.MO+e) t T . tr. andint.
To whittle. Le vleux aime a chaeoter .
CHACTA ( J~<SLK tJLj , n. m. and adj.
1. Small, frisky horse* II a attrape le chacta.
He caught the small frisky horse. See CHACTA CAILLE.
2. Stingy. lean est chacta avec son argent, 
lean is tight with his money.
. C A ILLS I ya/< r a  , n. m.
Spotted animal (horse or cow). C o s t  un chacta 
eallle qu’il a achet3. He bought a spotted 
animal. See TACTS, CAILLE.
CHALAND i f  a / 3  )
Flat-bottomed rowboat* Le chaland a cald 
The flatboat sank. St. Fr., ___ , barge.
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CHALOTK ( / * / * * ) ,  n. f.
Small onions, shallots* Jo vais#cons@rv©r mes 
chalotes en vinaigre. St* Fr., EGHALOTE.
CHAMBOUHOURRA ( m  h o h u r ^  % n# m .
Uproar. On a fait un chambouhourra chez alia 
hior soir. They made a big uproar at her house 
last aight.
CHAMBRANNER { f o  l> ** a*ne ) 9 v. int.To shake. Le Tent a fait chambr&nner le magasln 
& aats* The wind caused the corn crib to shake* See also CHAMBRELER. St. Fr., SBCOUER; EBRANLER.
CHAMBRE A BAIN ( n. f.
Bathroom. St. Fr., SALLE DE BAIN.
CHAMBRilLANT, -E 3 b r &  / j  , -f), adj. m* and f.
Unsteady, shaky* Le lit ©st chambrelant. La 
chaise est chambrelant©• St* Fr. , CflANCELANT*
CHAMBREUE8 { . X 5  }, v. tr.
To shake; to male© unsteady* Le vent ©hambrelle le bois. The wind shakes the tree. See also 
CHAMBRAKNER- St* Fr., fiBRANLiSE; SECQUEE*
CHANCE ( SSLs), n. r.
Opportunity, chance* J ’&i la chance dfaller en 
ville. I am taking the opportunity to go to 
tee city. St* Fr*, , luck; chance; good 
fortune. OPPORTOHXT2T~OCCASION.
CHANGEAILLER ( 5 a J  e ), v. tr.
To change often* St* Fr., CHANGER.
CHANG EOT AGE ( / 5 » c / f t 2 ) ,  n. m.
Change; Bargain; changing. C*6tait un fameux 
ehangeotage* That was a fine exchange. St* Fr*, 
CHANGEMBNT.
CHANGEOTJiS ( V. tr*
To change about; to swap. II changeot© ses 
chevaux souvent. St. Fr., CHANGER.
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GHANTAILLER { / j  ), v. Int.
To Bing Intermittently. St. Fr., CHANTER.
CHANTILLON
Sample. Donna-moi un chantillon. St. Fr. 
BCHANTILLON.
CHAOUI ( / * « * '  ), XL • TB «
Raccoon (Proeyon lotor lotor). St. Fr., RATON, 
RATON LAVEOR.
CHAOUNANT (J'coSrt'S ), n . m.
Tailless chicken. See also CHOUENNANT.
CHAR (Jar ), n • m.
1. Automobile. St. Fr., AUTOMOBILE.2. Coach of a train. Ce char est pour lea 
negree. That coach is for negroes. St* Fr., 
 , chariot* car, carriage.
CHARADE {Jara.d ) , n. f.
Chit-chat; banal conversation. Ell© est toujours 
dans une charade avec quelqu*un. She is always 
in a chit-chat with someone.
CHARADSR K^farajck ), ▼. Int.
To talk much but say little; to prate, to babble. 
II charade eomme qa tout le temps.
CHAR A BANCS ), n. m.
Old wreck of a car. C vest un char & bancs la 
qua tu as achetd. See also CHACAHAS. St. Fr., 
 , wagon used to transport implements.
CHARBON K_fatrl>0 ), n. m.
Coal of any kind. Le charbon est cher. St. Fr*, 
, charcoal. HOUILLE.
CHARGER )* tr.
To charge, in purchases. On charge les groceries 
a la boutique. Groceries are charged at the store.




CHARIVARI (/an\ar,-), n. m.
Noisy eel©bration with tin pans, etc., on the occasion or a marriage in which one or the contracting parties has been previously married. 
St* Fr*, , discordant noise.
CHABKABER ( )# v* int.To prattle* Les petits entente charradent.St* Fr., JASER*
CHASSE—F'jSUME (fa.Spa.r*' ), n. f.Midwire*
CHASSSPAREILLS {̂ /sLSpSL r , n. r*Sarsaparilla. St. Fr., SALSBFAREILLE.
CHASSIS ( ) | n. m*
Window* XI regards par le chassis* St* Fr* , v window-frame or sash.
GHAUDXtRB { J•djzr ), n. f.Pot, usually of iron* Nettoie la chaudi&re.St. Fr*, ___, boiler.
CHAU EtlKS* { J ’oJje.re ) ,  n .  f .A s  amount of liquid required to fill a^pot; contents ot cooking vessel* Une chaudier^e
d 9eau* St* Fr., CHANDRAE; CHAUDRGN£e .
CHAUDIH ), n* m*Mixture or meat or oysters stuffed into the fourth stomach of a hog, sliced for use* A dish common at one time in Iberia Parish*
CHEINTE n. m.Headland in a field. See also CHEMIN DE TRAVERS. St. Fr., CAP; POINTE.
CHiMILLB ( ), n. f.Shirt. St. Fr., CHEMISE.
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CHEMIN DE TRAVERS J  + r a v e r ) > n.
Headland la a field. See also CHEINTE. St. Fr., CAP; POINTS.
CHKHKAUX ( , / e n o  ), n. f. pi.
!• Cane brake round in swamps*
2* Brush in swamps in which many young oaks 
are found* Ils sont apres chasser dans les 
chSneaux* They are hunting in the eanebrakea*
CHJSranT ( J~er«L ), adj.
Term used to describe an avaricious merchant 
who sells at exorbitant prices* Lui, 11 est 
trop chdrant. He is one who sells at too 
high a price. St. Fr*, VENDEE CHER*
CHESSER ( }f v. tr. and int.
Tg^diy. La terre va ch£sser vite. St. Fr. ,
CHESS ERESSE (./fibres }, a. f.
Drouth. Cette cheaseresse n'est pas bon pour 
les recoltes. St. Fr., sfeJHERESSE.
Ch £ti (-/e/» ), adj.
Delicate, weak. L fenfant est cheti. St* Fr., 
CHETCF.
CHSVALIEHS DE NDIT "M), a. m. pi.
Night riders, a group formed after the Civil 
War to frighten the negroes.
CHEVEUX ( f t  ), n* m* pi.Hair* Tes cheveux sont longs. St. Fr.*
 )•
CHiSTlLLE ( n. f. . „  _
Instep. Rose s 'est foule la cheville* Rose 
sprained her instep.
CHEVRETTE ("f&Vrstf )f n* f.
Shrimp. St. Fr*, CREVETTE.
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CHEZ t ), prep*
At; to; at the home of* On va chez Rose*st. yr-, _. (ye ).
CHICOT t/' w  )
See FAIRS *
CHICOTER { 'ftrtof'e ), v. tr* and int.
To eat; to nibble; to pick around on rood, 
le vas ehicoter sur see os. I am going to
nibble at these bones* St. Fr ., , to
wrangle; to trifle. MORDILLER.
CHINKS ( / * » c  ), v. tr.
To wear out; to exhaust. On est apres le chiner
d fouvrage. He is being exhausted with work*
St. Fr., fiCHINER.
CHIPOTEUR, -BUSS ( , -<^i), n. m. and f.
One who quarrels over trivial matters. II est 
blen un chipoteur de se faeher pour $a. St. Fr. * 
CHXPOTIER* -ISRE.
CHICtUAILLEB { / r'M&j'e. ), v. tr.
To chew continuously; to chew. J ’aime pas a 
la voir chiquailler cette goirnne. I dislike 
seeing her continually chewing that gum*
CHIQUE C/•* ), n. f.
An Indirect insult; a "dig." C fetait une vraie
chlque* That was indeed a dig. St. Fr., ___ »
chew of tobacco.
CHXSSE (//5 ), adj.
Stingy. St. Fr. f CHICHE, AVAHE.
CHOPINE n. f.
1* oup# usually a tin cup of ordinary size.
2. A gourd for drinking* See also PINTE.




Twisted knot of hair forming womanfa hairdress. 
Sa choqu© est bien arranges* heln? Her knot is 
well arranged, isn#t it?
CHOtJBOOLtJRE {f*'&o/yr- ), n. f.
Prickly heat* On a des ©houboulures dans 1 fdt£. 
St. Fr*, fiCHAUBOULURE.
CHOU—CREME ( f  u tcrem), a. m*
Cream puff. St. Fr., CHOU A LA CRfiMB.
CHQUENNANT {̂ /cLCUa. #73  ̂  ) , n. m.
Tailless chicken. See also CHAOUHAOT.
CHOUETTE { fuiti: }, a- f.
1. Screech owl (Otus asio floridanus)* La 
ehouette est dans le bois. The screech owl is 
in the tree.
3. Epithet of reproval. Eh! ma petite chouette, 
tu vas pas m fattraper encore. Ah! you little 
snip* you are not going to catoh me again.
CHOU GRAS (/ ‘y / ' A  ), n. m.
Pokeweed (Phytolacca decandra).
CHOUPIQ.UB ( J u p t K  ), a. m.
Bowfish (Amla calva)•
CHOOSSE { y «  * . » : * : ..........................Stump, of any plant. Une chousse de canne. Une 
chousse de chene. St* Fr., SOUCHE.
CHRISTINE ( k W - S ^ m *  ), n. m.
Santa Claus (practically obsolete now).
Christine va pas t ’apporter un oatin si tu ©s 
mauvais. Santa will not bring you a doll if 
you are naughty. St. Fr., PERil NOEL.
CHRISTMAS (KrisMis  ), n. m.
Christmas. J© lui donne <ja pour Christmas.
St. Fr., NOEL*
CIGALB ( S if*./ ), q. f.Dragon fly (Odonata, Anax juniua). Sea also 
CIHIGALE* St* Fr*» ___ , grasshopper.
CIGAL&RE ( 3i</a.Ur ), n. m.
Tobacco pouch, usually of rubber.
CIGARETTE ( S t Q G L r i t  ), n. f.
Cigarette. St. Fr., ___ , {.S/ya./'tf* j.
Cl—iA ( *si / a  j, pron. m.
This one* St* Fr*, CELtJI-LA.
CXM5HT ( %5 i m j  }, n* m*
1* Concrete walk* II marc he sur le ciment- He is walking on the sidewalk.
2. Cement* II a fait 1© eiment lui-m§me. He made the cement himself*
CIMITISBE (&imi+4&r ), n. m.
Cemetery. St. Fr., CIMETItBE.
cinigale ( 5 i n > y a |  ), n. r.
Dragon fly {Odonata anax junius). See also 
CIGALE.
CISAILLER { ), v. tr*To cut badly or to botch (with scissors). Elle 
a cisaill© l*etoffe. She has botched up the 
material. St. Fr., COUPER MALADROITEMENT*
CRATER ( /c/e^e ), ▼. tr.
To lock* cietoz bien les portes pour moi. 
Lock the doors well for me. St. Fr., FERMER 
A CLEF*
CLI—CLIQPE (#c/« k U k  ), n. m.
Sparrow hawk (Falco sparrerius sparverius). 
St. Fr., EPEHVIER.
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CLOS ( k !o  ) , a. m.
Field, of considerable size* 11 travaille dans 
Is clos* St. Fr., ___ , enelosure, field-
CLOU-CLQTJC (*/«/ k /u *< ) n. m.
Greater yellow-legs (Totanus melanoleucus).
COCHONDHIE [Mojod r* ), n. f.
Trash; article of no value. II a gaspilld son 
argent sur des cochondries. He wasted his money 
on trash.
COCHON GHINSE (Ho/S ?//>€), n. ra.
Guinea pig* St. Fr., COCHON D*INDE.
COCO (scoKO ) , n. m.
8gg» ia child*s vocabulary.
COCOBANANE («««co£*n«.n), n. t. 
See CASSEBANANE.
COCODINDE {KOKOtltn ), n. f.
Freckle* Elle a des cocodindes. See also 
BASONEUR. St. Fr., ROUSSEUR.
COCODRIL {KOKodri ), n. m.
1. Crocodile. St. Fr., CROCODILE.2. Fool, ass. Cette esp&ce de cocodrll, ja
1 ’aime pas. I don't like that veritable ass.
COCOMBRE ( K O « 3  O  ), n. m.
Cucumber. St. Fr., CONCOMBRE.
COFFRER (/cafire. }, ▼. tr.To bite; to eerateh: to tear out. C© chat a bien 
coffr£ man ehien.
COINCiUB <)9 neg. particle.
Anything (used only In a negative sentence 
with DIRS). II n fa pas dlt coinque* H© didn't 
say a word. See COINQ.UER.
CGIWQUER { * C 4 / £ * e  ) v. int.
To utter a word (used chiefly in negative}.
Elle ne coinqua pa® quand 11 vient. She doesn't 
utter a word when he comes over* See also 
COIKQ.DE •
COLXBRI { K o t *  h r *  ), n. m.
Killdeer (bird); Oxyechus vociferus. See also 
KILLDEE and PIVIEB DORE * St. Fr., ___ , hum­
ming bird.
COLLECTOR ihe ), V. tr.
To collect, as debts, accounts, etc* II col- 
lecte pour le magasin. He collects for the 
store. St. Fr., RECOUVRKR (debts).
COLLECTION ), n. t.
Collection. On fait une collection pour la 
foire. St. Fr., , gathering.
COMME (Bom), eonj.
As, used in comparisons. le parle aussi bien 
conane lui. I speak as well as he.
COMME QA ( W l h  5 a. ) QUE, rel. pron.
That. Pape dit comme qa qufil va pas. Papa 
says that he is not going.
COMMERAGE ( K O W C r a J  ), n. m*
Great bustle and confusion; ceremony. II y 
avait un tas de comm^rage chez nous avant la 
noce a Marie* See also COMMERCE*
COMMERCE ( Kom£ r ~ &  ), n. m.
Confusion, bustle. Pourquoi tout ce commerce? 
See also COMMERAGE.
COMME TOUT (#C-G/» +*4, adv.
Excessively; exceedingly; "like everything." 
II moullle comma tout. It is raining very 
hard. St. Fr., BEATTCGUP.
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CGMPAGNIE ( H G p a ^ i  }> n . f .
Company, guests* La maison ©st pleina de 
compagnie. St* Fr.,  business concern.
COMPRENABLE ( K ^ p r a n  d b  ), adj.
Comprehensible; capable of being understood. 
Cette affaire est comprenablo. St. Fr*, COMPREHENSIBLE•
CQMPRENURE ( K 3prda>(r ), n. f.
Understanding; sense. Ce n'est pas la com- 
prenure qui lui manque. It is not understand- 
„ lag that he lacks.
CONGO (Koc|o ), n. m.
Water moccasin {Akistrodon piscivorus).
COHliU (»43ny ), n* m*
Hackberry tree (Celtis laevigata} . See also 
BOIS CONNU and BOIS DE COGNE.
COPAL ( n o p a l  ), n. m.
Sweet gum tree (Liquidamber styraeiflua)-
COPPB ( K^>p ), n* f.
Dipper; cup*
COPPER CERT ( K a p i s t  ), n. m.
Copper cent; penny. St. Fr., SOU.
CO RC OBI AGE (K3«^Ko , n- m.
Act of jumping around, curveting; noise mad© as
result of jumping, stamping, ©to. II a fait
lee petlts arrSter c© corcobiage. He made
the children stop their prancing around.
CORCOBIER ( K D r k o ^ C  ), v . int.
To jump around; to curvet. Ce cheval ©st 
toujours apr&s corcobior. This hors© is always 
prancing around. Gt. Fr., FAIRS DE3 COURBSTTBS.
§0
C ORDER ( K 3 r  J e ) f v. int. and tr*
1* To pile wood in cords*
2. To overcrowd; to overload. On a cor&d la 
chambre avec des drigailles* They overloaded 
the room with trash*
CORDON { k a r J a  ) A SOULISH, a. a.
Shoe l&ee* Amarre ton cordon a eoulier*
CORNARD ( K ^ r  h a r  ), n. m.
Jimson weed (Datura stramonium} *
CORN ST DS CRAKE ( l O r n e  d  K f i W ) ,  a . a .
let cream cone* J ’aime pas les cornets de 
creme.
C0RNICH0N ( K 3 r n i / j  ), n. m.
Any kind of pickle* St* Fr., » cucumber for
pickling. SAUMURE; MARINADE; P W l T  POLISSON*
CORPS ( )9 n* m.
Corpse* On vient avec le corps* St* Fr* ,
 , living body. CADAVRE.
coaRBCTSH ( K o r t n t e  )t r. tr.
To correct. Je va corrector 1*enfant* I am 
going to correct the child* St. Fr-* CQRRIGER.
COHUS ( K O r u S  ), n. m.
Young rooster* Mon corus rouge a crev£* My 
red rooster died* St* Fr*, JEUNE COQ*
GOSSARDE ( K O  S  a r d  ), n. m.
1• Marsh hawk {Circus hudsonius).
2. Big talker*
C0T0H ( k o + 3  ), n* m*
1* Stem, stalk* St. Fr., TIGE.
2* Gob. St. Fr., BALLE (corn).
SI
COUCHS ( k u /  ), n. £.
Diaper* See also BKAGUET* St* FT*, MAIIJXT*
COUCHS-COUCHS ( K U /  K o/ ) # n. aw
Fried corn meal; eat®n for breakfast with either 
milk, coffee milk, or ©l&bbor* On mange lei 
sourest le eouche-couche et cailld* We often 
eat here fried corn meal and clabber*
COUCOU { K u  KU), n. m* 
Wood thrush (bird)*
CQU-CHQCH2 ( K U K T o /  ), n* m*
Cushaw {Cucurbits mosehata) *
COUESHE (ktucn 9 ), n* f •
Outer akin of ham or pork, used to make 
cracklings, st* fr., ___  ( k «u  a n  ).
C O O S m  { Kcufct )( n . f.
1* Snot of hair in womenf 3 hairdrass; plaits 
of h&ir worn by a egresses-
2* Mattress case nuide of ticking* St* Fr*»
, small-tailed, as of a rabbit*
CCUIIXOH, -HE ( K U p  , o n ) , n. m* arid adj*
1* Simpleton* Pauvre Jean est un eouillon.
2- Foolish* C*est eouillon de fairs qa* It is 
stupid to do that.
cotjiJ e ( Kule j, n. f.
Hstural drain or small body of water or coulee* 
St* F r * *  , rush or torrent of water*
COULER ( R u l e  ), v. tr.
To strain (a liquid). Jo vale coulor le lalt* 
St* Fr.,   9 to flow*
COUP ( K U  ), n. in.
Drink of intoxicating liquor; a "shot" of liquor* 
Donne-mol un petit coup. Give mo a little drink* 
St* Fr*, _ t blow, hit, knock*
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COUPAILLER (K U p ^ ^  e  )t v- tr*
To out unevenly. Elio dtait a coupailler 
mo a dtoffe- She was cutting my material 
haphazardly* St- Fr-t COUPER.
CQURAILLER ( K u r ^ ^ e  ) * v * int •
To run back and forth; to go from on® place 
to another- 11 fait que courailler toute 
la matin&e- He does nothing but run back 
and forth all morning.
COURAILLEUR,- SUSE ( K u r a ^ o e r  9 - o e z ) t n. m. and f. 
One who runs to and fro; one who goes about 
from one place to another continually* Elle 
est une courailleuse comma sa m&re * She is 
one who runs around like her mother-
COUHONME DE MARINE (W o r S n d e  marj'e } , n- f. 
Bridal wreath (Splrica hypericifloris)-
COUBSAILLER )f v. int.
To run around, to dissipate- Le gamin fait 
que eoursailler- The young man does nothing 
but dissipate*
COUBSAILLJSUB, -EU3E <*aL ), n. m- and f.
One who dissipates- Ce Jean est un vrai 
coursailleur. John is truly one who dissipates.
COURTEPOINTE ( Kur+9 p^lt), n- f.
Counterpane; bed spread of any kind- St. Fr.,
 , quilt-
COUTIL (Ko+i , K U / t H  , K u t i H  ), n. m-
Ticking of a mattress- St- Fr., ___(m u ** ).
COUVASSE {K o v g lS ), n- f-
Setting hen. La couvasse ne veut pas manger. 
The setting hen does not want to eat. St- Fr-, 
C0UVEU5E.
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COUYSRTE ( KV\>£rt  )f n. f.
Coverlet; covering for a bed; blanket; quilt* 
Sst-ce que tu veux une convert© a. soir? Do 
you want a coverlet tonight? St* Fr*, COU- 
VERTURS.
COUVERTURK (f ^ c / V f r / y r  }, n. f.
Roof* La cguverture coule. The roof leaks* 
See also FAIT. St. Fr*, TOIT.
CRAMPS ( k r j y o  }, n. m.
Wire staple* St. Fr*, CRAMPON DE FER.
CRAMP SOX (Kr Z  pip )t adj.
Drawn, as a result of rheumatism, etc. II est 
tout crampeux. He is all drawn from rheumatism.
CRAPULE ( /  ), n* m* and f.
Rascal; uncomplimentary form of address. XI 
est un vrai crapule. He is a veritable scoun­
drel.
CRAQJJB ), n. f*
Crack. II y a un© craque dan© le mur*
CRAQUER ( K r d k t ) ,  v. tr.
1* To crack. II faut eraquer ces noisettes. 
2* P* part., unbalanced, "cracked." II est 
M e n  craqu£* He is mentally unbalanced.
CRAQ.03TTE (Hr9.tee.~t jf n . f.
Cracker; soda biscuit. St. Fr., , iron on
which tailors turn button holes; ©cum on 
melted butter.
CREOLE (Kre^J ), n. m.
Term applied to anyone or anything not native. 
C 9est un cheval crdole. Olgnons orioles. 
Choux creoles* Poulet creole. Boeuf crdole. 
Mulet creole*
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CHUTE DB GUIME ( K r t t  ela «im), n . m. 
Cook*s comb (flower)*
CBEV3R ( Kreve ) ̂ v.
To die* Les plantes vont crever* St. Fr . 9 
 , to burst, to pop*
CRIGNASSE ( Kri |v«.S ), n . f.
0gly heir. Elle n vest pas jolie avae cett© 
espace de orignasse. She isnft pretty with 
that ugly hair*
CHIQJJETTE ( Krmfcf" ), n. f.
Cricket. St. Fr., GRILLOH.
CROCHE { K r a j  ), adv.
Incorrectly, as used in the expression PARLER
L venfant parle eroche* St. Fr., ___ , crooked,
bent*
CHO-CRO ( K r O K r o j ,  n. m* 
Old shoe.
CRCQ.UECIGMOLE ( K r o K S iftsl , KfOSiJl»l |, D . m  
Doughnut* See also CR^QDIGNQLE.
CHOQUIGNOLS (Kr.KifvaJ ), n. m.
Doughnut* See also CROQUECIGNOLE. St. Fr., 
 , pastry very hard and dry.
CRC IS ON ( K r w a w  ) , n. f *
1* Intersection of two streets or roads. II # 
va me rencontrer a la croison* St. Fr., CROISEE. 
2* Partition; dividing wall* II a cassd la 
croison* St* Fr.f CLOISON.
CROUSTILLER ( K r u s + i j e  ), ▼. tr.
To gnash (the teeth). L fenfant ost apr©s 
oroustiller ses dents. The child Is gnashing 
his teeth*
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CRODSTON ( K r u a + S  ), n. m.
The end of a loaf of French bread; the "nos©” 
of the loaf• J faime le sirop dans le crouston 
de pain. I like syrup in the end of the bread. 
St. Fr., CROUTON.
CHILLER k SOULIER ( K y ^ ' t r  a s « l 4'e ^  n. f.
Shoe horn. II faut mettre ses souliers avec 
une cuiller a soulier. She has to use a shoe horn to put on her shoes.
CUIRS ( K y •' r J, v. tr-
To eook. Rose cult des patates deuces. Rose 
is cooking sweet potatoes* St. Fr., FAIRS CUIRE.
CD ITS n. f.
*hiiekly cooked syrup. On fait la cuite a 
la suererie.
CULBUTE ) , n. f.
See FAIRS LA __ .
CURASSS (X't’-ns )f n. m.
^ater pepper, used in the bath to remedy pains. 
S t .  F r . |  CURAGA.
CUTS ( K|V ) , n. f.
1. Cistern*
2. Pipe for running water. St. Fr.» 
basin 9 tub •
CYPRS ( *•’ f>r ), n. m.
Any tree belonging to the cedar family. 
St. Fr., CEDRE.
CYFRI&RE ( * cr )# n. f.
Swamp. II chasse dans la cypriere.
DALLE (d & /  ) | n * T •
Gutter of roof. La dalle est cassSe. St. Fr., 
 , slab, flagstone* GOUTTIfcKE.
Bamas ( d a m o . 5 ), n. m.
Tablecloth material; damask. St. Fr., ,
( d « u » a  )•
DAME-JAUNE (c/a * 9 ^ 4 4  ), n. f.
Demijohn. 1a  dame-jaune est plelne d'eau*
St. Fr., DAME-JEANNE.
DAHDXNK ( d o c /#/1 ), n. f.
Beating; whipping* On lui a flan que une dandine* 
They gave him a sound beating*
DANSAXLLiSR ( ( / 3 d d ^  J, v* int.
To dance; to dance about* St* Fr., DANSEH*
BANSB ( d o 5 ), n. f*
Dance* Jacques va a la danse tous les samedis- 
St. Fr *, DAL.
DABDON (d&. }, n* m.
Barb; sting; dart* Le dardon d'une guSpe
est mauvais* St* Fr., DARD*
nfeARq,U2R {ctebaLrMe }, v. int.
To get out of a vehicle. Debarquez de votre 
voiture, mon ami* Get you out of your carriage,
friend* St. Fr., ___ , to disembark; to land.
DESCiiSlDRE.
DEBAHHSR {debase) * V. tr*
To unlatch* D^barrez la grande ports. Unlatch 
the gate. St. Fr., ___ , to unbar; to undo*
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ofeiAUCHKR ( c/eAoJ g. J, v. int.
To stop work. 11 a tent mouillS il fallait 
dehaucher a trole heures. It rained bo that 
It was necessary to stop work at three 
o'clock*
DfelTJsH (c/eAi'/e ), v . tr.
To disembowel * On debate le cochon- St* Fr -,
 , to cut up meat* FVKNTRER*
DfiBGUQ,TJER ( r f c i w  )t ▼. tr* and ref.
1* To patch up (a quarrel)* Je vais debouquer
cette dispute*
2* To become reconciled after a quarrel* Nous 
allons nous debouquer* We are going to "make 
up-*
^  I*# ) , Um 1EL*
Sutra 11s of an animal* St. Fr*, remains,
wreck, waste, rubbish*
DKCANILLER ( J « K a » * S e ) t T . tr.
1* To chase away* Je vale te d&eaniller de 
ee lit* X am going to chase you from that 
bed*
2. To break from setting* Jtai decanill4 la 
poule* I broke the hen from setting- 
St* Fr., ___ , to drive away*
DECHAUSSER ( Je/o se ), v. tr.
1* To uproot* Dechausser un arbre, to uproot a tree.2* To take out of natural order. Dechausser 
du bols, to unoord wood*
D&COUPAILLKR ( JeK.of>a.jZ ), y. tr-
To disjoint in careless manner* St* Fr*, 
d£c o u p k b .
DfiCOUVASSiiR ( J**cuv d ^ e  ), V. tr.
To break a hen from sitting. II faut farmer 
une poule dans une cage pour la d&couvasser* 
St. FT., D&JOOTBR.
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DKCHOCHIR {tie. K  rofir ), y. tr.
To straighten; to unbend* J fetais apresdeerocher das clous. I was straightening somenails*
BfelUT {deP& }, n* m.
Deceased o$e. II pari© du defint M. Hebert*St* Fr*, DKFUNT ) *
BIFONCER ( )t v* int*
To breaking for the purpose of stealing. On a defence dans le magasin hier soir. The storewas robbed last night* St. F r . ,  , to stavein; to dig deeply.
dSfraIchir ( dePre, f i r  ), v* tr.To dear land for cultivation. M* Hubert a defraichi la pi&ee d© terre. See also DfefeER and D&sSrKR. St. Fr., , to tarnish; to takeaway* dSfRICHER*
DfiPRAlCHXSEUKNT { Je P r e  ry>3 ), n. m.
Land deared for cultivation* Toils un joll 
defraichisement. There is a fine piece of 
cleared land. St. Fr., D&RICHEMENT.
D2FRUCHET^S ( Je P r y f t c ), V. tr.
To clear up; to clean out. Kile a defruchetd 
eon tiroir* She cleaned out her drawer.
St. Fr.f DfiFRICHER, to clear land for cul­tivation*
DEGOBILLAGE
Vomit. St. Fr., DEGOBILLIS.
BBGREYKR ( de y  rt/e), v. tr.To dismantle. II faut d£greyer la ohambre pour la papieter* It Is necessary to take all 
the furniture from the room in order to paper it. See GREYER. St. Fr. , DjJfclKUBLER.
d£guinill£ ( d e  <f i nij'e ), ad J .
Ragged, tattered. Le petit eot tout deguinilld. 
The child in tatters. See HAXLLQIlfi.
St. Fr. , DEGUENILlA ( deynij fL ).
DfijTSONER (i/fj m  n e  ), n • m.
Breakfast. Mange ton dejeuner a six lieures. 
St. Fr., ___ , lunch. PETIT DEJEUNEE.
DljOINTKR ( J c 5  M/s’/e )f t* tr.
To disjoin; to dislocate. II a &©joint© son 
epaule. He dislocated his shoul&r. St. Fr-, 
B5JOINTS.
DJSMANCHKR ( ) ,  v. ref. and tr.
To wear out; to eause to fall apart. Rose va 
so ddm&ncher les souliers. Hose is going to
wear out her shoes. St. Fr.f  to lose its
handle; to go wrong.
dImabbss {c/e m&.re), v. tr.
To untie; to unfasten. Demarrez la vaohe.
St. Fr., ___ , to unmoor; to unfasten.
DfelQUEB Kd«.niH9 ), ▼ . tr.
To take out of the nest; to take a chicken 
from its nest. Ella a d&nlqud la poule.
St. Fr., D&TCCKER.
DENTISSE {<§"$+*■* ), n. m.
Dentist. St. Fr., DE1ITI3TE.
DKRTS POSTICHES ( d'Sf* OS f  ), n. f. pi.
False teeth* Elle a casse ses d@nts postiches* 
She broke her false teeth. St. Fr.9 DENTIER,
&. a.
DfiPENDRE (i/e/’J  J  ), t. int.
To depend on; to rely on. Tu peux ddpendre sur 
mol. You can depend on me. St. Fr. , COMPTER 
SUR.
©Spot ( Jepo  } , n. m-
Railroad station* St. Fr., ___ , deposit;
sediment; warehouse. GARE.
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BfiB&NER ( der£*>G )# v . tr.
To loosen the reins from the bridle. D&rene 
le oheval et laissa-le boire. St. Fr., 
DSCROCHER.
DfefiSSB (</er e  *.« ), v. tr.
1* To remove dirt from growing plants* Les 
plantes vont mourir si vous les d&resez*
2. To Qlear land* II faut dereser la terre 
avant de labourer. See also D&fiRER, D&*RAfCHIH.
DfetOBER ( r-o^€ )t v. tr.
To busk (corn). On derobe le mats dans 1©
magasin a mats. See also Sf f s u ILLEH US MAlS.
BKBSlSgS ( c/a rj t r  ) , prep.
2t k S ___ , to nag constantly. La maltresse
d f4col© est toujours derriere l fenfant. The 
schoolteacher nags at the child constantly.
St. Fr., CRIER APR&S.
Dfe> AMAIN ( / e i a e > 7 __)9 A ___ , adj.
Unhandy. Cette tablette est a desamain tant
elle est haute. That shelf is so high that 
it is unhandy.
d 4s£rER ( </ea.ere }, v. tr.
To clear land for cultivation. See also
DEr Ss LR and D^FRa IcKIR.
DESS AIM ( cfesT ) , n. m.
Swarm (of flies, bees, etc*). Un dessaim de 
mouches* Swarm of flies* St* Fr*, ESSAIM.
DfiTECTIF {dc1m£K't*i P  ) f n. m.
Detective.
DiVALISSR ( /c»fa/izc ), V. tr.
To put in disorder; to upset* Marie a devalis^ 
mes papiers. St. Fr., / > to rifle, to plunder.
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DIABLE (c/̂  a, i? ), n- m.
Devil; ugly person. C * est un vrai diabl©.
Ha ia a true devil. St. Fr., ( a,4/ ) »
DXHDE }, n. m. and f.
Turkey. St. Fr. * DIN DON , n. m. ; DINDE , n. f •
DIHBB FAHOUCITS (dt’n pArof ) ) n .  f .
Wild turkey (Mileagris gallopavo silvestris).
DIRECTION (CUr*»caf3 ), n. f.
Directions (medical); instructions. La direction 
dit de la prendre deux .fois par joxir. St. Fr., 
 , directing; management. INSTRUCTION; AVIS-
DISBANDEE « ), v. tr.
To disband. On a dit qu*on allait les disbander. 
St- Tr-, d£bander.
DISGRACIEOX ( Jis f r*.sj4) . adj.
Disgraceful. Cette chose est disgracieuse.
St. Fr.,  , awkward; ungraceful; uncouth.
HONT-EUX.
DISPDTER ( ) ,  ■*. tr.
To reprimand; to scold. Ell© va di&puter 
1*enfant. She is going to scold the child.
St. Fr., ___ , to dispute; to contend. GRONDER.
DOIGNON ( ), n. m.Rubber, finger protector. St. Fr., GOIGTIER SN CAOUTCHOUC.
DOCTiSUR ( J o n  /V»er- ), n. m .
Physician; doctor. Le docteur lui a donne ces tablettes. The doctor gave her these pills. St. Fr., mJsdecin.
DONNAILLER {d'SnAje ), v. tr.
To give her© and there; to give repeatedly.II donnaille son argent partout. St. Fr.,
DQNNER.
6 Z
DQRURS {dorOr)% n. f.
Piece or jewelry. Cette b&gu© est un© jolie 
dorure. St. Jr., » gilding; glazing {of
pastry, with yolk of eggs). BIJQU.
DOUTABUS { Jo f a A  ) f adj.
Doubtful. St. Fr., D0UT3UX.
DOUX { d o  ) , ad j.
Sweetened. Le thd est-il doux? Is the tea 
sweetened? St. Fr., , sweet; fragrant.
SUCRE.
DRADOH {e/rStJS ), n. m-
1. Elder down comfort.
§• Type of spread mad© of patches* Soe also 
EDRADON. St. Fr. , EDREDON.
DRAGEES {</'’« $ *  ), n. n. pi.
Candy. Les dr&gdes codtent cinq sous. The
candy costs a nickel. St. Fr. * ___ , glazed
almonds•
DRES Q.UE ( dre, }, con j *
Provided that; just so. Dres qufil est ici 
lundi, j© ne vais pas partir. Provided that 
he is here Monday I shall not leave. St. Fr., 
DES qUB.
DRIGAILLE (^r/f ), n- f.
1. Trash in the way of furnishings. Ell© 
n fa que des drigailles dans sa raaison.
2. Person of base qualities. Elle est une 
drigaille.
DROIT ( drto^L /* )f adv.
Right (location); exactly, precisely. Mots 
qa droit la. Put that right there. Droit a 
deux herures Jean a venu* Precisely at two 
o'clock John arrived.
DDE ( ^ / O ,  adj.Difficult to accomplish or to understand. Get 
ouvrag© est bien dur. This xjork is quite hard. 
St. Fr., ___ , hard, tough. DIFFICILE.
KBARGUIR ( e A a / * w i r  )9 v . %Tm
To stun* to make dizzy* II a bien essay£ de m ’dbaroulr* He certainly tried to stun 
me* St* Fr* * , to dry up, to dessicate*ETOURDIR* ~
J&AILLK ( e x a j  ), n* m*Eggshell* Cass© l*&caille d ,o©uf pour mol* St. Fr** COQHILLE.
fCAUSB ( e * a / c  ) f y. tr-
To clean anything carefully* Jean va ecaler 1© plancher.
fiCAHDON (ex*/" J 3  ) t a.
An amount of wool carded in lengths of 4 to 8 inches.
ECARRHRE (cxar/r )* n* f•
Shoulder breadth* Son Sc&rrure nf est pas grande* Her shoulder breadth is not large*
aCABHLUffi (eKar^Ve )f v. tr.
To open or spread out (the legs). Ce n*@st pas gentll pour une jeune fill© d*ecartillor ses jambes eomme $a* It is not nice for a young girl to spread out her legs thus*
St. Fr., ECARQUILLEB.
fiCHANGSB ( « / 3>  e ), t * tr*To change (money)* Peux-tu dchanger cette piastre pour mol? Can you change this dollar for me?
fiCHAPPBR ( e / a / > e  )t v . tr.To let fall; to drop. J’ai dchapp^ ma pipe. I dropped my pipe. Je l*ai 6chappe ©xpr&s*I let it fall purposely*
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bcharpiller (e^/a /•/> fjfc) , v. tr*
1* To take apart; to unravel* Je vais 4char- 
piller l v£toffe* I am going to unravel the 
material*
2. To whittle. Jean 4charpille le baton.
John is whittling the stick. St. Fr., ,
to card (wool)*
SCOLOUE ( ), n. m.
Overseer. St. Fr., $CONOME.
fcoPEAU ( e *c o />o ) f B. ®.
Small chip of wood. Hamasse des ecopeaux 
dans la cour. St. Fr., CGPEATJ.
&JOHE ( c*c?r ), n. f.
Bank of a stream; embankment; bluff. L #ecore 
du fosse; the bank of a ditch* St* Fr.,
ACCORE.
EC0RHXFL2K ! e*cjrm'P/e ), v. ref.
To scratch; to skin* Je me suis ©coralfl©
la main sur cette epingle. St. Fr., ___ ,
To sponge on at the expense of another*
See also .fiGRAFlGKER.
SCOUENRER ( e/cr u/zr> e  , g k u > cL/7€ ), v. tr*
1* To remove outer skin from ham or pork*
II a 6couenne sa viande avant de la manger*
Be removed the skin of his meat before eating 
it*
2* To beat someone; to "skin" one* Si tu 
Joues avec moi je vale t #£couenner. If you 
play with me I am going to skin you*
ECOOLOia ( GACOC Ju/ * r ) , n. m.
Colander; strainer. St. Fr., PASSOIRE, n. f.
JJCRASKH ( C*!r- axe. )t T . tr. and ref.
X. P» part., ECRASfi, mashed, as in the phrase 
POMMES DE TERRE fiCRASSlfiS.
2. Ref., to break suddenly In health*
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SCEOOPISRB ( e x r v r j t n. f<
Crupper- St. Fr., CBOUFIfiSE.
Sd r a d o n  ( e«/r>a ^ 7  ) , n* m.
X* Eiderdown comfort*
2. Type of patched bedspread. See also DRADON. 
St* Fr* § ^HRDDON*
&PFSOILLER ( c / * « t V e  ) t . tr.
To husk (eornj* Ella ©ffeuille le mats avant 
de le ddgralner- She husks the corn before 
shelling it* See also MRGBER.
iFBILLJSa ( e.Pr-Jfje. ), n. m.
Japaneae plum tree; medlar tree. See also irtw T m . st. Fr., UfiFLIER.
KGALER («jra^e), ▼. tr.
To level off the ground in a field- II va 
dgaler la terre avec une hers©. St* Fr*, 
SGALISER.
Egrafigheh ( ep r-a. ), ▼. tr.
To scratch* Le chat I’a dgraflgne* The eat 
scratched him* See also ECORNIFLER. St* Fr.,
iSg r a t i g n e r .
SgRANDIR tr*
To enlarge* Je ras dgrandir ma maison. 
St. Fr*, AGRANDIR.
EGSdMILLER { e p r e * * * ) 9 t* tr.
To crumble; to put into crumbs. Elle egremille 
le pain entre ses dolgts* She crumbles the 
bread between her fingers* St. Fr*, ISMIETTER*
Sgr et e r ( V. tr.
To outfit a person; to trim. II va dgreyer 
blen sa femme. He is going to outfit his wife 
well* St * Fy.| AGR£ER.
FGBIFFINER ( ) , v. tr* and ref*
To scratch; to prick oneself with thorns*
St. Fr. , &RATIGNER.
SIN DONC ( </5 at )
Is that so! You don’t say! Le vieux eat 
foutu. — Sin dono! The old man is done for. 
— You don’t say so! St. Fr., VEAIMENT.
( e^'S'Ac ), r. tr.
To stride over; to leap over* L fenfant 
ejambe les chaises. St. Fr., ENJAMBER*
ELLS ( 4 , a. , a/ }, pron.
She* AL Is often used before vowels*
A1 est apres manger* and are often 
used before consonants* E va la* A fait qa.
£LINGTj£ l e / r )t adj.
Lanky; lean* C ’est un bougre £lingud*
aiBAHCATIOM (S i a r x a . 2 >  )t n . f .
Vehicle of any kind* Bans quelle embarcatlon 
es-tu venu? St. Fr- , ___ , small boat*
EMBABQJJLR ( 5 l>dr/<e }, v* ref.
To get into a vehicle. Embarque-tol vit®.
Get in quickly.
EMBERNER ( 3 b * r n e  ) f v . tr.
1* To smear. II est emberne de beurre.
2. To become Involved in* II est embernd 
dans l 9affaire*
EMBOUDINAIRE ( 3  ktuJ in jtr- ) > n . f .
Instrument resembling a funnel, used to stuff 
sausages.
SMBOULAGE ( 5  bvisla.̂ , , n. m.
Quarrel* Qa va aboutir dans un emboulage* 
That is going to terminate in a quarrel.
6?
HffiEOOILLE ( 5 t r c / ^  jf n. t .
Coafusion, muddle• II est dans une embrouille. St. Fr. , ifflJBROUILLamiT.
FMBCKBH ( e m e / e  ), v. tr.
To out or trim a wick* Peux-tu em&cher o©tte 
lamp a pour mol? Can you trim the wick of 
that lamp for me?
jastgJOK ( D m n <  ), V. int.
To brawl; to "out up." Je pens® qu’on a 
emmenS au bal hler soir. I imagine there 
was much carrying-on at the ball last night.
h&OUSSm ( e m a a e  )9 v. tr.
To hurry away; to chase away. Ell© a ©mousse 
sa compagnie* She hurried her guests off.
mPB&rm  (o/»*-e^e ), v . tr.
To borrow. J© vais empreter du riss chez Marie. 
St. Fr., EMPRUNTER.
EN BAS ( 5  }f adv. and prep.
Under, used instead of SOUS or DESSOUS.
II eat en bas la charette. He is under the 
wagon. St. Fr. , SOUS; DESSOUS.
ENCHRNER (O 5 ^ r n C ) t v. tr.
1. To surround; to encircle. Je vals 
encerner la plaie avec de l fiode.
2. To gird a tree. St. Fr., CERNER; ENCERCLER.
ENDALKR ( 5  J ale ), V. ref.
To got into debt beyond one’s means. Jacques 
s ’a bien an dal 6 dans des comptes. Jack 
certainly has got himself in debt.
EH DESSOUS ( 3  J  s u  ), adj.
Underhand, dishonest. II est en dessous 
dans les affaires. He is underhand in his business.
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SUBURBS ( O Jy re ), v. tr.
To bear; to tolerate* Je peux pa® ©ndurcr
eet homme. St* Fr. # ___ , to endure; to
undergo. TOLEHER*
ENGAGE ( o  <f a g *  ) , n. m.
Servant; employee* II est un des engages.
EHGAGHBB ( 3  f  3/. e ) t T . tr.
To get^the best of someone* II a blen 
engagne eelui-la. He certainly got the 
best of that one*
SHOOTER ( 3 y o ^ e  ), V. tr.
To clog; to choice up* Le moulin 1 cafe 
est engot£*
SHGRAT2ET ), v. tr.
To "engrave; to imprint* II a fait engraver 
son nom sur la tasse* St* Fr., OHAVER.
3HGRUCHER ( ) ,  v. ref.
To climb; to perch. Jean s*est engruehd 
sur cette Aehelle* John perched on that 
ladder*
SNGUKULER < 5 y o C  /e ), v. tr.
To gulp; to swallow hurriedly. Si tu le 
ddpeches il va engueuler son souper. If you 
hurry him he will gulp down his supper.
KH HAUT (5 ho ), adv.
On top of, used Instead of SUR or DESSUS* 
C'est en haut la table* It is on top of the 
table* See EN BAS*
EHSAQ.UETKR (5 s a K + G  ), v . tr.
To put into sacks* C ’est aujourd’hui quand 
va ensaqueter le riz* Today they are going 
to put rice in sacks*
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J2OTGURAG& { :> w r  n* m*
Enclosure. Mats la vache dans l fentourage 
si tu Y8ux pas qu’elle sort©*
KMTREMI ( 5  Irtmi ) f p r»p .
Among* St* Fr• , PARMI.
iiNTRSTKHAGE ( 3  (  n .  f  .
Darning; going over clothes in general* J©
▼as fair© son ©ntretenag© avant qua l ’ecole 
commence* I am going to do his darning 
before school begins*
SHVALEK ( 3 * » J e  ), T . tr.
To swallow* II a envalS la canique* He 
swallowed the marble* St* Fr., AVALER*
iou ( e v  }, adv.
Where, used instead of GtJ. Sou est men chapeau? 
Where is my hat? St. Fr-t Otf*
BPAILLAGK ( ^f>^6  ̂ 3- ), n* m*
State of disorder* C'etait un dpaillag© 
q u an d  jfai rentrd.
&A1LLER ( «/» *-J C  ) , v. tr.
To scatter* Le rent a dpaill© mes papiers*
St. Fr.# fiPARPILLER.
EPAULItRE (e^> )# n. f.
Shoulder of a dress or skirt. St. Fr*,
 , shoulder-strap; suspender*
EPELURE ( €/>//r ), n* f*
Peel of fruit or vegetable. St. Fr., PELURE.
fpIHGLE {e/>£ Q- ), n. f*
1. _ _  A CQUCHjE, safety-pin.
S. ___  A LINGE, clothes pih. See also
m a q,u K H o n .
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f e m e  HER ( £/ . / / / £  ), T . tr.
To pool fruit or vegetables. $pluch©2t les 
pommes do terre. St. Fr.» . to clean; to pick. ---
K P U W E R  { e/>//n)« } t T , tr.
1. To pluck the feathers. Kile a £plurae 
la poule.
8. To rob one of all his belongings. On a 
dplumd Jean. St. Fr., PLUMKR; DfePLOMER.
feoOSSSTOIR { « / > « . / o a r  ) ,  n. m.
Dusting Cloth. St. Fr., feoUSSETTE, n. f-
feuRER ( e/»yre )f T. tr.
To squeeze out the essence of a rind or a 
leaf, such as mint or lemon, cherries, beans.
Ell© ©pure le limon. St. Fr., ___ , v. ref.,
to become purified.
Seohcs (er3s ), B. f.
Blackberry bush. St. Fr., RONCE. ,
ESC ABIE ( t x x a b i  ), n. f.
Chair (any kind}. Probably from ESCABEAU, 
stool.
ESC ALIN ( « S ^ i / f  ) , n. m.
Coin formerly used in Louisiana, worth twelve 
and one-half cents. The term is still in 
use, however, especially in the phrase 
SIX ESCALINS, seventy-five cents. II a payd 
six ©sealins pour son couteau*
2SSCANDALE ( d a l  ). n. f .
Scandal. St. Fr., SCANDALE.
KSC0US3E ( t S K O S  ), n. f.
Intermittently. II travaille par eacousse
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ESCRIMKR ( £ 5 K r i m e ) t v. tr*
To scream at the top of onefs voice* Ell© 
eserime sur 1*enfant*
K5CR0N ( esnrS  )f ad j*
Aching; sore; crippled* J’te.dis que je 
suis tout escron apres c© lavage. I am all 
sore after that washing*
ESPSCE ( esp€5 } ,  n • m. and f *
Veritable^ as used in the phrase DE*
C 9est espeee de macaque* He is a real monkey*
C'est espeee de bate* C test ©spec® de coquin*
C fest espece de crapule.
ES P & E K  ( e s p e r *  ), T . int.
To wait* aspire, je viens. VS ait, I am coming. 
St. Fr., ATTiSNDRE.
ESQ.UELJSTTE ( t S K i l  i t  )r n. nw
Skeleton* 11 est maigre comrne un esquelette*
St* Fr., SQUELETTE*
ESTAMPIQDE ( e s t a p i u  ), PRJSJvDRE L* ,
To take to flLglvt. Cane lie a pris l'estampique.
Canelle took flight* St. Fr.# iiOTUIR, v. ref*
i^STATUE ( £ 3  t a + V  ) . n. r .
Statue* Voila l festatue de la vierge* St. Fr., 
STATUE.
ESTOMAC DE MtfLATRE ( e s t o m d J m y U l ) , n . m.
Gingerbread commonly known as "stage planks."
SSTBAVAGUE ( e sfrra..a«|e )( adj. and n. m. 
Extravagant; extravagant person*
EST-TI ( e+; )p inter, particle.
What? Je vais en ville. -Est-ti? I am going 
to town. -What? St. Fr., Q,UGI.
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ferAG&RK ( e / - d j d r ) ,  n .  m.
Series of shelves; single shelf. St. Fr.,
 , piece of furniture consisting of shelves;
a what-not.
J2TEIGKKR ( e «■•), r. tr.
To extinguish. On va eteigner la lumiere. 
St. Jr., ETKIKDHE.
tTTLLSR ( e / # V e  ), v* tr.
To separate; to pull apart. On etills la 
mousse. St. Fr., TILLER, to strip.
ETONNQIR ( e / z>s>cv<*r} 9 n . m.
Funnel. St. Fr., EHTONHOIR.
£*F0RCH3R T. tr.
To wipe or sponge (any part of the body).11 faut 6torcher 1*enfant. 1 must sponge off 
the child. St. Fr., TORCHSR.
ETORTILLKR ( e / j r A j / ' e  ) , v. tr.
To twist around. Le fil ©st tout etortille- 
St. Fr., TGRTILLER.
ET PUIS ( e  pi ) t conj.And then; corruption of St. Fr. ET PUIS.
J^ai mange ©t puis jfai fum& ma pipe. I ate 
and then I smoked my pipe.
EUGENE ), prop. n. m.
Eugene. St. Fr.,___ (
EUG&tlE <Yien* )» prop. n. f. Eugenia. St. F r . , ____ (
EULALIE ( y l a l *  )# prop- n. f.
Eulalia. S t .  Fr -, ___ ( ̂  I a n  ).
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jgORQPS prop. n. f .
Europe. St* F r . *  ( ^ € r o p  ).
BOS { *<*- }, pron.
They; one. Bus disent* They say. St. Fr*, 
OB.
jhrABOOXR ( e v a n  uii r), y. int.
To faint* Bile a ^vanoul dans l^gllse*
St. Fr., ___ , v. ref.
EXHIBITION kisjS), n. f.
Exhibition. L ’exhibition est jolt©. St. Fr., 
EXPOSITION *
KXPKCTS8 ( € M S #»£«■*■« ), v. tr.
To expect. Q,ufest-ce qu'on peut expecter 
de ce crapule-la? What can you expect from 
that rascal?
FACTKRIS ( //») ri ) , a. t.
Factory. La factaria est ▼ieille. St. Fr-,
USINE.
FADIR {Petcfir ), v. tr.
To weaken, referring to persons* Cette maladie 
le fadir beaucoup. That sickness is going 
to weaken him much*
FAINFaHT, -E { 3 1  ), a. m. and f.
Loafer* C ’est un faineant, celui-la. See also 
FILANERIN.
FAIRS \ r & r ) t ▼. tr.
1* ___ACCONHATTREf to make known* II faut se
faircTaeeonnal tr e• St. Fr., SE FAIRS CQNNAfTBE.2* B -̂ T.Fp to stand alone, said of children
who are learning to walk. Fais belle, cherl8. CHICOT, to stand alone. Fais chlcot, cher! 
See also BELLE*
4. D35& BABIHSS, to pout. 11 faitdes babinesquand on le taquine. St* Fr*, BABINE pendulous 
lip of animals. v
5. DBS MXCMACS, to grimace.6. DU CORPS, to gain weight- Rose a fait
du corps. Rose has gained weight.7.  DU COTON, DU MAlS, etc., to cultivate
cotton, corn, etc. Je fais du coton. I am 
cultivating cotton.
0. JARDIN, to cultivate a garden. Levieu5T7ait jar din cette a line e*
9. LA FATROUILLE, to make watch for a
thief. Jean va faire la fatrouille a soir*
St. Fr., PATROUILLE.
10. LA CULBUTE, to be delivered of child. 
Karie a fait la culbute ce matin* Mary was 
delivered of child this rooming. St. Fr.,
• , to turn a somersault.
11. LE CARCON, to carry someone on one’s 
shoulders • Jean est trop lourd pour faire 
le carcon. Jean is too heavy to be carried 
on the shoulders.
12.  POTEAU, to be still. Fais poteau,
m&lntenant• Be still now. See also 
POTEAU.
13. TIRE PASSER, to take a short walk; 
to pay a short visit; to take a great deal.
II a fait une passee dans le clos avant de 




FAIS DO DO ( A  </» c/e ) ̂ n%
Country dance usually given on Saturday night. 
The children are usually taken and placed on 
beds in adjoining rooms. These dances are 
seldom held now in Iberia.
Fa It  { / e  ), n. m.
Roof. Le fait de la maison est vieux. See also 
COUVSRTURE. St. Fr. , FAITE, n. m., pinnacle of 
roof. TO IT.
FALLS {Pai)% a. t.
Craw of foul. St. Fr., JABOT.
FAMEO5EI05NT ), adv.
Very much. II a mouille fameusement. It 
rained a great deal. St. Fr., B2AUC0UP.
FAMTLLB { / a W  j  ), StRE EN ___ ,
To be pregnant. File est en famille. She 
is pregnant. St. Fr., fiTRE ENCEINTE.
FANFSRLTJCHE ( P f- A r / /  f  ) P n. f.
Bauble, frill, gewgaw. St. Fr., FAHFRFLUCHE.
FANTCHON t P s i f S  ), n. m.
Country man who assumes the pose of urbanity.
En le voyant je savais qu’il ©tait tin f ant chon.
FARATXDERIE ( Parodf* ), n. f.
Elegant attire. Elle portait une farauderle 
tout a fait extraordinaire. She wore an 
elegant outfit altogether extraordinary.
FARCE ( Pa~r ) , n. m. n
Dressing; stuffing. St. Fr., ___ ( f 9l rJ )•
FARDEAU ( do ), n. m.
King of drinking glass. St. Fr., ___ , load;
burden; weight. VERRE.
FARDGSSE ( P ar d^>s)} n . f,
Small thicket in a yard or in the woods* IX 
y a une fardosse dans Xa cour* Sea also FORDOSSES *
FARXHE FRANQAISE { P a r in //•SJjftX) n. f.
White flour.
FATROUILLE { P a + r t f j  ), n. f.
Saa f a i r s  l a
FEND-GUEULE ( P s J j  *«• t ) , n. m.Harmonica* See also MUSIQJJE DE BQUCHE. St* Fr HARMONICA*
F3R-BLANC ( r€r n. m.
Any kind of tin pan* Le far bl&ne est plain 
d ’e&u. St. Fr., ___ , tin; tin plate. BASSIN*
FBRETER ( A f / «  ), ▼ . tr.
To ferret; to ransack; to touch everything one sees. Elle est apr&s fereter dans ma 
couture. She is ransacking my sewing. St. Fr* 
FORSTER, to dig.
FETE ( P s v  ), n. f.Bean; applied to the bean family in general, 
with the exception of the string bean. Des 
feves rouges; red beans. Des feves plates, 
butter beans. Des f&ves blancs (sic), whit© 
beans. Des fevea cordees, crowder peas.
F i n s  ( Pen' ), n. m.
Okra plant; okra pod. Generally used in the
phrase COMBO ___, okra gumbo. See also GOMBO
and FILE.
FIFOLET I F» n. m.Will*o*-the-wisp. On voit le fifolet le soir. 
St. Fr., FED FOLLET.
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FIGUKR ( A y e  ), B . m .
n g  tree. St. Fr., FIGtTIER.
FIGURES ( A ’y y r e ) ,  v . tr.
To estimate; to figure; to add up* Figures 
non compte. Add up my bill*
FILAHDRIR ( f n . m .
Lazy person- II est un sacrd filandrin*
See also FAINEANT- St. Fr-, FILANDIEBE, 
spinner-
FIX. A PIQUANTS ( pi! »./>•*<* ), n. m.
Barbed wire. St. Fr., FIL-DE-FER BARBEL^.
FIL D'ALSTON ( Pi/Jmt +5) f B . m.
Any kind of thin, flexible wire. St. Fr.,
FIL DE LAITOH.
FIlJ { / > A  ), n. a.
Powder made from crushed dry leaves of sassa­
fras, used in the flavoring of gumbo- See 
also GOMBO; F&TIS.
FILET (Pile ), n. ».
Drink; "shot*" Donne-moi un filet de whiskie- 
Give me a shot of whiskey*
FILLEUL ( ), n. m. r>. . „ /Godson. St. Fr., ___ ( ).
FILL30LB ( P'd 4 >/ ), n. f.Goddaughter-. See also FILLOLE- St. Fr-,
 ( )•
FIILOLE ( n. f.Goddaughter, See also FILLBOLE. St. Fr.,
  KfTj-el ).
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SXNFjSRLIN (P e P e r t T  n . a .
Trifle; something of no value. Formerly a 
part of the denier* Tout ga ne v&ut pas un 
finferlin. St. Fr., BAGATEHLB.
FINFIFOND ( / V *Pi P s j t n. m.
The very depths (woods* forest). Sa cab arte 
se trouve dans le finfifond des hois. His 
cabin is in the very depths of the woods.
See also FINFOND.
FINFILOU {Pe P't*), n. m.
Sly person. St. Fr.» FILOU, sly thief.
FXNFXKLUCHfi { A W /  ), n. f.
Trills; extremely fancy decoration. Sa robe 
a beau coup de finfirluches. St. Fr., FAJJFRE- 
LUCHE.
FXHyorro ( f i t  A - , * n. m.
The very depths (woods, forest). II reste 
dans le finfond des hois. He lives In the 
very depths of the woods. See also FINFIFOND.
FION ( P j * ), n. m.
Air, affectation. Often FION-FION. Elle se 
flanque des fions* She puts on airs.
FIQNEUR, -FUSE (Pj'Snot.r 9- 0 * Z ) 9 n . m. and f. 
Affected person. File est fioneuse depuis 
qufelle est riche.
FIORELLA ( •rei^L ), n. f.
Yoke of a dress.
FLACOH ( P/a*<o ), n. m.
Preserve Jar; jar with a screw top. Un flacon 
de confitures, a jar of preserves. St. Fr., 
 , jar that has a ^laes stopper.
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FLAFLAS ( P I a P I Si }, n. m* pi*
Frills* File se met toujours des flaflas* 
She always wears frills.
FLAMBEAU ( P/sU
Term used in open kettle cane syrup making 
to indicate the second kettle in which the 
jwlee ia boiled*
PAFLUXION ( ), n. f.
Pneumonia* II avait une mauvaise fluxion 1fhiver 
passe* He had a bad case of pneumonia last 
winter*
Q  /FOLLSRIB I t-Ofrt ). n . f.
Folly* Cette id4e est qufune follerie. 
Idea is simply foolish* St* Fr*, FOLIE.
That
FQNCER < ). ▼To gore; to horn* tr*La vache va te foncer.
FORCER ( e  )# Tm %Tm
To Increase; to add to* Cette ann&e il a
fored sur la rdeolte de maSs* This year he
increased his yield on corn* St* Fr*,____,
to force, to oblige; to urge* AUGMENTED•
/ L rFORUOSSES { J3<5 ), n. f. pi
Woods; bushes; thidket• Le ehien est perdu 
dans les fordosses* See also FARDOSSE.
FORGER ( i-'&rpe* ), v* 
To forge (a check)* 
Ss forged the check
tr
II a forg£ le chdque. 
St. Fr., CONTREFAIHE.
Pul& +70UET ), n. f.
Whip* St. Fr., A
( Pe4P& />e.FOUETEUSS n . f.
Blue runner snake; blue racer (Coluber con­
strictor flavinentris).
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yoUIUAILLER { Arf'ae ), v. int.
To rummage about. II aim* a fouillailler dans 
son armoire. See also FOURTULLER and FOURGAIIXER- 
St. Fr. , FOUILLKR.
F0HI1AARD, -E f - d) 9 n. m. and f•
Qua who likes to rummage in old things, drawers, 
ate- Elle est une fouillarde* St. Fr-,
FOUILLMJR, -EUS2*
FOUILL00 ( }, n. m.
Sore that eats around ringer nail causing it 
to Fall* On peut gudrir le fouillou avec 
eette mddeoine* See also TOUE D*QHGLE.
FOURBXSSOXR ( P** } f n. m*
Home-made scrubbing apparatus made by using 
a broom handle and attaching it to a board 
containing holes stuffed with shucks; no 
longer in use in Iberia Parish but still 
referred to-
FOURCHS ( p u r f  )# f.
Crotch of garment* La fourche du pantalon; the 
crotoh of the pants- See also FOURCHQN.
St* Fr- > ___ , pitchfork, garden fork*
FOUBCHOH ( P u r f s  }, n* m*
Crotch of garment* See also FOURCHE• St- Fr - 9 
 , prong of fork; fork of a tree*
FOUREAU ( Ac/ro ) D #OREILLER, n- m*
Pillow ease. See also SOSSILLE D*0RJ3ILLJBR and 
SOUSILLS D* QREILLER. St. Fr.r TAIE D ? ORFILLER-
FOOHGAIU.ER ( r'»r9 a^ € ), Int.To meddle; to search. Ne fourgaille pas dans mes affaires* See also FQUILLAILLER and 
FOURTULLER* St. Fr-, FOUILLER.
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FOURNITURE ( I-urni ), n. f.
Piece of furniture* V o i d  les foumitures de 
la maison. St* Fr*, MEUBLE.
yoOBHE-TOUT { P u r + v  ), n. m.
Hook or c o m e r  whera things are thrown • See 
•Iso CACHE-TOUT.
yoCRTULLBR ( r v r t f j e T. int.
To dig around in old papers, drawers, etc*
See also FOtrXLLAILLEH and FQURGAILLER* St* Fr* „ 
FURST2R.
yOUTSAIL ( n. m.
Trash, rubbish* XI 7 a un tas de foutrail 
sous la maison*
FOUTRE ( )» v. tr* and int#; excl*
1* P. part*, FOOT0, done for, "blown up*"
II est foutu. He is done for*
2*   LE CHAMP, to leave- II font le
champ * He 1eaves.
3* ___  non! Heck no! See also FXGHTRE.
FREHDIR ( Pr'S'itr j f v . tr.
To cut; to slice. Apres qa II faut les frendir
en quatre* St* Fr*, FENDRE.
yrf^UEITER ( P r e K  3 •« ), v. tr.
To woo# Jean frequente Marie depuis six mois*
St* Fr*, ___ , to frequent; to keep company with*
COURTISES"
FHICASSSB i hrt *) _ T. ref.
To be indifferent; to be unconcerned. Eh bien, 
je m'en fricasse* Well, it doesn*t matter tome* St* Fr*, ___ , v. tr. and Int., to squander,
to dissipate*
FRIMASSER ( / V ; # w a * e ) f v. int.
To drizzle. XI a frimasse tout© la matinee.
It drizzled all morning. See also BRUMA3SER, 
FROUMASSBR and GRENASSER.
FRIHGLER ( / « - T y V c  ) f v . lnt.
To cut capers; to to frisky; to be lively. 
FRIHGLANT, frisky* Jumeau fringlant. St. Fr. , FRINGUER.
FB0MAG3 m  tSts n. m .
Hog's head cheese; the head is boiled until 
tender, cut into small pieces and cooked with 
the feet until turned to jelly* It is then 
poured into plates to jell*
raorroiR ( »ro /«. , n. a.
Wash hoard*
FROUBIR ( )t T . tr.
To scrub. La negresse est apres froubir.
St* Fr*, FOURBIR.
FROUBISSAGE ( P r u M i S a j  ), n. m .
Scrubbing. C ’etait un grand froubiasage.
S t .  Fr., FOURBISSAGE.
FROUMASSBR ( /•#-«*•*» a S Z  ), T. int.To drizzle. See also GRKNASSER and BRBMASSER. St. Fr., BRUISER.
FROUUI ( Pr o ***• ) 9 n* f •Ant* St* Fr. , FOURMI.
TUMEHK ( A y « «/), n. f.Female* St. Fr., F1MI2LLE.
FUSEAU ( r ) DK FIL, n* m. Spool of thread*
<SA ( ) ,  t .  l a ®.
L o o k. Ga 0 0  l i i - b a s • Look a t  that. See also 
OAR. S t .  F r . , REGARDS.
GABRIELLE ( t ) » He f •
Loose d ress  o r  w ra p p e r. J*ai fdit ia gabrielle 
are©  du ooton b la n c .
GAtNE ( <]&.**) ) # n . m.
Game cook. See also GUXME and CORUS. St* Fr. f 
COQ. m  COMBAT.
GALANCE (faJSs  ) , n . f .
B ooking c h a ir ;  aw ing . On a f a i t  un© galanee. 
They made a  sw in g . St. Fr. 9 BERCEGSE; 
BALANQOIRE.
GALANCER } , ref.
To ro o k ; to  sw in g . L fenfant se galanee. The 
c h ild  ro o k s ; th e  c h ild  sw ings* St. Fr. # 
BALANCER, T. ref.
GALANT BE MBIT ( 9 d / S  V d /iy « ), n . m.
M ig h t jasm in e  ( p la n t ) .  S t .  Fr., JASMIN.
GAGAILLE
F lu x , d y s e n te ry? ? J £ U ' J a r ? a j ) - *• '
: ( <0 a / « r  ) ,  n . f .
P la n . ( c a rp e n te r ’ a t o o l ) .  See also VERLOPK 
S t .  K r . , VAKLOPB; RABOT.
G A IN E R  ( Q a / e r e  ), r. t r
To p la n e . I I  va galSrer la plane h e . Se© 
a ls o  VERLOPER.
Any ^ype of porch. Va t'assir en bas la 
g a le r ie .  Go and sit on the porch. St. Fr 
 * g a l le r y .
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GALIMATIAS (SGL / iA)a a* *•
Mess; something badly done* II va fair© un 
galimatias dans la cuisine* He is going to 
make a mess in the kitchen. St. Fr., , 
Hunch.
GA1.0H ( y a / j  ) n. m.
Tape (sewing). St. Fr., ___ , laee.
gameinbr { q S & i n e  ), v. int.
To loaf. Jacques aime a gambiner* St* Fr.» 
GAMBXLLEB, to swing the legs.
OAMBL&JR ( B  £
Gambler. II est un gambleur de premiere 
elasse.
GAB ) ,  t. Im p.
'Look. Gar, ne fais pas qa. Look, don't do 
that. See also GA.
GABOON ( a a r j j  ), n. m.
Son. Jean est le garqon a Jacques. St* Fr., 
FILS.
GARDE SOLEIL ( f l d r a o / f /  , QeLSOfCj ), n . m.
1. American bittern (Botaurus lentiginosus)* 
See also GBOS BSC SOLSIL* St. Fr., BUTOR*
2. Sunbonnet• St* Fr., BONNET.
GARDE-YiSOX (Bart!9X-?4 f  ) , n. m.
Blinder (for a horse); blinker. St. Fr., 
QK̂ T.T.kRTE1 n . f •
GARGAX.ISER ( a a r y a / « i f l ) ,  ▼. r*r.
To gargJle. Je me gargalise avec du sel et 
de I'eau. St. Fr., GARGARISER, v. ref.
GARGOTER { « a r ^ « A  ), v • tr-
To doSomething in slipshod fashion. II gar- 
gote tout c© qu'il fait. He does everything 
in a slovenly manner.
GARGOUILLER ( g  a r y  €  ) ( v. tr.
To mix, xo moss. IX gargouill© son manger 
dans son asslette. He mixes his food In his plate.
0AB0CH2R ( a a r o ,/e ), ▼. tr.
To throw; to pitch. Les enfants vont cesser 
la vitre en garochant la terre. St. Fr-, JETER, LANCER.
GAR0F1ER ( c), n. m.
1. Honey locust tree (Gleditsia trianthos).
2. Thorn tree. See also PIQUANT MORETTR.
GA5PILLARD ( G a ^ / > V d r  ) * n. m.
Wasteful person. II est un gaspillard. He 
la a wastrel. St. Fr.* GASPILLEUR.
GASPILLE ( ), n. f.
Careless waste. C #est de la gaspille. That
Is waste. St. Fr., GASPILLAGE.
GA VAGNER ( }, v. tr. and int.
1. Tcrwaste. Marie a gavagne tout son argent. 
Mary has wasted all her money.
2. To go from one place to another; to visit 
around. Jean gavagne au lieu de travailler* 
John tramps around instead of working.
GAZETTE ( Q a z f / ) ,  n. f.
newspaper. La gazette vient tous les jours.
St. Fr., » gazette. JOURNAL.
GAZON ( 9  92.15? ) , n. m.Uncultivated land. Mets la vache sus ce gazon- 
St. Fr., ___ , lawn* grass.
GIBI2H ), n. m.
Person; ’•guy"; "bird." J fconnais pas ce gibier- 
1&. I don't know that bird. St. Fr., ___ ,
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GIGIKR { £  / 3  <2- ), n . m.
Gisfard. St. Fr. , GESIER.
GIGIRI }  # V  #’ ), n . m.
Sesame plant (Sesamum indicum) • The seeds 
are used la making pralines. The leaves $re 
often soaked in water and the water drunk 
for irritations* See also BENE. Of. W« A* 
Readf LOUISIANA—FRENCH, Pralines de Benn^s, 
p. 963.
GIGULER ( 2  //e ), t. tr.
To bother; to annoy; to cause to worry. Ne me 
gigule pas avec ga. Don't bother me with that.
GIRAUMONT ( ^ /  r o / » 0  ) ,  u .  m*
Pum pkin. G iraum ont pat ate; giraumont a tete, 
neck pumpkin, cushaw. St. Fr*, POTIRON.
GNANGNAH {.h>» P'* ), adj.
Spineless; wishy-washy. Jean est gnangnan comma 
tout. John is very unreliable.
GNOGNOLE ). » - ? •  . . . . .Prevarication; insignificant tale. II raconte 
une gnognole la. He is telling a tale.
See also GNOLE.
GHOLE {/*>•=»/ ), n. T.
Imaginary tale. C'est une gnole qu'il raconte* 
See also GNOGNOLE.
GOBBS ( J ^ > .  n. t.1* Hulls (of beans, nuts, etc.). Jfal ote 
les gobbes des feves.
2* Hunk; something carelessly cut. II a 
coupe une gobbe dans sa jambe. St. Fr., 
CHANTEAU.
GQDET ( ao«/s ), a . a.
Tuck in a garment* Marie a fait un godet dans 
sa jupe. St. Fr* , PL!.
G5DRQN { 2 . 0  r S ) 9 a* m. and ad j.
1. ^Tar. St. Fr., GOUBROH.
£• Clumsy. Jean est gddron avec sea gants. 
John is awkward with his gloves*
GOGO n. m*
Buttocks* St. Fr., BERRIBRE.
GOMBO ( o ho ), n. m.
1- ̂ Okra.
£• Thick soup with meat or fish base, served 
with rice.
3. Negro French jargon*
GO HD DE MAlS ( d m  At ), a. m.
Corn weevili Calendra granaria- St. Fr. , 
GOND, hinge*
GOOTLE (9 5r I )f adj.
Inflamed; swollen. Mon doigt est gonfle.
GORGE ( )  BE LA ROBE, n. f*
Neck of a dress. See also GORGlERB* St. Fr., 
COL*
GORGIkkE (F ^Neck of a dress. See also GORGE.
GOSSE ( ), n. t.
Pod. Gosse d ’ail, clove of garlic. St. Fr., 
GOUSSB.
GOUAJR ( and **•Person who has extremely blond hair and light 
blue eyes, very nearly resembling an albino. 
Marie est une gouair.
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GOUJON ( ), n. m*
Sffud^atrish (Laptops olivaris). St* Fr. s 
„___» gudgeon•
GQUBMKR { g u r m c ), v* int.
To yearn for* La pauvre eat apr&s gourraer 
pour le manger* The poor man is yearning for 
food*
GOURliES ( O  w r w  } , n* f * pi•
Pistemper (in horses}* St. Fr., GOURM$f secretion 
from mucous membrane of the nose*
GOUTTIERjS ( 3 otj(.r )f n. f .
Leah in a gutter* St. Fr., ___ * gutter of a
roof*
GfiABOT { <3ra,b* ), n* m.
Boll (of cotton}* Un grabot de coton.
GRABOTSR (^/-dtAo/^), T* tr*
To pick (cotton)• On va gravoter le coton 
ee matin*
GRADUATION ( 9 r d  Jya. Zj5), n. f.
Graduation exercises. La graduation est a 
soir. The graduation exercises will be held 
tonight *
GRAFIGNiffl ( 3.''* Pijue. ), v. tr.
To scrs&ch. Le chat va te grafigner. St. Fr-, 
Sg r a t i g n e r .
GRAGNON ( ), n . m.
Leavings; undesirable remains;^crumbs* On 
me donne que les gragnons du gateau. I am 
only given the cake crumbs. St. Fr. *
GRAILLON.
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GRAINAGES r - ), n. f* pi.
Seeds* IX fa^t planter les grain&ges d® 
pi&ents* I must plant th© pepper seeds* 
St. Fr.f GRAINES.
GBAIN EE BSAUT& ( 9 / " 6  ^ 2 . / e  ) r n . m. 
Dimple* St.*Fr.,  , mole*
GRAISSE ( ) ,  n . f.
1* Salve, of any kind* Hous met tons la gr&lsse 
sur la gratelle. Vie put salve on the It eh*
St. Fr., QNGUEHT.
2. Lard; shortening*
GRALER ( )» r* tr.
To parch. On av&it 1 ♦habitude de graler le 
cafe tous les samedis. He used to parch 
coffee every Saturday*
GRANDS ( 3 /"S'of )t n . f.
Term used in open kettle cane syrup manufacturing 
to indicate the first kettle in which the juice 
is boiled.
GRAPPXUJER ( ^ a / » V e ), v. tr.To krtb^ere and there* II grapftille d tun 
cdtd a l fautre. He grabs here and there*
St* Fr., GRAPXLLER9 to glean (grapes).
GBAFFILLSOR, -EDSS f -^z), n* m* and f.
Avaricious person.
GRAFPIHKR ( &>r A / > i n e) , v. int.So mumble. L fidiot grappine. The idiot 
mumbles* St. Fr., ___ , to seize with a hook.
GRATTN ( ) f n* m.
The^>art or crust of tho rlc© that often 
remains at the bottom of tho rice pot.
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geattk ( 2- *-&-1I , n. r.
Bearing; whipping. On lui a donne une bonne 
gratis. They gave him a good whipping.
ORA VO is ( <p r a v  a. )f n . m .
Gravel. St. Fr. , GRAVIER.
GRisAILLE {gremStf , 0  r e  m i  ), n. f.
Crumb. Les oiseau^ mangent des gremilies de
pain. See also GRMOXLON. St. Fr., MIETTE.
GEEMILLOK {gre tni# 5  )f n . m.
Crumb. Rose m*a laissd que des petits gre- 
millons de pain pour diner. See also 
GH&OLLS.
GRENADE (̂ A«sna</] , a. f.
Maypop (Passiflora incarnate). La grenade 
Fait un bon sirop. St. Fr. f ___9 pomegranate.
GRENASSER (frana.se. ), v. int.
To drizzle. II commence a grenasser. 
See also BRUMA3SER and FROUMASSER.
GRSQUE ( a  t-£*< 9 ), n. m.
Coffee pot. Mets l'eau sar le grbque.
St. Fr., CAFferifiRE.
GRfiVE ( a r e *  ), n. f.
B o n n  (Planestic u b migratorius migratorius). 
See also GRITS.
GREYER ( frreje. ) ( v. tr.
To furnish (a room, housa, etc.). Je vais 
greyer la chambre. I am going to furnish the 
room. See D&}R2y e R.
GRICHER )* v' int*To cause hair to stand on end. Ce chien a 
fait le chat gricher.
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GBIFFE { 9- rtf- )t n . t.
Hano; slang equivalent to "paw*" Donne-moi 
ta griffe. Give me your hand.
GRIHGALSR ( 4 r ? q  Sl M- ), •*. ref.
To amuae oneself. II so gringale au bal- He 
has a good time at the dance.
GRIOTS { d* )* a* m. pi*1* iSmall particles of brick, cement, rocks. 
£* Seeds of popcorn that have failed to pop. 
Cos griots de tac-tac sont brules. St. Fr., 
 , seconds (of meal, flour, etc.).
GHXS GRIS ( t }| n« m.
Charm dr spell. Tu as du mettre le gris gris 
sur lui.
GRIVS ( % r i *  ), n. f.
Rodin (Planesticus migratorius migratorius).
See also GRJSVE. St. Fr., __ , thrush.
ROUGE-GORGE•
GR0CERI3 ( J~rosrs )f n. f.
Grocery store. Achete la gralssa a la grocerie. 
Buy the lard at the grocery store. St. Fr., 
EPICERIE.
GROCERIES ( p-ros ri )t n . f. pi.
Groceries. Les groceries sont chares maintenant.
GROS-BEC I , n. m.
1. sriort-nosed garfish (Lepisosteus piety- 
a t o m s ). See also BEC-FIN and FOISSON ARMS.
2. Right heron (Myctidorax mycticorax naevius).
GEOS BEC SOLEIL So / )f a# m .
American bittern (Botaurus lentlginosu© ).
See also GARDE SOLEIL.
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GROSSE-GQRGE ( g- r̂ > s $ t n. f.
Goiter. Marie a la gross©-gorge. St. Fr. , GOITHB.
GROUILI.KR ( ^  ), v. int.
To move; to budge. Ne grouilla pas de ta 
chaise. Don1! budge from your chair.
GRU { 2 r /  }, n. m.
Grits. & LA GHAISSE, grits oookefi with
a little lard. L. gru a la greisse eat bon 
pour les Cajlns. St. Fr., GRUAO.
GRUCHJ4R ( 3  ryfc  ) t V. int.
To go up; to "hike." Ta robe gruche en arri&re. 
Your dress goes up ia the back. See also 
HGRCHKR.
GUJUUSR ( ̂ / e )> v. int.
To scream; to cry loudly. L*enfant gueule.
The child bawls.
GUIOHASSB n * f*Hard luck; bad luck. C fest la guignasse
quand m3me. That is hard luck anyway. St. Fr*,GUIGNE.
#
GUIGUI 13* &-* )» ad3* and n* m*1. ^Tacky; rustle* Ce chapeau est gulgui. That 
hat is tacky.2. Country-jake; yokel; hick. C * est un guigui 
meme• He is a veritable hick.
GUDfiS ( 2**** ), n. m.Rooster of any kind. See also GAlNIS and CORDS. 
St. Fr., COQ,.
HABITANT { a  A  4 /■ »• ), n. m.
Fi x m t . XI est un bon habitant.
HABITATION (a.bit a s #  5  )( n . m .
F a n  of any size. II va sur l fhabitation tous 
lea jours* St* Fr., ___ , residence.
HACHER ( A a / e  ), v* tr.
To beat badly* II a hachS ce pauvre enfant.
He beat the poor ehild* St. Fr. , ___ , to hash,
to chop*
HA! IAILLB! IAILLS! (Aat j a -;/A: j  ) f exel.
Expression of pain or exaltation* Hal iaille! 
iailleX j’ai eu un bon temps*
HAIORE ( A C S '  }, adj.
Sour. T.e lait est hafgre* St. Fr., AIGRE.
HAILLONE l h * / 5 n e  ), adj.
Tattered; In rags* File est toujours haillonee. 
She la always in tatters* See also DfcuiNIILE.
HA.LAILLEMFNT ( A a / a y / n o  ), n. m-
Bickering; wrangling. Cette succession a 
eausd un grand h&laillement dans la famille. 
That aucee3sion caused much wrangling among 
the family*
HALAXLLER ( A a / a ^ ' e  ), V. tr.
TO haul baok and forth; to tug, to pull (at 
a person)•
HALEB (A a  /e )t v. tr.
To haul. Q,ui va haler tea Cannes? St. Fr. ,
 , to pull with a rope.
haler la planche ( A  P lsf )Equivalent of "Everything has been said."
Quand 11 dit qa, halez la p la n c h e l When he 
says that, there is nothing l e f t  to s a y .
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Haler son gratin (h a./e 53 )
To leave abruptly. XI & bien hal£ son gratin 
quand jfai dlt qa. He left abruptly when I said that•
HALLE ( n a /  ), n- f.
Butcher shop. XI va a la hall© pour la viande. 
St. Fr. # ___ , market. BOUCHISRIE.
HANNXR { hafts** )f v* int.
To neigh. St. Fr., HKNNIR ( a n # >  ).
HARIA ( A a r ^ ’ a. ) , n. m.
Trash; antiquated article; rag* Ce capot est un haria. That coat is a rag.
HARICOT ( atrsUO }f n. m.
1* String bean. St. Fr.,  , bean.
2. ___  NAIN, bunch bean.
3. ___  RAME, pole bean.
HAEHACHBM2NT { d r n a / Yr* S  ) t n. m.
Gaudy attire. Cjuel hamachement all© se met 
tou jours! What loud clothes she always wears!
HARNACHKR ( a i - o a ^ e  ), v. tr.
To fix, to repair for temporary use; to botch. 
II va harnacher cette machine.
HARHOIS ( a r n t ^ d  ), n. m.
Harness. St. Fr. , HARNAIS (ar/)e ).
HAUT-LE-CORPS ( hoJi<=>r ), n. m.
Scream, yell. JT’airae pas entendre ces haut-
le-corps le soir. I don’t like to hear
those screams at night.
HERBS A BATON ( a  n. f.Bloodweed plant * Bee also HlRBE A 3AUG.
St. Fr., PATIENCE ROUGE; SANG m  DRAGON.
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herbs x coquin ( e r A a  * c o * c s ‘ )t n. m.
Cookie 'bur (Xanthium Americahum) * Plant with a prickly bur; said to hare th© property of 
darkening hair and causing it to grow; th© 
bur is boiled or fried in olive oil for this treatment• St* Fr., MIELLE DES CHAMPS; CAPSULE RPINEUSE.
HEBBE A LA PUCE ( £r f n. m„
Poison Ivy (Toxicodendron radioans). St. Fr., TOXICODENDRON.
HiJRBE a HALO ( « r A a  m  a / p  ), n. m.
Swamp lily (Saururus cernuus). Plant whose 
leaf is soaked in water and drunk aa medicine. Tea is mad© from the roots and given to 
teething babies.
HERBS X SANG { Br b  *lS O ), n. m.
Bloodweed plant. See also HERBS A BATON.
wkbbk HAL NOiadSs ( £  m i / n o  rr%e ) t n . t
C re e p in g  Spurge (Euphorbiacrae; Cham&esyce 
p r o s t r a t a ) •
HERBS TRO IS -QUARTS {htrk t~r-*uSkM»f) , n. m.
W h ite  or Virginia crown-beard (Verbesina 
V ir g in ic a ) -
HSRCULANT ( h e ^ u y  Js') f n. m.
Hang-nall. J ’ai ooup6 mon herculant.
hSron ( h  ero ) grand, n. m.Blue or white heron (Ardea herodias herodias).
St. Fr., HiiSON.
HERTICHAUT ( her'ti^fo ), n. m.
Artichoke. Les hertichauts sont rares* St- Fr.r 
ARTICHAUTS.
HIBOU A CORNS ( >/>!* ), n . m.
Horned owl (Bubo Vlrginianus).
HIBOU GROSSE TfiTE ( ^ic/) f n. m.
Night owl; hoot owl (Strix varia alleni).
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HIRONDELLK ( / r o  o/e / )t n , f.
dragon fly (Lihellula axillena)* See also 
Cl GALS* St* Fr« | | swallow*
HOGNQNS [ h o f i s  ), n . m. pi.
Kidneys (of persons or animals). See also 
PIGUSROUIN. St. Fr., HOGNONS.
HONTBGI, -ECSE ( ho # _ ̂ 2. ), adj.
Timidt shy* XI est un enfant honteux*
St. Fr., ___ , shameful.
HOODOO ), a. m.
£▼11 charm or spell* See also GRIS GRIS*
HOQUER ( Ao A r e  )f Y . int*
To hleoough* XI a hoque pour une heure*
St* Fr*, ATOIR LK H0Q.U3ST*
HOUBMIS ( v r m i  ) QUE, conj*
Unless* Hourmis que tu vas la, tu sauras pas. 
Unless you go there, you will not know*
St* Fr-, HORMIS, except, save*
HOURRA ( hur^L ), n* m.
Uproar, upheaval* On fait un gros hourra 
dans la manche* A great noise is being 
made In the lane* St* Fr*, VACARME*
huile { a; /  ), a. t.
1. J   A FORGER, castor oil. St. Fr.,
BITRICIN.
~Zl ___  DE PALMA CHRISTI, castor oil.
HUXLIER ( </»*//« ), a. m.Small oil Can* See also HUILI&RE* St* Fr*, 
 , oil and vinegar stand*
HUILIERE ( ), n. m*
Small oil can* See also HUILIER. St* Fr*, 
 , container for oil*
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HORCHER (A / r^fe ) 9 v. ref.
T o climb* Poliear, hurche-tol sur e© paleron©t hurl© ton per©. Policar, get up on that post and call your father.
HTHPQTH£Q,UK ( ' t p o + e M  ), n- t. J_Mortgage. St. Fr., HYPOTHEqUE (//?̂ > f ).
htnpoth£qukh I T p o T c t t e  ), v. tr.To mortgage. XI faut hynpoth6<iuer sa farm®.St. Fr-, HYPOTHEQUEH ( / e ).
ICITS { y 5 # /“ }, adv.
Here. Mattes qa Icite. Put that hare.
St. Pr., ICI.
IU&B \ iJc ), n. f.
Intelligence; sense. XI n #a pas sa bonne 
ld&e. He doesn9t hare good sense* St. Fr*, 
* notion, conception, idea, fancy. i n -
TE l l i g e n c e , r a i s o n *
IEN qOE ( ), adr.
Only. N fas-tu ien que qa? Have you only 
that? See also YINQJJE. St. Fr.* RIEN Q,DE.
XLE AJX CANNES ( i/o M a s  ), n. i.
Settlement in Iberia Parish, also known as 
XLE DE CANNES. Origin of the name due to 
the fact that formerly cane reads were 
abundant on the island.
Ilet { //e ), a. k.
City square. Ell© rest® deux ilets de I ’eglls©. 
She lives two blocks from the church.
U S  ( / }, pron.
They; them. Ils parlent; they are talking. 
Donnons-ils; let us give them some. St. Fr.» 
IIS; LEUR;EHX.
IHCOMPRENABLE s A  )f adj.
Incomprehensible. Cett. affaire est incompre- 
nable. St. Fr.» INCOMFK&IENSIBLE.
ISDIGO ( 'eJ'9* ), n. f.
1. Indigo plant. St. Fr., INDlGOTIiSR.
2. Wild coffee plant. L*indigo pousse dans 
1© riz. See also CAFfi 3AUVAGE.
i m w c m o u  ( £ J  y+ta. ), n. f.
Education. St. Fr. , EDUCATION ( & dyKa- Sj
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INFORMATION ( £ m  ) , n . f •
Information* J© veux cetto information tout 
d* m i t e .  St. Fr. # RENSBIGN1MENT.
IKTKSBOLER ( fc / c r  A o / e  ), v. tr.
To baffle; to confuse; to rattle. Le p&r© 
m, a  interbole an parlant tant. The priest 
d is c o n c e rte d  me by talking so much. St. Fr. , 
DFCONCSRTER.
ISTiSRBOLISEH ( e / f r L / i z e  ), T. tr.
To surprise, to shock. L fhoxnme m fa interbolis£ 
quand 11 a dit qa«
INTRODUIRS ( f  ̂  f~o J y r  ), v. int. and tr.
To p re s e n t (a  person}; to Introduce* II 
m*a introdult a son fils. He introduced 
me to his son.
IOUSQUS ( t O S K  ), inter, conj.
Where? Xousque tu vas la? Where are you 
going? St. Fr. , Otr JUSTICE v̂ UjE.
JALOOSERIB { M 9 . J u a . r i  ) , n. T.
Window shade, blind* Les jalouserles sont fermdes* Th© blinds are closed* St. Fr., JALOUSIE, T e n e tIan blind*
JAMBALAYA ( 3*£ 9l I a  # d* ) ,  n * m*
Dish coBUiton in Louisiana, made with rice as a base and some kind of meat, such as chicken, sausage, shrimp, oysters, etc*
JATBONKAU ( 5  5" b o r t o  ) f n .  m.
Strips of loin meat of pork and strips of fat placed into the skin of a pig’s shoulder, cooked and served in slices as ham* St* Fr*,» kind of ham made with the front feet of a pig*
JAMBONS ( ̂  Z  t>3 ), n* m. pi*
Sideburns* Se raser aux jambons, to wear sideburns* See also PRUSSIENNE.
JAPPAILLSR { ^  a./> a  0  € ), V* int.
1* To bark* Ce petit chien est toujours apres jappailler* That little dog is always barking*
2* To talk very much* De quo! jappaille-t- 
elle maintenant? What is she talking so much about now? St* Fr*, JAPFEH*
JAQUBTTZ ( 3  <21 A? £. t), n. t.Jacket, short coat. St. Fr*, ___ , man’s coatreaching little over the knee, or dress worn by small boys* (Hartsfeld-Darmestater.)
JARDIN { J Z a r J T  ), n. m.
So.^AIRiS




JOIHTORB ^ y r  ), II, t.
®ode; internode. Une Jointure de oanne, a 
node of sugar cane. St. Fr*, , joint of
bones. NQEUD DE CANHE.
JOHMSNT ( 3 o / < m 3  }, adv.
Very* II est joliment malade. He is very sick* 
St. Fr• | TRES *
JONGLAILLBR v. tr. and int.
To ponder repeatedly; to meditate upon. See 
also JONGLER. St. Fr. # SOHGER.
JONGLSR ( 5 e ) , V. tr. and Int.
To thinir; to ponder; to day-dream. Le negre 
est apres jongler. The negro is pondering*
See also JONGLAILLER• St. Fr., ___ * to juggle.SONGER.
JOliGLEaR, -EUSE ( ^ 3 * 4>*• ), n. m. and f.
Day-dreamer; one^rho meditates. Jean est un 
Jongleur. John is a day-dreamer.
J0s£ ( < ^ aat€)t n. m.Smock; short house-coat. Ou est mon jose? 
Probably from the English njersey."
JOU^UER ( 3 * °  * e  )t ▼ • int.To roost. Les poules jouquent. St. Fr., 
JUCHER.
JUG ( n .  f .
Jug. 0Lpporte-moi cette jug. Bring me that 
jug. St. Fr.f BROC; CRUCHE.
jxjif.-v e  ✓  ) , adj.Stingy. II est julf corame tout. He is stingy 
as can be. St* Fr., ___ , Jew.
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JOXiXET {’S V  ), n. m-
J u ly ^  St. F r . ,  JU ILLET ( ^  y  £ ) .
JUSQEMA TANT Q.0E (Ju.stemf’Z t<4 ) „ c o n j.
tot 11* II & attendu Jusqu’a taut que Mari© 
a ▼enu. He waited until Mary eam@« St* fir., JUSQU’A CS qUE*
JUSTE ) ,  a d v .
Only, just* fills a juste cinq sous. She has 
only fiYe cents* fills a juste venu* She has 
just come* St* fir., HE..«Q.UE. TfiNIH DE, to 
have just*
KILLDEE (K i J d i  )), a- m.ICilideer (bird); Oxyechus toolferas* See also
COLXBRI and PIYIiSR DORS*
KXHO { Kino ), n. m*Lotto game* On joue au kino oe soir*
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l a c h e s  { /a/e ), ▼. tr.
To CdiS8; to stop* On a lac he le travail* It 
six heures* Work was stopped at six o'clock* 
St* Fr*,  , to loosen, to slacken* CESSER*
LAQNIAFPE (/ a / ,  a/? ), n. f.
Treat, usually candy or cakes, given to 
children after a purchase is made in a store*
L AI MANT  ( / e * 9  ) ,  n .  m .
Magnet* L 1 enfant Joue avec un laimant.
St. Fr*, AIMANT-
LAMPOGHE ( / 3 / > ^  ), n. m.
Milk that remains in the cow's udder after 
milking* Le veau a pris tout le l&mpogne*
LANCER {/z>&€ ), v* tr* and int.
To throb (as a wound)* Ma jamb a me lance* 
My leg throbs* St* Fr., ____ , to hurl.
LANCETTE I / )  ,  n .  f .
Stinger (of an insect)*
LANGUILLE t/^ 3 - ) ,  n. f.
Eel* On a attrap6 une languille* St* Fr*, AHGUILLE*
LASGCE ( / &r3- ), adj.Tired; fatigued. Je suis Joliment largue* 
St* Fr., FATIGUfi*
LAS \J&LS ), adj. m* and f*
Fatigued* Mon Dieu, quo je suis las de tra- 
vailler* My goodness, how tired I am of 
work* St. Fr*, LAS ( ); LASSE ( ! ) *
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LAURIKR { U r j  ), n. m.
i GRATO, magnolia (Magnolia grandiflore). 
When the leaves of 'this tree are blessed on 
Pal® Sunday they are referred to as RAM33AUX*See also RAMEAU.
LSCHE ( / e j  ), a. m .
Earthworm. St. Fr. , TOR DE TERRE.
LSBITUflS < /e£•'/*** ), a. m- and f.
Legal husband or wife. Elle est sa legitime*
She is his legal wife.__ St. Fr., ___, legal
portion.
LBNBROIT ( c/r cut** ) f n . a .
Right side (of a garment). Le lendroit est 
rouge. St. Fr., ENDROIT.
IXHTSBS ( / o  *'€*’* ), a. m.
Wrong side (of a garment). J’aime le lenvers 
plus qua le lendrolt. I prefer the wrong side 
to the right side. St. Fr., EOTERS.
LES ( t^  ), pron.
The®, used as Indirect object and as direct 
object, disjunctively. Donne-les cinq sous. 
Give them five cents. Appelle-les. Call them. 
St. Fr., LEUR; LES. The disjunctive direct 
object may also mean "her.” Appelle-les.
Call her. St. Fr., LA*
LEVEDR DE LUETTE (/sK^e/' c/d /j/* ̂  ), n. m.
One who attempts to raise a fallen soft palate 
by applyihg th© back of a tablespoon to the 
palate and at the same time by pulling the 
hair at the top of the head.
LIABD ( ), n. m.
Sycamore tree. The superstition is that it 
attracts lightning, hence on© should not cut 
the tree when it is lightning.
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L1CHKR ( / • A  ), v* tr.
To flatter; to lick. St. Fr., LfiCHKR.
LICHEUB, —FUSE { 1 9 / <k /"* , — #€2), n. m» and f*
Flatterer. Ella est m e  vrai© lieheuse. She 
is truly a flatterer. St. Fr., FLATTEUR, -ETJSE.
LILAS (/#/cu ) , n. m.
China hall tree; china berry tree (Milia 
azedarach). 11 est sous le lllas.
LIHQE (!'Ŝ  ), n. m.
Clothing; garments, Quel joli ling©! What 
pretty clothes! St. Fr., ___ , linen. VSTEMBNT.
LONGUE-TOE (/jg*'/), n. f.
Field glasrees. II se sort toujours de ses 
longue-vue. St. Fr., JTJMELLE.
LOQOER ( lotc€ ), t. tr.
1. To lock; to latch. Loquez la porte. Lock 
the door. St* Fr., FERMER A CLEF.
S. P. part., well fitted out. Ell© est bien 
loqu&e pour 1'anfc£e. She is well fitted out 
for the year.
LOOPBR ( / « ^ e  ), T. tr.
1. To whip severely. On le loupe trop. They 
whip him too much.
Z. To rope. Franqois est apres louper les 
ehevaux. Francis is roping the horses.
LOURD ( /«//* ), adj.
Cloudy (of weather). Le temps est lourd.
The weather is cloudy.
LUMERO ( n . m.
Number. St. Fr*, NTJMERO.
LONE ( / / «  ), n. f-Moon; lunation; moon-length. Rous aurons de 
la pluie toute cette lune. We shall have rain 
during all this lunation. St. Fr.„ LUNAISON.
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MACAQUE (jna MSkK), n. m.
Any variety of monkey. St. Fr- ,  , macaco.
SINGE.
MACAQ.UERIES ( m a * d &**-*' } „ n. f. pi*
Nonsense; foolishness. Commence pas tes 
maoaqueries. Don’t begin your nonsense.
MACHINALEMENT ( / »  a  fin 3k / m ?  ), adv.
In a slipshod manner. Q,uand il travail 1© vite 
il le fait machinalement. When he works fast
he does it in a slipshod way. St. Fr., ___ *
mechanically.
MACGRNER (/7>a ), v* tr.
To tie together by the horns, said of oxen* 
On va maoorner les boeufs de tire.
MAGASIN ), n. m.
  A FOIN,   A MAlS, barn. St. Fr. # GRANGE.
MAIGRICHINE )f adj.
Sick; in bad^nealth. J© suis maigrichin© 
aujourd’hui. St. Fr*f MAIGRICHON, emaciated.
MATT.I-.1ji ), n. t.
See-saw.
MAlS ( m a t  ), n. m.
Corn- TENDR.E, roasting ears. J'slnjo le
mals teni're. St. Fr.,  , maize ( frtStt S ).
MAISON Dii CRAPATJD ( r*P •), n. f. 
Mushroom. St. Fr., CHAMPIGNON.
MALAKOFF {maist**? /  }, n. f.
Hooped underskirt worn under a wide skirt. 
La malakoff est d^chiroe.
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MALAMAIN ( m d l a r n ?  } ,  adj.
Unhandy; out of reach. Cette tablette ©st mal amain.
MALCOMMODE ( m a | K o  m 3  J ) f ad j.
Inconvenient; unhandy* La tablette eat mal- 
commode* St* Fr. , INCOMMODE*
MALERIALS (Yhul a I ) , n* f*
Malaria* Elle a la malarial©. Bt* Fr., 
FlJSVRE P ALl) D^ENS •
MALIKSTRUIT (mal?sfrr U ), adj.
Uneducated; ill bred. II est malinstruit. 
St. Fr. , MALOTRU.
MALLE ('W*al ), n. f*
Mail. On a apportd la malle* St. Fr., 
trunk; mail-coach* COURRIER.
MAME ( m a i y h  )» n* f*
Contraction for MADAME, used mostly by negroes* 
Mame Ben, je vais a solr. Madame Ben, I am 
going tonight*
MAMOU ( m a m o  ), n. m.
Coral tree (Erythrina herbacea). THE BE __,
tea made of the leaves, roots, or seeds of 
the coral tree, used in the treatment of 
pneumonia* Cf. Read, p * 48*
MAMS2LUE ), n. f.
Contraction of MADEMOISELLE, used mostly by 
negroes.
MAHCHE (*ni3 J ), n. f.
1* Lane; street. Elle rest© dans la manche. 
She lives in the lane. St. Fr., RUELLE; RUE. 
2* DE PLUME, penholder. St. Fr., PORTE-
p l o mET-
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MANGSAXLLKR ), v- tr.
To oat by bits; to ©at holes into. Mon capot 
etalt tout iaangeaill&. My coat was all eaten up*
MANGEUR-MARINGOUINS n. m.
Night hawk; Antrostomus carolinensis.
MANGEUR-POULET (m&Jfr'Hr p u l e ) ,  n. m.
Sparrow hawk; Faleo sparverius sparverius.
MARlSRE t r  )t adv.
Somewhat; v  little. II fait man!©re chaud.
It is somewhat warm. St. Fr., ASSEZ; UN PEU.
MANQUE n. f.
Barren strip in a row or field under cultivation. II y avait une manque dans le m&ls dans cheque
rang. There was a gap in the corn in each row.
MANQUEB ( r r o k c  ), v. tr.
To miss. Tu me manques. You miss me. Nous
vous manquons. We miss you. St. Fr. , ___ ,
to be lacking to.
MAQUECHOU ( m ^ K J w  }, n. ra.
Dish of corn fried In hot lard; sometimes 
tomatoes are added.
MAQUIGNON (mfeltifia ), n. m.
1. Rider on horseback. II est un bon ma- 
quignon. He is a good horseman. St. Fr., 
CAVALIER.
2. Clothespin. le veux cinq sous de maqulgnons. 
St. Fr., SINGLE A LINGE.
KAQUIGNOHNAGE (J«a«i|x5na J, ), n. m.
Bustle, confusion, hubbub, w,uol maquignonnage 
pour rian! What a bustle over nothingl St. Fr., 
 , the trade of dealing with horses.
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m a r a i s  (/ m a r c  ) , n. f.
Pond; large ditch. St- Fr.,  , n. m.,marsh.
MARCHAILUER { ryy% ar ) , v. int •
To walk around incessantly- XI est a march&iller 
d fun cot6 a l fautre. St. Fr., MARGESR.
MARCHANDISES SSCilES (ovi »r-1 o 3 C J  )f n . f . pi.
Dry goods. J ^
MARDI-GRAS (am Ji adj.
Gaudy; tacky. Cette robe est raar&i-gras.This dress is loud.
MARG0TT2R l ^ n a r  q^eie)} v. tr.
To layer (hoAiculture). On va margotter les 
patates• St. Fr., MARCQTT.SR•
MARTIH-PLONGIiim ( t m a r + 5  p i ?  , n. m.
Kingfisher (bird); Cercyfe alcyon. St. Fr.,
m a r t i n-pSc h k u r.
MATXLOTE (nw» a i l »t"), n. t.
Small boys’ blouse buttoned onto pants. St- Fr., 
MATSLOT ( mn a f  I o ), n. m.
MAUVAISETfi ( « m . V  tx. Te), n . f.
Wickedness; meanness. C ’est la raauvaiset^ meme 
qui lui a fait faire ga- It is wickedness 
itself that made her do that. St. Fr., 
MfiCHANCiSTE.
MAUV1* ( o m D V ), n. m.
Bristly fruited mallow; Carolina Mallow 
(Modiola Caroliniana); plant used to cure 
sores and whose brew is used for enemas.
M^LAXLLKR ( nnr>« 13LJ« ), V. tr.
To mix; to entangle; to muddle. II va tout 
melailler mes affaires. He is going to 
thoroughly muddle my affairs.
Ill
M&LXMferANGE (/?» e///we/^j ) 9 n. m.
Misunderstanding; mixture; mess. XX a fait 
us melimelange de mas affaires. He made a 
mess of my things. Tout $a a caus& un rneli- 
mSlange entre oes deux. All that caused a 
misunderstanding between those two.
UXUJVSSS (/»■> 6 /a.Sj t n. m.
Mulatto. St. Fr. , MUL&FRE.
MELON FRANQA1S (#»/•* r rS"s« ), n. m.
Cantaloupe*
ttfaf&RB (/»ei»€r)f n. f.
Grandmother. Mdmere est bonne pour nous.
MKKAGmSHT (/>?e/> m o  }# n. m.
Economy; thrift* Le management est necessaire
ici* St. Fr., ___ , regard, circumspection.BCOfJOMIE.
MENFOUTBIN (flisri/ir), n. m .
Lackadaisical person. C ’est un menfoutbin.
ItEKTiKIE ( # > s ^ » r . ‘ ), n . f.
Lie, falsehood. Ell® salt bien qufelle dit 
une menterie la* She well knows that she Is /
telling a lie. St. Fr., MEKSONGE.
MiSNTONNlSRE ^s>r>$ er- ) f n„ f.
Goate*. See also BOUQ.UIN. St. Fr. , BARBICHE.
MJRCRESI (/» tX-r /(/•£ J ‘ ), n. m.
Wednesday. St. Fr.,  ( ^ c r ^ r d c / i  ) -
MERRAIfl ( m e r s  ), n. m.Shingle, usually longer than the BAHDEAU*See also BARDEAU. St. Fr., ___ , stove-wood.
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METTRE (metr*) w  BAS
To hatch out; to cause to hatch. Also ___  PAH
TBRRB. X*ai mis cent poulets par terre ce 
prlntemps. I had one hundred chickens hatched 
this spring.
ME0L2R0N ( m y  I era* ), n. m.
Stack; pile (of Pay). See also METJLON. St. Fr., 
MKULGN, small stack; shock or cock of hay.
MEULON ( Wiy | 5 , n* m.
Small pile; small stack; small bundle. Un 
meulon de foin. See also MEULEKQH. St. Fr.,
 , small stack of hay.
MEURLE (hi I a  # m  ), n . f.
Mullet (fish). MEUIL, MEUILLE, provincial 
names for mullet in France.
MEXICAIN (nr>tK^»K T  ), n . m.
Balsam epple (Momordica balsamina) • The 
leaves of this plant when pressed are used 
for cuts. The fruit when soaked in whiskey 
is used for menstrual cramps.
MIALER (n m ^ j a l e  ), v. int.
To mew. Arretez ce chat de mialer. Make that 
eat stop mewing. St. Fr* , MIAULER.
MXCMAC (nmiR'mBK), n. m.
Foolishness; grimace. See also FAIKE DES 
MXCMACS•
MXCGUAXNE (flmiK^in ), n. m.
Gray duck (Chaulelasmus streperus).
MTR ( onr>» ) t n. m.
Straws formerly used to make brooms. St. Fr., 
MILLET; MIL.
MINOU (nroiwM), n. m*
Kitten, in child*s vocabulary. Donne le petit 
minou du lait. St. Fr., MINET,-TE.
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MIRLITON (iMirlif? , merit ), n . m .
Vegetable pear {Sechium edule-ehayote)-
mxsSrkr (mi x e r e  ), T . int.
To lire In dire poverty* Cos pauvres gens 
ont misere assez longtemps*
MISTIGHI (m.‘ s >  )t a. a .
Joker (in cards)* St* Fr.,  , jack of clubs*
M0LXN2 ( r% ) 9 n. m*
Cultivator. St* Fr., CULTIVATEUR•
MONDE ( lea d  t n* m*
Relatives. C*est son monde qui vient. Those
are his relatives who are coming* St. Fr.,
 , world. PARENTS*
MONSTRE ( m S s t r  ), n. m.
Rascal; devil* II est un monstre.
MONTAIhLKR (m  )# v. tr* and int*
To climb repeatedly* St* Fr., MQNTEH.
MOHTEE (r**3+e ), v. tr.
To build* Ella va monter un magasin sur ce 
coin* She is going to build a store on this 
corner*
UOqjUK ), n* m.
1* Barnacle*
2* Cup* Un moque a lait, a cup of milk*
St* Fr*# ___ , mug, tin dipper*
MORVTA n. f*
Mucous secretion of the nose or throat* St* Fr*, 
MORVE; GrOURME*
MOUCHE A FEU ), n. f.
Firefly. St. Fr. , LAMPYR{£; M0UCH.3 LUISANTE.
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MOTILLASSER ( m o ^ a s e  ) # v# int.
To drizzle. II a mouillasse un peu. St. Fr.,
b r u i n e e .
MOUILLER ( r n ^ e  ), v. int.
To rain. II commence a mouiller. St. Fr.,
» to wet, to moisten. PLEUVOIR*
MOULER ( m u l e  }, t. tr.
To grind. Mouler le cafe. To grind coffee.
St. Fr., ___ , to oast, to mould, to shape.
MOUBRE.
MOULIN k SC IE  (mul £ a. Si ) ,  n. m.
Saw mill. II travailla au moulin a scle­st. Fr., SCIERIE.
MOULIN 1  VIANDS (m u le  a  V ^ X d ) ,  n . m.
M eat g r in d e r . St. F r . ,  HACHE-VIANDE.
MUSIQUE ( myxi'K )f n . f.
Any kind of musical instrument. Apporte ta 
musique ee soir. Bring your Instrument tonight. 
St. Fr., ___ , music; hand.
MUSIQ.UE DE BOUCHE ( m y a i *  , a. t.
H arm o n ica . See a ls o  FEND—G-UEULE. St. Fr., 
HABMONICA.
NAINAINE }, n. f. _
Godmother. Also NAINE ( Afc» ). Titante est 
la nainalne a Pierre. Aunt is Pierre’s godmother. 
St. Fr., MABRAINE.
NAN AN ( n ? n >  ), n. m.
The edible portion of fruit; generally used in 
reference to the meat of coconuts or the kernels 
of pecans, etc. St. Fr*, , sweetmeat (in
child’s vocabulary).
NAVIGUSR ( n a v t A C  }, v. int.
To travel; to journey* Jeanne ne reste jamais 
dans une place; ell© est toujours apr&s naviguer. 
Jeanne never remains in one place; she is always 
traveling*
NJSTHIKR (nê *»4‘«), a. m.
Medlar; Japanese plum tree* See also EFRILLER* St. Tr., HEPLISR (nt f lî 'e ), n. m.
HI A C10US HI A CHEVILLE (n» a **!«/ » J * ‘ i )
Badly, in referring to the manner in which 
a garment fits* Qa me va ni a clous ni a 
eheville. That does not fit me.
HIAME-NIAME (r»j , n. m. and v. tr.
1. Food, in child’s vocabulary. Mange $a ch&re, 
c’est du bon niame-niame• fiat this, dear, it’s 
some good food.
E. To eat. II faut niame-niame ton souper. You 
must eat your supper. Tu vas niame-niame pour 
Mame? Are you going to eat for Mama?
NIC ( #*• * ), a. m.
Nest* La poule est sur son nic. St. Fr.,
NIB ( * i ) •
NICHOT (nt/e ), n. m.
Nest egg. See also NYOC. St. Fr., NICHKT.
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NICKEL (niull ), n. m.
Nickel (coin)* Donne-moi ce nickel*
NIGRIIXON )f
Negro child* L© nigrillon est lit* St. Fr.„NferRILLON.
NIGRIOT ( n* m*
Negro child* II aim© ce petit nigriot*
NIOC n* m.
1* Nest egg*
2. Blow; strike* On lui a &onn6 un nioc sur 
la tSte qu*il ne va pas oublier. They gave 
him a lick on the head that he will not forget*
NIQUSR ( n i K t  ), v* ref.
To go to bed. Je vals me niquer de bonne 
heure•
NOCOIliLOT ( noKOjj'o ), n* m.
Bump; swelling* Q,uand 11 s Ta cogne, 11 s fa 
fait un beau nocoillot. When he struck him­
self he made himself a bump*
NOEL (nn<a\ ) , n. m.
Christmas- St. Fr. , _____________ ).
HOIR A SOULIER ( * w » r  4^ n . m.
Shoe polish. St. Fr., CIRE A SOULIER; CIRAGE.
BOIECIRER ( e w a r s i r e ) ,  v. tr.
To shine (shoes)* II faut nolreirer ses 
eouliers. St. Fr.t CIRKR; FAIHiii BRILLFR.
NOIRON ( nuj ), n. m.
Negro (said derogatively)* Ce miserable noiron! 
That wretched negro!
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NOMBOTJRIL ( n a V v r i  ), n. ».
Havel. See also OMBRIL. St. Fr., NOMBRIL.
NOM-DONN4 ( n S ^ s n e  ), n. m.
Christian name. Jeanne est son nom-donnd. 
St. Fr. , PRSNOM.
HOHCLE ( n > K  ), n. m.Oncle. Nonole Alfred est Is fr&re de Titante. 
St. Fr- , ONCLE ( 3 k ] .
NOTICE (Ttotos'), n. f.
Notice; advertisement. J’ai vu la notice dans 
la gazette. I saw the announcement in the
newspaper. St. Fr.» ___ , notice, account,
sketch. AVIS; ATERTlSSltffiOT.
OBLIKE ( oblie ), v- tr.
To forget. I*ai oblie ma legon. I have forgot 
my lesson. St* Fr.* OTJBLIER.
OBSTINATIQN ( os+ini.sio)i n. f.
Continual opposition to the opinions of others* 
C ’est quo l*obstination qui lul fait fair® qa. 
It is only obstinacy that makes him ho that*
OBSTINfi ( obii ne ), adj.
Obstinate; headstrong* II est obstin© dans son 
opinion. St- Fr., OPINlATRi.
OBSTIHER (oxsfiae ), v. tr*
To insist* Bile m*a obstlne que e*etait sa 
soeur* She insisted that it was her sister* 
St. Fr., SOXJTEKIR.
OFFICE ( O P*iS )f n. m.
Office. II est a l ,office. St. Fr., ___ ,
duty; kitchen* BUREAU*
OIK ( ui a, }, n. m* and f*
Goose of any sex or sise* St* Fr., ___ , n* f •,
goose*
OIGNON D'ALI { 3H .3 <1 a l i  ), n. m.
Indian turnip (Arisoema triphyllum). Small 
onion found in woods, used as a remedy for 
colds or consumption when soaked in whiskey. 
See also OIGNON DtALlS.
OIGNON D #ALl4 d a l j C  ), n. m.
Indian turnip (Arisoema triphyllum). See also 
OIGNON D'ALI*
OIR ( w S r  ), v. tr*
To see. Je vole ( uid. }; tu vois Jjul di ); il volt (ui dL); nous voyons (W ); vous
voyez <u»*j e ) ; 11s volant ( %jj 91 -j ) .
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0 ISgAU A MOUCHE ( U>ma.o a  mi// ), n. m.
Humming bird (Archilocus colubris). Ce petit oiseau a rnouche est joll. See also SUCE-FLEUR. 
St. Fr., OISEAU-MOUCHE; COLIBRI-
OLIYIHR ( oliva e  ), n. m .
Large tupelo gum tree (Nyssa aquatlca).
OLIYIEB DS LA CHIHB ( oliv4'e J» la. fin ), n . m. 
Sweet olive tree (Oamanthus fragrans).
OMELETTE { O m  W l e t  j, n . f.
Omelet* See also QMNISTTE.
OMBRIL ( a m L n  )* n* m.
Ravele See also NOMBOURIL. St* Fr., HOMBRI1*
QMSETTE ( ̂  w  a t ̂ ) , &■ f•
Omelet. See also OMBLETTE.
OPINION ( )f a* f*
Opinion* Son opinion est bonne. St- Fr., 
  , opinion; pi*, votes. AYIS.
OHAGAN ( Dr&<io ) , n. m.
Thunder Aorm* Un mauvais oragan. A bad 
storm* St* Fr. , OURAGAIJ*
OHDONNKR ( s r j s n e  ), v. tr.
To order; to give an order for* Jfordonne
les groceries. St* Fr., ___ , to set in order,
to regulate* COMMANDER*
ORDRE ( 3 r i  ), n. a.
Order {for groceries, etc.). V o i d  votre
ordre, Madame. St. Fr.,  , order; command;
mandate• COMMANDS *
oreillkb (oral,'e , a r t je  ), a. m.
1* Pillow. TJne sousille d^oreill^r. St. Fr.,
 __ ( 4 * J .2. Term used in farming to refer to the plowed
earth that has been thrown over; mound of dirt. Oreille de terra. St. Fr., CAVAILLOK*
OHGAKSAU )# n. m.Brass rings used in household furnishings, such as eurtain rings, etc. J*ai trouvd les organeaux pour la moustiquaire. I found the rings for the mosquito bar* St. Fr., , mooring ring.
ORIGINKL, -LE ( O r i » i « t l  ), n. m. and f.
Derogatory term used in referring generally to mischievous children. AhI raa petite originallei AhI My little rascal! St. Fr*,
, original*
ORTIGK ! Srtij ) ( a. m. ,
Toe. St. Fr., OHTEIL ( o r T t j  ).
OOAOUARON ( w t w a r d  j, n. is.Bullfrog. St. Fr., GRENOUILLE.
OBI ( * . « . ,  U/Sk.)T.a. St. Fr., 001 {«»• ).
OO QXJX OU qooi ( o H i U K W t  ), pron.What, whatever. Je ne sals pas ou qui ou quol 11 dlt. I don’t know what he Is saying. St. Fr., CS 0,02; QUOI qus CE so i t.
OUSQUE («SKd), Inter, adv.Where? Ousque tu as achete qa? Where did you buy that? St. Fr., 00 KST-CE qUE.
OUTAHDE ( u'tavj), n. m.Canada goose (Branta canadensis canadensis). St. Fr., ___, bustard.
FAGANE ), n* m*
Pecan* On fait das pralines avec des pacanes. 
St* Fr., ____ (patK«.j»)*
FAG ANISE ( ), n. m*
Pecan tree*
PACANIkRE ( P A k I o J  cr ), n* f.
Pecan orchard*
PAGAILLE ( ), B. f*
Foot (slang). Ne mets pas ta pagaille ici*
Do not put your foot here*
PAGET ( P*>2* ) DE LA BARRIERS, a* m*
Panel Tof a fence)• Le paget de la barri&re 
est casse* The fence panel is broken*
PAILLASSON }, n* m*
Collar pad made of shucks or moss used to 
put under a horse*s wooden collar*
PAIN FRAN5AIS ( p f  hr S's G. ), n. m.
French toast* See also PAIN PJ&RD0*
_ tread into 
egg and milk batter and frying the bread- 
See also PAIN FRANQAIS*
PAIX-TOI ( />c f w a  ), excl.
Hush! Paix-toi vite, petit! Get quiet quickly, 
child! St. Fr*, TaXS-TOI*
PALERON ( p /ro ), n. m*
Post; stump* St. Fr*, ehoulder blade
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PAU2T0T ( *>»/fo ), a. m.
Any kind of coat* St* Fr* ,  overcoat with
pockets worn by men and women*
PALETTE ( />a./c t  ), a. f.
1. Pod, of beans or peas. St* Fr*, ___ , easel*
2*   DE L ffiPAULE, shoulder blade. ~St* Fr -.
p a l eSo n .
PALMA CHRISTI (fa/nod. Kris ti) t n . m .
Castor bean plant (Ricinus communis}* L 9 hull® 
palma christi, castor oil* St. Fr., RICIE.
PALOURDE ( /»»/«/- d  j> n . m .
Clam. St. Tt ., ___, cockle. PEIGHE.
PAPABOTTE { n- m.
Plover {bird}; Bartramia longicauda.
PAPE ( P&~P )» n* m.
1* Papa, father. Mon pape I 9a dit* My father 
said so. St. Fr*, PAPA. #
2* ROUGE;   VERT;   DOEE, painted bunting
(passerina1ciris).
PAPBGAI ( ), n. m.
Target of wood usually in the shape of a bird. 
Formerly a very common fora of gambling was to 
pay a fixed sum which allowed one to shoot at 
the PAP EGA! * If the target were hit the 
person was given the corresponding out of meat 
from a cow or other animal* This was a very 
popular spofet at church bazaars. See Alcee 
Fortier, Louisiana Studies.
PAPISt e R ( p a / > </’e / ,e ). v. tr.
To paper (the walls). On est apres papieter 
sa chambre. They are at work papering his 
room. St* Fr., TAPI3SER.
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PAQJJET ( pa.*e n* m*
Bunch (or vegetables)* Un paquet de navets* 
a bunch of turnips* Un paquet d'oignons, a 
bunoh of onions* St* Fr., , package.BOTTE. ---
PARAGES (p a r a j  ), n. m. pi.
Neighborhood; hereabouts* le cherehe dans
ees parages pour mon chien. St. Fr*» ___ *
(naut *)
PAHfi ( />«/*« ), adj.
Heady* Le gombo est pare. The gumbo is ready. 
St. Fr., PREPARfi.
PAREIL COMME ( p ^ r i #  oonj.
lust like; just as* Son capot est pareil 
comme le mien* His coat is just like mine* 
St. Fr., PAHEIL A*
PARLAILLER { ) ,  v. int.
To talk much. St. Fr., PARLER.
PARLEMENT \p^r i ), n. m.
Conversation; serious discussion. Xls sent en 
grand parlement. They are engaged in a heavy 
conversation•
FAB0ISSJ5 n. f.
Parish; the political division corresponding 
to the county in other states of the Union. 
Hous sommes dans la parolsse Iberie.
PAKTAHCE ( p a r / 3 5  ) ,  n. t.
Departure * C*dtait une triste partance. That
was a sad departure. St. Fr.» ___ (naut.)*
sailing.
parterre ( p j 9 a(jv .
Down; on the ground. Jettez ga parterre.
Throw that down. St. Fr. $ A TERRE.
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PASSAGES ( / > a 5 ^ e  ), adj.
Passenger* a;*est le char passager qui passe* 
That is the passenger train passing. St. Fr., VOYAGEUR.
PA3S&E t, n. fSee FAIRE UKE
PASSK-GALON { O S lS S  3l / S  ), n . m .
Bodkin. St . , PASSK-LACET; POINQON.
PASSE-PIEU k f  f>-& 4> ), n. m.
Gap in fence caused by missing picket, often 
used as a means of passage between adjoining 
properties•
PASSER AO BLS0 | / > 8 5 e B ^  ), v. iat.
To vanish; to disappear quickly. Mon argent 
a passd au bleu. My money has gone with the 
wind.
PASSEZ ( pa.se.) t eiol.
Term used in chasing away a dog. Passez Fido!
PATALOH ( p  <7 ), n. m.Trousers. II a son patalon dechire. He has 
torn pants. St. Fr. , PANTALOH.
PATASSA ( pA+aSSL), n. m.
1. Perch (Lepodmis). II y a des patassas 
dsns le bayou. There are perch in the bayou.
2. Fat person* Jean est un ^ros patassa.
John is a fat man.
PATAT2RIE ( P a / ' a / r /  ), n. f.
Potato house, potato mound. II est apree 
tirer les petates dans la pataterie. He is 
selecting sweet potatoes in the potato house.
PATCHABAQJJB ( / a r a « ) ,  n. T.
Scrawl; illegible handwriting. C*est pas de 
I ’ecrlture, c fetait de la patcharaque. St. Fr. , 
PATARAFE.
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PATRONISES ( y o a / * r o  z Q  f v „ tr.
To patronize, II Taut patronieer les magasins loi.
PATTE D* ALOUETTR (/>a./*«/cL n. f.
Larkspur (genus Delphinium). St. Fr., PIED 
D* ALOUETTE*
PATTS D2 CHAT {pa.+J&Ja.  J, n. f.
Cudweed; rebbit-tobacco; cat’s foot; pussy 
toes. The roots of this plant are boiled to 
make & tea, useful in the remedy of fever 
and colds.
PAUBON { f> 0  ), n. m.
Jar; more commonly used in referring to 
preserve-jars. Un paubon de pSohes. A jar 
of peaehes. St. Fr.t JARRE; BOCAL.
PAYER ( P  e) UNE VISITS
To make a call; to visit. On m 9a paye une 
visits aujourd'hui. He visited me today. 
St. Fr. , RENURE VISITS.
FEAtf-MORTB ( p O  ) , n. f.
Dandruff.
PEIGHfi (Pe/.ej, part. adj.Well combed, as used in the phrase fiTRE BIEN __ Rile est hien peignee comine <ja» Her hair iswell dressed like that. St. Fr., SlTRE BIKN ___to be thoroughly combed.
P3IHTUBEB (yoe'^/^'e );, ▼. tr.To paint. On va peinturer la maison. St. Fr., 
 , to daub. PEINPRE.
PELOTE ( p  /o?~)t n. m.
Any kind of ball; generally baseball. Jouerau pelote, to play baseball. St- Fr., __ ,
n- f•, ball, tennis ball, ball of thread.
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PKNDRIOCHK ( p S  n. f.
Anything that hangs which Is not supposed to* 
as an undergarment* etc* Hose a toujours une 
pendrioch© quand ©lie port© cette robe. Hose 
always has some part of her clothing hanging 
when she wears that dress.
PEHSIOHNSR ( p S * j  ̂ n e  ) # v. int.
To hoard. J© pensionn© lei avec Madame LeBlanc- 
I am hoarding here at Mrs. LeBlanc*®. St- Fr., 
STBS PiSNSIONUfi GHSZ.
pftpBHE (p €./>€.** )t n. m.
Grandfather (in child*s vocabulary).
PfissON ( />€5o )t n. m.
Twin. St. Fr., BESSOM.
pfiTARD { p e  /*d  ̂ )  , n. m.
Popgun, usually mad© from the stalk of the 
elder bush.
pfiTRINSR ( p e / /-/ n e  ), v. tr.
To knead. St. Fr., PhTRIR.
PIAHQUB ( adj. and n. m.
1. Tacky. Ce chapeau est planqua. This hat 
Is in had taste.
S. Insignificant one; runt. II est un planque. 
He is a runt.
PICAJXLGN ( n. m.Fragment. Ramasse cos picaillons sur le 
planeher. Pick up those small pieces from 
the floor. St. Fr., ___ , coin of low value.
PICASSEH ( p s H a s e  ), V. tr.
To tease; to tantalize; to "pick at.” II est 
pas content s'11 ne le ploasse pas. He Is 
only happy when he is teasing him. See also 
PICOCHER.
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PICHOU (p  • ), n . m.
Bobcat; Bay Lynx (Lynx rufus Guldenstaed).
PICHOUETTE { />» ' J ~ * T  > , * • ' :  ..Mischievous little girl; runt^ often used as 
a nickname* £11® est une espece de petite 
pichouette* She is a bad little girl*
PICOCHKR ( p i  M O  S e  )» v* tr.
To tease, to tantalize, to "pick at." Ne va 
pas le plcocher maintenant* Now, don’t tease 
him* See also PICASSER.
PICOTB {.p**CZ>t ), n. f.
Smallpox* ____ TOLANTE, chiekenpox* St* Fr.,PETITS vSaoOTT
PIfcCETER (Px) t-s/e }, v. tr.
To patch* J #ai pieeete ma robe. St* Fr*, 
RAPISCER RACOMMODEB*
ElEGBUR n * m-
Trapper.
PIER (p&€. ), ▼* ref*Action of a cow assuming position for milking; this term occurs generally in the infinitive or the imperative moods* Fais la vache se pier si tu veux qua je la tire. Make the cow stand right if you expect me to milk her*
PXEU DEBOUT l p j < b  J  b o  ), n. m.Large fence picket, generally of oypres3>
PIGUSBOUXN ( p i a o r t u ' e  ,p*m&r€*ts , P*'aor«j£ ), n. m. 
Kidney lor person or animal)* See ml so HOGNONS*
PILE {p*J ), n. f.Mortar used for hulling rice, corn, hominy,pepper, gumbo fild* St. Fr*, ___ , poundingstone*
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M L B R  ( p#/e )f Tm and int.
Term used by children in playing leapfrog or 
in broad-jumping* meaning to step o?er th© 
line from which the jump must start- II a 
pild* He stepped over the line.
PILOTER {f>il • /te ), Y. int.
To stamp on©*s feet. Marie pilot© quand elle est fachee. Mary stamps her feet when she is
angry* St- Fr., ___ , to guide.
PIMENT DOUS {pinS e/*> ), n. in.
Bell pepper (Capsicum frutescens grossum).
PIMKNtS { p i ni*> t e  ), part. adj.
Peppered. La viand© est trop pimento© pour
manger* The meat is too peppered to eat.
PIMENT KNRAOfi {pint's 3 / * a j e  ), a. m.
Birds* eye pepper (Capsicum frutesoens cera- 
siforme).
PIMEKTEH {ptm»'t‘C ) , v. tr.1* To pepper. Tu vas trop pimenter ce gombo. 
You are going to pepper the gumbo too much.
2. To whip. On va le pimenter pour <ja. He 
will be whipped for that.
P m & B T  HOUGH ru * ) # n. m.
Chill pepper; cayenne pepper (Capsicum frutes- 
cens longum)•
PIMPONHER { )f v. tr. and int.
To primp.
PXOCHE ( ) »  »• f *Hoe. £>x. Fr.# ___ , mattock.
PI OCHER (/^-® / e  )t tr.To hoe. */0n va piocher oes patates. St. Fr. , 
 , to dig.
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PIHTALE (p  € t * i  ), n . f.
Guinea fowl. St. Fr., PINTADE.
PIN TS ( pTf),  n . f .
Tin cup vary seldom seen today but vary 
common at on® time* Donne-moi un© pints d1 eau* 
Give me a cup of water* Sea also CHOPIHE*
FIPI ( p i p i  )* n. au
FI&, disease of chickens. St* Fr-t pfepXS*
PXPIT { p*p*  » P'P* ) *  n* huBatfy chick, in child*s vocabulary* Ga les petite 
pipits! See the little chickens! St* Fr* , BOUSSIH.
PIQUANT I p J n S  ), n . m.
Splinter; thorn* II s*est enfonce un piquant 
au pied*
PIQUANT MOHSTTE (pi*» /» o r t  f  ), n. m.
1* Honey Locust (Gleditsia triananthos)• 
Plant whose second layer of bark is used to 
make tea* It is said that this tea cures 
coughs and even tuberculosis*
£. Thorn*
PIQUE ( piK )9 n* ia.
Spanish Bagger; Yucca plant (Yucca oloifolia). 
See also FITE*
PIQUE—BOZS { p i  ft. Au>d. ), n. m.
Woodpecker (genus Peoidae)* St. Fr-, PIC, 
PIVEHT*
PIQUE PAHTOUT {ptM ^  ) , n. m.
1* Brawl; free-for-all* On a au un pique 
partout au bal hier soir* There was a brawl 
at the dance last night.
2 • Game of tag*
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P IB A T E R  { p i  3k, itc ), v . tr.
To disarrange; to upset* IX pirate les choses 
dans Xa chamfers* He upsets the things in th© r o w *
PIROUETTE { p J r v a & T *  ), n. f.
Somersault. St* Fr*# ___ , whirligig*
PISQUSTTE ( P # S A e ^  , p i s s < % » € . ' t ) t n* f.
Very weak coffee. Tu as fait la pisquette Xa 
Tou have made very weak coffee. See also CAFIAU*
PISTACHE ), n. au
Peanut* II a des pistaohes dans le clos* There
are some peanuts in the field* St* Fr* #  f
pistachio* CAO0ETT1S; CACAHU&TE.
P IT S  ( pit ), a. m.
X* Small rope made fey twisting small strips 
of feurlap sacks, often used to make chair 
bottoms* J’ai arrange le fond de cett© 
chaise avec la pite.
2. Spanish Dagger (plant); Yucca aloifoXia*
See also PIQUE.
PITIT { p i H  ), adj.Small. St. Fr., PETIT (p 9 +i }.
pivardeh |/>«^ar«/e ), v. tr.
To chase away; to force to leave. Je vaisXe pivarder de cette maison* I am going tochase him from this house*
PIVIas dor£ { pitftf'e J»r« ), n. m.Killdeer (bird); Oxyeohus vooiferus* See also KILLDKE and COLXBRI*
PLACARD { piOLKar~), n. m-1* Task (In field); quota. II fallait couper dix range pour 1© placard d’aujourd’hui* It 
was necessary to cut ten rows for today’s quota 
2. Blotch, spot- II a un grand j>lacard d© 
feoue sur son chapeau* He has a large spot 
of mud on his hat*
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PLACES {P^a-S ) , n. f. pi.
PAR LES  f in great disorder* Toutes mes
lettres sont par les places deputy qu© je suis 
lei. All my letters are in disorder sine© 1 am here*
PLAQTlfi ( ), part* adj.
Well peeked; firm* La terre est bien plaque©. The ground is well packed*
PLAQOSMINISR ), n* m.
Pereimmon tree (Diospyros Virginians )•
plagues {pia * e  ) 9 v. tr.
To placej to stick; to put* II a plaque cet 
enfant la toute la journee* He placed the 
child there for the duration of the day.
FLARING < p/dr/i) ), n. f.
Praline. St. Fr., PRALINE.
PLATIN {pia-te ), n. m.
Low piece of ground. See also BASSILRK and 
YASSIERE.
PLEIN { p i s  ), adv.Very much. II a piein d*argent. H© has very
much money. St. Fr.,  , full, entire.
BEAUCOUP.
PLI ( pl* ), n. m.Flounder (Parallchthys lethostigmus). St. Fr., 
PLIE, n. f.
PLOMBEAU {pi ?  & 0  )f n . m.
Pommel (of a saddle). St* Fr., POMMEAU.
PLOMAT (plf** &  ), n. m.
Feather duster. St. Fr., PLUMEAU.
PNiiUMQNIE ( r\ y m o  ni ), n. f.
Pneumonia* St* Fr*, (p n y  m o n i  )*
POSLS ( poel ), n. m.
Dipper* St. Fr.,  , frying pan; stove, canopy.
poSlon ( purCitS*), n. m.
Skillet* St* Fr., ___ , small saucepan; pipkin.CASSEROLE*
p o i s s o n  ARMfi a r m e  }, n. m-
Garfish (Lepisosteus)•
POLIH ( p o I i r ) f v* tr*
  LES SOULIERS, to polish shoes. St. Fr.,
 , to polish (metal). CIRER LES SOULIERS.
POMOS ( p o m e  ), n. m.
Lung. II a une toux qul vlent de ses pomos. 
He has a cough that comes from her lungs.
St. Fr., POUMON ( p u m o '  )•
POMPADOUR { p a p  a c l w f  ), n . f.
k LA __, coiffure consisting of the hair
combe? straight back. lean s© peigne a la 
pompadour* lean combs his hair straight 
back.
PONIER ( } ii* m- ,
Basket. St. Fr., PANIER ).
PORTAILLEE ( )  ̂ v, tr.
To carry# to carry repeatedly. St* Fr., 
PORTER.
PORTE ( p a r t  ), n. t.
Gate. La grande port© est caasee. The big 
gate is broken.
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POHTSMANTtiAU ( p a r  }, n. m.
Section in wardrobe for banging clothing.
Mats 9a dans 1© portem&nteau. St. Tr.,
 > rack for hanging cloth©a*
porteor (pz>ri~»*-r )t n. m.
Pallbearer* St. Fr *, ___ , messenger.
p o r t e o s b  ( p a r ^ » « x . j > n . f.
Sugar cane carrier. 
portraits {par ire. ), n. m. pi.
Moving pictures. Ils vont voir les portraits 
a soir. They are going to see the zoo vies 
tonight.
POSTAGE ( p o S  /■» J,j, n . a.
Postage. Lepostage est payS. St. Fr.,
FRAXS DE POSTS.
POSTILION { poapi a ), n. m.
Mall carrier. Le postilion vient avec la 
malle. The postman is coming with the mall* 
St. Tr. , TACTjSDR.
POSTOME ( a- f.
Pus.
POT D'NOCS ( p o4  " 3 S ), n. m.
Chamber pot (slang).
POTKAU { P. to ) , .101.Hush! Poteau, Caillette! Be still, Caillette! 
(See also TAIRE ___ •)
POTXN ( ), n. m.Large iron pot used to boil clothes in; also
used in BOUCHKRIJiS. St. Tr.# ___ » alloy of
copper.
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POUDRI&RE { p a  ctritf c r) t fm
Powder box. St. Fr., POUDRIER, n. m.
POULK D'EAU ( p u f  < /o  } t n .  f .
Coot (bird); Fulica arasricana.
POUR prep.
For, belonging to; used after fiTRE to show 
possession. Cette veche est pour lui. That cow is his. St. Fr., A.
pqor-m®me { p u r  m £ j n ) , adv.
Really; truly; actually. II est malade pour- meme. He is really sick. St. Fr. t VRAIMENT.
POURQUI { p u r  K *  ), adv.
Why? Pourqui tu vas? Why are you going? 
St. Fr. , POURQjEJOI.
POUSSAILLER ( pUSSixf^ ), v. tr.
To push; to push around. Ne poussaillez pas 
ees chaises comme qa. Don't push those 
chairs around like that.
P0U5S2R ( puse, }, v. tr.
To drive; often used in connection with animals. 
Ya pousser les vaches dans la savane. Go and 
drive the cows into the pasture. St. Fr.,
 9 to push; to thrust; to shove. CHASSER;OTmims.
POUSSOH ( p u s o  ) 9 n. m.
Bonn (of fowls). St. Fr., DUVET.
PHENDBE ( procf ), v. tr. and int.
POUR ^UELiu'UN, to side with; to take up
for someone. II prend pour Jean tout le
temps. He sides with John all the time.
St. Fr., , to take, to snatch. DfiFENDRE
QUELQU'UN.
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PSENONC-SR ( ) f v. tr*
To pronounce. St. Fr., PRGHGUCSR.
PREPARATION (yp/-e^draa#5), n. f.
Preparation. On fait des preparations pour 
un voyage. St. Fr., PREPARATIF.
PRRS A PRES (prtfa/>fe)f adv.Hear; close together. Cos enfants sont trop 
pres a pres. Those children are too close 
together. St. Fr.# PRtS L fUN DE L fAUTRE.
PREU { p r ^  ), adv.
Used in expression X ___  PRiB. J’ai perdu
a preu pres oinq piastres. X lost about 
fife dollars. St. Fr. , A PEU PRlS.
PBOCHE ( ), adv.
Nearly. II est proche midi. It is nearly
noon* St. Fr*, ___ , adj., near, neighbouring.
PRESQUE; X PEU PIES'.
PEOFITER ( / s r . / v ^ e  )f v . int.
To develop; to improve in health. L renfant 
profits depuis son operation. The child is 
improving since his operation. St. Fr.,
 t to profit.
PRUSSIEfJltE ( p r y  S Jen j , adj. f -RASER A LA , to wear sideburns. II se rase a la prussienne. He wears sideburns. See also JAMBONS.
FU ( pf ), adv.
More. Je l fconnais pu de deux ana- I have 
known him for more than two years. St. Fr., 
PLUS.
FUNAI3E ( p y n  £ }, n. f.Stink bug; Southern green plant bug; Nezera 
viridula.
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PONAISE DE BO IS ( P / / > f l  «/d t>u*cL }, n. f *
Wood tiek (Dermocentor variabilis}.
PONAISE DE CHAMP ( pynCZ. ^ J~3 J „ n. f.
Corn bug; chlnehbug (Blissus Leuoopterus)* 
See also PIXNAISE DE GLOS.
PONAISE OS CLOS {f>yn£X <t fc /o ), n. f.
Corn bug; cnlnohbug (Blissus Laucopterus)• 
Sea also PONAISE BE CHAMP.
PONAISE BE MAI SON «/ m e  2. a ) ̂ a . f.
Bed bug (Cimex leotularius Linnd).
PURON ( f>yrS) 9 n* nu
Pimple. St. Fr-, BOUTON.
Q.UAHTI (/^O/a/Z ), n. m.
Merchandise equivalent to two and one-half 
cents; occasionally used in Iberia especially 
by negroes. Quart! de sucre, two and one- 
half cents9 worth of sugar.
Q.TJ3DS ( K £ C T  )f a d j .
Lukawannj tepid. De l'eau qusde, tepid water. 
St. Fr., TIEDE.
QJtJX EST-CE QTJl C ’EST {Kt s K i J e  )
What la it? Q,ul est-ee qua o ’est qu*ll vent? 
What does he want? St. Fr., Q,U’EST-CE QtJE .
QUELQJJE CHOSE ( ) ,  indef. pron.
Something. St. Fr. , ___ ( k g  I K  9 ° 4  )•
Q.UE0E ( ), n. f. .
Tail. St. Fr., ___ ( K $  ).
qtriN̂ ui (fĈ Ke. ) t adj.
Weil dressed; dressed with taste. KLle est 
toujours bien quinquee.
qpiNTE f,K£"t ), n. m.
Small pile of hay stacked for drying. Hentrez 
les quints de foin avant la pluie. Take in 
the piles of hay before the rain. St. Fr.* 
fcUINTE, freak, whim.
QUEUE DE CHAT ( K £ o f^J S(, ), n. f
Cat tail (Typha latifolla).
qUEtJE D ’OIGNOH (t<4> <t̂ •=> ), n . f.
Onion top. St. Fr., TIGS D’OIGHOH




QUIQUINSS t X i K i ^ e  ), v. tr.
To bother; to annoy* Tout ce bruit me qui- 
quine. All that noise bothers me.
Q ,U IQ ,U ITS  { K t  K-i t~  ) ,  n .  m .
1. Chicken, in child's vocabulary.
2. Call for ehlokens. q,ui quite! Quiquite!
Q.UTTTER ( Kite. )„ T. int.
To leave. XI a quittd pour 1feglise. He 
left for church. St. Fr., , v. tr.
Q.UOFAIRK { K O  r & r  ) t adv.
Why. quofaire tu fais qa? Why do you do 
that? St. Fr., POURqUOI.
RABABIOTE ( r d i a ^ ' o / ’ )t n . f. 
Loose woman*
RABATZR (r-a. h  a ^ e  ) f v. tr.
To repeat* XI rabate toujour© la meme chose. St* Fr. t RABACHKR.
RABOURER ( b  ore, ), v. tr*
To plow. On va rabourer Remain. St. Fr.*LABOURER ( /a,4> vr& }•
HACACHAT (r a  M  a  ), n. m*
1* Large spur of a rooster; horsemanfs spur.
Le eoq a enfonee son racachat dans l*o©il du ebat •
2. Stingy person.
3* Anything old and dilapidated. Ce char 
est un vrai racachat. That is really a 
dilapidated car*
RACC0M10DAGE < K*r%o o / a A  ) f n. m.
Mending; darning; patching. Quel raccommo-
dage avez-vous fait? St. Fr., ___  )•
HACCOMMODZE ( r̂ .K- m o d e  ), v. tr.
To mend; to patch; to darn* Louise raccommode 
mes pa talon s. St. Fr*, ___ ( r a « o o > o  o/e }.
8ACHAUS3EE ( < ■ « / «  5 e  ), v. tr.
To bank up (plants); to bar on. On va rachausser 
la mala* We are going to bank u p #the corn.
See also RANCI1AUSSER. St. Fr., REC1IAUSSKR*
r a c l s r  ( r - a * / e  ), ▼. tr.
To whip; to thrash. Son pere ?a le racier bien. 
His father is going to thrash him thoroughly. 
See also ROUCHETER; ROUSTAILLIER; ROQUER.
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RAC0IN ( r d  Ku/i. ) , n. m.
Corner, nook. J© fourr© tovit dans 1© raeoin. 
I throw everything in th© corner. St. Fr., 
RECOIN.
To arrange; to settle. II va rafficher 
eette affaire pour moi. He is going to 
take care of that matter for me.
iiasR { ra. A* 5 /■©/« ), v. tr.
To patch up (a quarrel). Jean at Marie 
oat rafiatole leur dispute. John and Mary 
have patched up their quarrel. See also
RAPISTQLFR. St. Fr., ___ , to mend, to
patch.
To raffle. On va rafler 1© char domain.
Th® car is to he raffled tomorrow. St. Fr., 
METTRJB m  LOTERIE.
To cool, to chill. St. Fr* t REFROIDIH.
RAGIR ( r a j / r  ), V. int.
To react. St. Fr., REAGIR.
HAcacENTiiS ( r a a * » 3 ^ «  ), v. tr.
To increase; to raise. II ragmemte le prix. 
He raises the price. St. Fr., AUGMENTSR.
RAJEUNBZIR ( n 2.tr-), v. int.
To become younger. Kile a l ’air de ra- 
jeun^xir. She seems to become younger.
St. Fr., RAJKUNIR.
), v. tr
RALE ( r a j  >, n. m.Marsh hen (Rallus crepitans saturatus) 
e • | | 1T&1* X •
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RAMANCHil* { r* }9 v. tr. and int.
To mumble ; to mutter. 11 raraanohe au lieu 
do parlor. St. Fr. , MAJRMOTER*
RAMASSSE ( r a i h d ^ e  ), v. tr.
To gather; to pick; to harvest. Les ndgrillons 
raaassent lee piments ©t 1© coton. The negro 
children harvest th© pepper and th® cotton*
St. Fr. , CUEILLIR.
r a m a s s e r x e  ( r a m ^ - s * - /  ), n. f.
Harvest* C test maintenant 1® ramasserl© de 
coton partout. It is now the cotton harvest 
everywhere•
RAMEAU { r - a / H O  ) ,  n .  m.
Leaf o l  th e  m a g n o lia  t r s e  a f t e r  b e in g  b le s s e d  
on Palm Sunday* See a ls o  LAURISR* GRAHD *
HANCHAUSSSH (rSJ'o * 6  ), V. tr.
To bank up (plants); to bar on* See also 
RACHAUSSER. St. Fr., r S’CHAUSSER.
HAHCHli ( r S  S  U  n. T.
Spoke (of wheel). St. F r . , ____# rung  (ofa ladder).
HAPAPIOTfi ( ! - *  p a . p j z f i t  n. a.
Thin, shriveled person; emaciated children.
Ces aspeces de petite rapapiotes sont toujours 
flanquds ici. Those miserable little children 
are always stuck here.
SAPÎ ofi {rApiKe ), ad*.
Erectly; in an upright position. Ti-Jean ©st 
assis rapiqua dans sa chaise. Little John 
is seated upright in his chair*
RAPISTOLKR ( ) 9 v. t r .
To darn; t o  mend; t o  p a tc h . J<& r a p is t o le  
see chaussons. I  am d a rn in g  h is  s o c ks .
See also RAFISTOLER.
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RAPPRENDRE ( f~ d  | ( y, tr*
To relearn. Je ne peux pas rapprendre tout 
I canft learn all that again. St. Fr.. REAPPRKNDRE.
hass^iblre ( r*a.*ŝ > bJe. ), a. f.
Assembly. St. Fr., ASSEMBLER.
RATATILLE { r a / a / / V  )f n . f.
Mesa. Marie Ta fair© une ratatille de qa. 
See also RATATIN.
RATATIN ( /"d f&L'b's ), a. m.
Mess. Marie a fait un ratatin d® qa. See 
also RATATILLE.
RATATOtJILLR ( U 4  ), n. f.
Whipping; scolding. II lui a flanqud un® 
ratatouille d® coup de poing. He gar® him 
a beating. St. Fr. f ___ , coarse stew.
RAT DE BOIS ( /~cL d &  bê /et ), n. m. 
Opossum. St. Fr., SARIGUE.
RAT MUSQUi ( r a  my^Jce), n. m. 
Muskrat.
bStoler ( r a / u  /e ), ▼. tr.
To rake. II Taut ratoler css fsullies. W« 
must rsks those leaves. See also SATONNER. 
St. Fr., RATISSER.
RATOMMEH ( ), v. tr.
To rake. Prends le rateau at ratonne la 
cour. Take the rake and rake the yard. 
See also RiTOLKR. St. Fr., RATISSER.
RAVERE ), n. m.
Cockroach (Blattidae). See also HAVET. 
St. Fr.f BLATTE.
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BAYET ( r a r e  ), n. m.
Cockroach (Blattidae). See also RAY®!. St. Fr.f BLATTE; CAFARB.
RAYIGOT ( r a v i ’̂ o  )t n . m.
Sudden Foolish Idea. C'est un r&vigot qui 
I'a pris. That was a sudden fool Idea that struck him.
RAVXSER { r a v » i e  ), v. tr.
To stare| to stare at. ^ean est toujours A 
reviser Pierre. St. Fr.9 t v. ref., to 
change one's mind. REQARDlI^FIXEMlKT.
REBOUQ.UKR ( r a f c u K C  )t ref.
To become angry again. Ella va se rebouquer 
si on lul dit qa.
R3CHIGNER (r a_/V jie ), v. int.
To bray; to neigh. Ces betes rechlgnent tout 
le temps. St. Fr., , to become sullen.
RSCOKSOLABLE ( r d K s s o l i t  }f adj.
Consolable. Son chagrin pour son p&re n'est 
pas reconsolable. Her grief for her father 
was unconsolable• St. Fr. , COliSOlABLF.
REPAIRS ( r s  r € r ) f v. ref.
To Improve in one's looks; to recover one's 
good looks. Marie commence a se refaire. 
St- Fr-, ___ , to recover strength.
RKFUSAILLER ( r . K / x a i e .  ), v. tr.
To refuse repeatedly. St. Fr., REFUSER.
RSOABDAILLER ( «-»« J  a-rf e  ) , r. tr.
To look at; to look at often. St. Fr., 
HEGARDEH.
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RUGARDKZ —MOX ( rhu/cl), ©xcl •
Just look! Regardez-moi 9a si c*est pas bote* 
lust see, if that Is not foolish!
R§GLi2R C i r e ^ / c  )# v. int. 
To menstruate*
Rl&LRS { ̂  4 / ), n* f • pi*
Menstruation*
RKGROUILLJER ( r a p r  )$ v . int*
To move again; to budge again. Le petit va 
regrouiller de son coin si tu tournee le dos. 
The child will move again from his corner 
if you turn your back*
REINTIKR ( r T / y e  ), n . m .
Backbone (usually of animals).
r e m p i s e r  ( r o / > / r e  )f v. tr.
To grow worse. On dirait qu*il rempire.
It seems that he is getting worse. St. Fr., jSMFIRER.
REMPLOYSR («/>/(!»»,/«), ▼. tr.
To fold over. Qa va Stre assez court a pres 
qua j*aural remploye ma couture. It will be 
short enough after I have folded over the 
seam.
HfiQUIN [ret*t ), n. m.
Shark. St. Fr., REQUIN ( r a « f  ).
r£sIP£LK [re %!/>€/ )t n. m.
Erysipelas. St. Fr., KRYSIPELE.
RfisPIRE ( r  « s p i r ), n. t.
Breath. Sa respire »st court.. St. Fr., 
RESPIRATION.
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BJSSTANTS {resto ), n. m. pl.
Leavings, J@ mange les restant© du diner#
I am eating the leavings of dinner.
RSSTKR ( r  £ S / e  ),■ v. int.
To live. II reste pres du magasin. He lives near the store.
RLVTRER ( r e i / i V e  )f v. int.
To turn back. On lui a dlt d© revlrer mais 
il ne voulait pas. He was told to turn back 
but he would not listen. St. Fr# * BETOGBNER.
RHtJMATISSE ( r y w a ^ i ' i  ), n. m.
Rheumatism. J'ai le rhumatisee dans raa jambe. 
St. Fr., RHOMATISME (/■/ m  a  ~ti ji/yt) .
BIBONDKLLE ( r i b $  d  «/ ), n. f.
Shred, fragment. Sa rob® est en ribondelles. 
St. Fr. , HUBANDELL2 { r/ £>3" <7fc/ ).
HIFLER ( fi r! e ), v. tr.
To graze; to some near. XI a rifle la mort 
avee cette mala die. He almost died from that 
illness. Jean l va riflS en passant. (John 
grazed her on passing.
HIGOLisT ( rimoi*. ), n. m.
Drill "111 a field); very small furrow; small 
ditch. La rigolot est plain d ?eau. The 
furrow is full of water. St. Fr., HIGGLE, 
n. f.
RINVITEE ( ), v. tr.
To re-invite. St. Fr. , RSINVITER.
RIPE ( rs'p ), n . f.
Shaving of wood. J fai fait du feu avec les 
ripea. I made a fire with tha shavings.
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RXPGFRE ( r*/> o /> e ), n* f*
Crowd; large following* II et&it suivi d*un® 
ripopee de chiens. See also RIPQPETTK* 
TRAINASSE, TRAIL* St* Fr. , , mixture of
wines.
RIPOPSTTE { c /*), a. f.
Following; gathering* Fe vois eette ripopett® 
qui vient* See also RXPQPEE; TRAINASSE;
TRALB.
RIQjUIQUI ( r< sc* M§ }, n* m*
Crowd; a gathering* F*ai vu un riquiqui de 
monde qu&nd jfai p&ssd la* I saw a crowd of 
people when I passed by*
( )t v* tr*
To tuok (a bed}* Hoi© c© drap bien. Tuck
in that sheet well- St * Fr*, ___ , to make
circles in writing. BOEDER LETBf*
( /" O  y ) y n • f *
Roller used in crushing sugar cane; ©rusher. 
St. Fr., ROULEAU, n* m.
( r c  to } t n« a.
Log; piece of wood cut round* Fais la roue 
arec oe rolon. Make the wheel with that 
round piece*
ROND ( r'o ) t adj.
Drunk t "tight*" II est bien rand c© soir* 
H$L_le indeed drunk tonight* See also 
fJCHA^pB* St. Fr., SOOL*
~' *̂
EOHDIHKH ( r o t / l ' n e  ), V. tr.
To make round* J© veux rondiner ce morceau 





r6q,uer ( r o * e  ), v. tr.
To whip; to beat; to thrash- On roquait trop 
lea negres. They used to beat the negroes 
excessively. See also RACLER; ROUGHETER; 
ROUSTAILLER. St. Fr. , FQUETTER; BATTRE.
ROQURTER ( r o A  /“€ ) , v. tr.
To monopolize in the sense of winning all; 
to corner. Jean a bien roquete le jeu a 
soir. Jean monopolized the game tonight.
ROUCHETER { #- O J +* ), v. tr.
To whip; to beat. Le negre a rouchete ce 
bougre. The negro beat that fellow. See 
also RfiQUER; RGUSTAILLER; RACLER.
St. Fr. , FGUETTBR; BATTRE.
ROULAISON (i-cz/e^oT )# n, fm
Grinding season in the sugar cane country. 
La roulaison etait bonne cett© annee.
ROULEAU ( ruJo  ), n. m.
Grub worm; vegetable worm, especially a cabbage worm.
ROUSTA1LLLR ( ), v. tr.
To beat; to whip. Je sals qu’on va le 
roustalller pour qa- I am sure that they will 
beat him for that. See also RAC1JSR; ROUCHETER;
r Oq u e r .
ROUTINE ( l-u+i» ), n. t.
Small path. Ils suivent la routine dans les 
bo is. They follow the path in the woods.
S«« also A VOLONT£.
BOUTINS A VOLONTJ? { rotin a  ¥0*o*~e), n . f .
Road; highway. Regard© le char qui vient dans 
la routine a volont&. See the car coming down 
the highway. 3ee also ROUTINE. Alcee Fortier 
in his Louisiana Studies states that in St. Mary 
Parish pftENDRE LA RollTITfE A VOLONTfi means to 
dismiss someone. Cf. pp. 186-87.
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hoot: C t~U jt n* m* 
nowt browned in grease , used as a base for 
gravies, gumbos, and stews*
SABLE ( S S t b  ) # n. f.
Large paddle used in th© sugar refining 
industry to stir or push the foam of the cooking cane juice*
S ABLER (*5“ /> 7e,), v* tr.
Term used in the sugar refining industry 
meaning to push aside the foam of the boiling 
cane juice with a paddle, when transferring 
the juice from one kettle to another.
SABOTISRE ( s a  &  o er~ ), n. f.
Ice cream freezer. See also BARAQJJE. St. Fr. ,
s o r b St i Er b .
SACALAXT ( St/c ), n. m.
White perch; crappie (Poxomis annularis). 
St. Fr. , PERCHE.
SAC 1 PAPIER ( , n. m.
Paper bag. St. Fr., POCHE, n. f.
SAFETIDA ( SSL A / z V c l J ,  n. f.
Assafoetida; common remedy for worms, gas, 
or nerves. It was formerly a custom to wear 
small bags of assafoetida round the neck 
to ward off germs. St. Fr., ASSA FOETIBA.
s a g a m i t 5 { J 4 4 a « < V e ) ,  n. m.Hominy*
SAGANNSH ( S a € a / J d  )» v. tr.
To waste; to throw away. II saganne sa vie. 
See also SAVAHNKR.
SAIHTJ5-MITGUCHE ( S£~/’ W  ), n. f.
Reticent, reserved individual; a "touch-me- 
not •" Alice dcvient un© petite sainte- 




SALEZIR ( )t v . tr#
To soil; to dirty- Nous salezissons notr© 
ling©- W© are soiling our clothes. St- Fr-„ SALIR-
SALOFERI { ^ a Jof>r*' )t n . m-
Cursed rascal- Ce saloperi de lean a void 
mon argent. St- Fr. t SALQPERIE, n- f., 
applied only to things-
SANTA CLAUS , n . m-
Santa Claus. St. Fr. , LE P$RE NOlL.
( Sa./>e ), v. tr*
To pack (earth); principally used in referring 
to plants. II faut sapper la terre autour de 
cette plante- St. Fr., » to cut, to slice.
( A  r  A  ̂  ) | n • el-
Uproar; noise- C ’etait un grand sarail quand 
le toit a tombe. There was a great noise when 
the roof fell in. See also SJilRAIL; SASSAQUOI- 
St. Fr. , BRUIT; TAPAGE.
r/) / t S erni )t adj.
Cursed; damned; confounded- J* alma pas ce 
earn! homrne. I don’t like that cursed man-
sassafran ( rr'S ), n- m-
Sassafras plant- St- Fr., SASSAFRAS.
3ASSAQU0X ( ̂ ckS SLstv/a,), n- m.
Uproar; nolee. Ces assisttee ont fait un 
saesaquol en tombant- See also SAREIL and 
SEREIL.
SAULISEB ( S o f #  S'” ), n. f.
Willow grove. St. Fr-, SAULA I K -





3AUTEH LS BALAIS ( •So'td t>&Je }, v. phr.
Formerly, a wedding ceremony consisting of 
both parties1 jumping over a broom handle- 
Today usually used in referring to people 
who live together in concubinage- See also MACOENER.
s a v a n e  ( ), n. f.
Pasture- La vachs ©st dans la savane. St* Fr. , 
 » vast prairie.
SAVOHNAGS ), n. m.
Sound scolding* II faut lui donner un bon 
savonnage* St. Fr., , bleaching.
SATAHHER ( ^ a v a ^ e ) ,  v  tr.
1. To waste. Odette est apr&s savanner son 
temps avec ce gar$on. Odette is wasting her 
time with that boy.
2. To separate hull from the kernel of peas 
or rice. J fai saTannl mes feves. See also 
SAGARNER.
SAYATE { i a v a / ’l, n. f.
Bedroom slipper. Apport© m©s savates.
St- Fr.,  t old worn bedroom slipper.
PAHT0UFL3S.
SAVONKTTK ( S9.V9 rtet ), n. f.
Shaving brush. St. Fr*, ___ , soap ball.
SAVONURS ( ), n. f.
Soapy water. J*ai mis le linge dans la 
savonure. I put the clothes into the soapy 
water.
SRILLON ( ), n. m.
Furrow In a field. On plante des patates 
deuces dans des seillons. Sweet potatoes 
are planted in furrows. St. Fr., SILLOH 
I s/fli’3' ).
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SEL ( s e /  ) A FORGER, n. m.
Epaom salts. St. Fr., SEL ANGLAISj SSL B»EPSOM.
SEMAGE ( S d  m  ̂  ) , n. m*
Sowing season; planting time. II a mouilld 
pendant le semage. It rained during the 
planting time. St. Fr.t SEMAILLB, n. f.
S^RAlL ( 5 © r a  -jj } | a. m.
Noise; uproar. Ces pdtards font un s^rail 
dpouvantable. Those firecrackers make an 
awful noise. See also SARAIL; SA3SAQU0I.
SERBOUCANE { 5 £ r  b v K a n  ) 9 n * f.
Blowgun; pea shooter. St. Fr.t SARBAGANE.
SERCSLLE ( S t r a t i  ), n. ».
Blu.-wing t«al duok (Q,u8r(1uedula dlscors). 
St. Fr., SARCSLLE (Sf t r s e l  ).
SERCLAGE ( S e r K l a A ) ,  n. f.
Wording. La sere1age se fait aalntenant. 
St. Fr. , SARCLAGE (SftrKlai.).
sm c L E B  ( 5 t r k l e  ), v. tr.
To w.ed. St. Fr., SARCLER (Saritle
•
slEfejAILLE ( s t r e a a ^  ), n. f.
Scolding; fussing. Donne—lui une bonne 
serenaille. Give him a good scolding. 
(Probably crossing of SitRj&NADE and Si^RAIL•
S E R P ^ T  MANGEUR D*0EtT7 (Sfcrpo m o ^ e e r  , n. m.
Yellow chicken snake (Coluber obsoletus— 
quadrivitattus}.
SKERJER ( s e r e  ), v. tr.X* To economize. Ell© earre son argent. 
She eaves her money.
Te put away* Mari© serre le ling©.Mary pute away the clothes * St. Fr.* ___W  press.
SHADE ( „ / e ^  ), n. f.
Shad*. St. Fr., STORE.
SIBL&ffi ( si hj c/n ), a. f.
Squash (Cucurbita maxima)* See also SIBLIM!*
SIBLIME ( i/ £///» ), n* f.
Squash {Cucurbits maxima)* See also SIBlJ&tE*
( ) , n. m.
Pail; bucket* Un sieau df@au. A bucket of water. St* Fr., SEAU { *5 0 ).
{ ), v. int*1. To wheeze. L # enfant sile qua rid 11 dort* 
S. To ring (as of ears)* Mcs oreilles 
silent* My ears are ringing. St* Fr* * 
TXNTER* SIFFLER*
SXMAGR1E ( Simagr-g )9 n. f*
Pretence, sham, affectation* Bile fait toutes 
ces simagrles depuls qu’elle est riche* She 
puts on all those airs since she has become 
rich.
SINGGT2R ( s'saot B  ), y. Int.
To doze; to "fight sleep." Le n&gre aim© a 
singoter sur sa chaise. The negro likes to 
doze on his chair* St* Fr. , ASSOUPXR, v* ref*
SIRSAU ( ^ / V #  ) FEUILLE, a* f.
Elderberry leaves* FLEUR SIRSAU, elderberry
flowers. St. Fr. , BAIL DE SUREAU.
SIROP ( *5$r* )# a. m.
Term used in open kettle cane syrup making to 
indicate th© third kettle In which the juice 
la boiled.
SXRXJGXEH n* m*




SISI A BENTS (^/Vs# 2l c/ o* ), n. m*
1* Evaalve answer*2* Mythical trap or snare used to frighten
children* C #est un sisi a dents pour arracher
lea dents des demandants.
SISSITE ( J / ), ▼. tef.
Imperative of verb S'ASSXRE* in child's vo­
cabulary* Slssite-tol* Sit down* St* Fr., ASSEOIR, v. ref.
SOCO ( ^  o M O  n* m.
Muscadine* On fait le vin avec des socos*
SOBA (sro </&) A PAIN, n* m*
Bicarbonate of soda* Also called SODA A 
GATEAU. St* Fr*, SGUDB.
SOGUER ( ^ o * e ) ,  V. int*
To be listless; to loaf* On dira que Pierre 
est sogue aujourd'hui* It seems that Pierre 
is listless today* Je vais soguer samedi*
I am going to loll around Saturday.
SnT.TrTT.T.TEB { S O  / e j  e ), v. tr.
To sun* On va soleiller le linge* They are 
going to sun the clothes* St* Fr* , METTRE 
AU SOLEIL*
sSLIDEH { s o  fi ), ▼. tr.To reinforce; to support; to fortify. J'al 
solidd la chaise. I have reinforced the 
chair. St. Fr., CONSQLIDKR.
SOLIVEAU ( sO fiVO ) f n. m.
R m w * sill; raft.r. St. Fr. , ___ , small team-
SO * { 3 5  ) D3 B O IS , n . m.
SnKtut. St. Fr., SCIURE.
1S5
SOSSILLE ( SOS*? ), n. f .
  D'ORKILLLR, pillow case. See also FUREAU,
SBDSILLE D*OREILLKR. St. Fr., TAIK D’OREILLER.
SODBRIQ.UER ( 5  U b  ri ACe ), y. tr.
To niokname. On va is soubriquer "Bobo.”
W* are going to niokname him "Bobo." St. Fr., 
SOBRIQUET, a. m . , nickname.
SOURIS-CHAUDE ( sori Jo «/ ), n. m.
Bat. St. Fr., CHAUVK-SOURIS.
SOUS ILLS { soz-ij ), n. f.
_ _  D*OREILLER, pillow case. See also FURB- TJ, 
SSSSILLR D ’OREILLER. St. Fr., TAIE D’QREILLKB.
SOUTADAIRE ( sota, <Jer yt n. f.
Saddle-blanket.
sparadraf ( s/> a  /-« JrSkP), Q* m*
Bandage; adhesive plaster* On m ’a mis tin 
sparadraf. St. Fr. , SPARADRAP (jrpar-a «/rau ).
STOVE { s t o V  ), n . m.
Store. St. Fr., POlSLE.
SUCE-FLEUR ( s / J  /-/*e#-)f n. m.
Hamming bird (Archilocus colubris). See also OXSEAU A MOUCHE. St. Fr., COLXBRI.
SUCLKRIE { ̂ y x  /*«”#' ), n. f.Sugar house; sugar mill« St- Fr*, SUCR3SRXB*
SUIT DE BAIN \St/f d b S ), n. m.
Bathing suit*
SUPPORTER (S//>^/'e ), Y. tr.To support; to provide for. II a support® cot to femme assez longtemps. II® provided for that woman long enough* St* Fr*, _ »to sustain, to uphold. KOTRETEWIR.
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SUE ( s y r  } ,  prep*
To* II a 6crit sur Steckler* He wrote to 
Stecklerfs* St* Fr* t A.
SUR JET ( 5 / r ^ e ) ,  n. m.
Flat seam* J*ai faufiler le surjet* I basted the flat seam*
SUBJ5TER { s y r j a f e  ), ▼. tr.
To sew by hand over an unfinished seam on 
the inner part of a garment*
SYKPATHIQ,UK ( S E m p a t i K ) ,  adj.
Sympathetic, in English sense* II est bion 
sympathique arec ce aouvement. He is sym­
pathetic with this movement* St* Fr*, ___ ,
amiable*
TABAQ,UIlcR]s ( /,a A « tf‘tr)( n. f.
Tobacco box. St. Fr., TABATISRE, snuff box.
TABILISR ), n. m.
ip r o n .  st. Fr* ,TABLIER.
TABOT ( ) ,  n . m.
Yoke made of wood, used on animals to present 
their jumping fences. See also CARCAN.St. Fr., TRIBART.
TAC-TAC {/ a A  ), n. m.
Popcorn. Le tac-tac est bon.
TACTfi ( Aj/< /e), adj.
Spotted. line vache tactde. A spotted cow. 
See also CAILLE and CHACTA CAILL1S.
TAXa OT ( e ), n. m.
Hunting dog; bloodhound. XI a des oreilles 
comm© un taiaut. He has ears like a hound. 
St. Fr., ___ , excl., cry used by hunters.
TAILLER ), v. tr.
To whip; to beat; equivalent of English slang 
"to give a trimming." II l #a bien taille.
He gave him a good trimming. St. Fr. , ___ ,
to cut; to carve; to prune. FOHETTER.
TAYLLE D ,£RONCB ( / a / ^ c r ^  J ), n. f.
Clump of blackberry vines. St. Fr. 
sucker (shoot from root).
TALONNER ( i^at/ o  n  e ), v. tr. and int.1. To spur. Je talonne le oheval. X spur 
the horse.2. To stamp one's heels. XI talonne quand
il march©. He 3tamps his heels when he walks.
See also TAPOCHER. St. Fr., ___ „ to b©
close at the heel© of.
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TAMBOUR BlTON ( /“S' £</r- /> fit /o' ) # adv.
Xn abundance* XI en a tambour bSton.
TAMPONNJE ( /  o ) f n . ftt
Short Tab woman« Marie, Xa tamponne, a dit. qa. Mary, the short Tat woman, said so.
TANT QJJ’A ( /< conj.
Aa for; with regard to. Tant qu'a qa tu as 
raison* As Tor that, you are right* St* Fr*, QJJANT A.
TAFOCHSR (/a f>*fe ), v. tr- and int.To hit; to stamp the foot- See also TALONNER• St- Fr-, tapotss |/a/>3 /e )-
TAPOIR ( /a>>war) f n. m.
Hitter (in baseball}* C ’est un bon tapoir eelui-la* That one is a good hitter*
TAPON ( / a p j  ) , n- m.Tin cap oT bottle; instrument used in cap­ping beer. St. Fr. , ___ , stopper made oT
cloth or wood.
TAR/wma ( /■*/*./ e >, ▼. tr.To tap; to thread (a pipe). On taraute le tuyau* St* Fr., TARAUDSR ( /“fi*“o cw<2 ).
TARGET
le target stir la porta. I have latched the 
door. St. Ft ., TAKGETTE.
TARPAULINS { o//V>) , n. T.Tarpaulin* Mets la tarpauline sur le wagon. 
St. Fr*, PRfiLART.
TABTIME ( ), n. f.Slice* Donne-moi une tartine de fromage.
St* Fr., , bread with jam.
{ n* m.METTBE LE , to latch, to bolt. J ’ai mis
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TASSSAU { /"a j O  ), n. m.
Salted meat or fish dried in the sun; generally applied to mutton*
TA TA ( / a / A)
Thank you, in child’s vocabulary.
TATON ( f a  /*5"), n. m.
Metallic clanging of a bell. J ’entends le 
taton de la cloche. I hear the clangor of the bell.
TAUBAILLE ( r cttf ), n. f.
figuratively, touch meat. Ce boueher vend 
que la tauraille. That butcher sells only 
tough meat.
TAURK ( f~Ji~ ), n. m .
Heifer. St. Fr., ___{ + o r  ), n. f.
T2uSGHAPHj£H ( / e / e ^  ra. fie} t r . tr. and int.
To telegraph. Albert m ’a telegraph®. St. Fr.,
t £l£g r a p h i e r .
tSLuSsformer (Ye fe$ hz>rnoe. )# v. tr.
To telephone. Telesformez le docteur pour 
mol. Telephone the doctor for me. St. Fr.,
t 4l£p h o n e b .
t Sri Ere (Yerper*), n# m .
Bit (tool) used in boring; drill- St* Fr*,
t a r i Er e (
TERRE ( ), n. f.Stingray; stingaree (Dasyatidae family). 
TERRB is the name given in certain provinces 
in France to the ray.
TSTS ( Y e f e )  , n. m.Breast of woman (in child’s vocabulary).
St. Fr., SKIN.
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TfiTE DE CHAT ( / i f  y ^ y k  ), n. r.
(Louisiana) plow clevis.
TSTE DURE ( ■/■&■/■ c//r )f adj. and n« m. and f.
1. Obstinate. Mon Dieu que -Rose est tete- 
dure. Goodness, how Rose Is stubborn.
B. Obstinate person. Va, tete-dure, fais 
ce que tu veux. Do as you please, stubborn 
one. St. Fr., ENTSt S
TICKET ( +; KS-t )> n. f.
Ticket of any kind. J*ai achet6 mon ticket< 
I have bought my ticket*
TI-FHSKE { //' pfi  ), n. m.
Nickname for brother; contraction for PETIT 
FRkRE. St. Fr., PETIT FR&RE.
TI-GALOP {l-icst/a )f n. m.
Short Tope of a horse. Cannelle march© 
a ti-galop. St. Fr., PETIT GALOP.
TIGNOH ( ), n. m.
Usually a large handkerchief worn by 
negroes around the head. le veux m ’acheter 
un tignon rouge. I want to buy a large red 
handkerchief.
TI-LAUBIER { /-/ Jorj ), n . m .
Sweet Bay Magnolia (Magnolia Virginians). 
The leaves are used in making tea, and 
sometimes in seasoning.
TIEAILLE ( * > > » ,?  ) ,  n. t.
Gristle in meat. Cette viande est que 
tlraille. This meat is but gristle.
TIBER ( -/v>c ), v. tr.
To milk. le savais bien tirer une vache 
quand j'&tais jeune* I knew well how to 
milk a cow when I was young. St. Fr. ,
t r a ih r .
TIHS-VACHE ( ~hi r V a j  ). n. m- . , ,
Milk pail* L© t ir e - v a c h ©  e s t  p le in  d© l a i t  
The milk p a i l  i s  f u l l  of m ilk *
TXSONNSR t/i tlS nc. }, v. tr.
To 'tease; to provoke- Jacques est toujours 
apres tisonner sou petit frer©* Jack is 
always teasing his little brother- St* Fr-, 
9 to poke the fire-
TITANTE ( ̂ 7 /" ), a. f.
Nickname for aunt; contraction of PETITE 
TANTE- Titante est la soeur de Papa.
TIT-BANG { / ;  £3*), n. m.
Stool of any kind. Apporte le tit-banc 
ici. Bring the stool here* St* Fr*,
BANC, bench*
TI-TIS (A  fis ), n. m.
1* English sparrow (passer domesticus)*
La cour est pleine de ti-tis* The yard is 
filled with English sparrows*
2. Thin person* Ce pauvre ti-tis aura 
froid oet hiver* This poor thin man will 
be cold this winter*
TI-TRAIH ( A  Tr£~ )r adY.
Slowly* Le cheval m&rche au ti—train* Th© 
horse walks slowly- Qa va ti-train* Things 
are going slowly*
TIYAU ( ° ), n. m. . .Pip* (of lead). St. Fr., TUYAU ( Ttf • j « ).
TODDY ( 'f'o Jt ) , n- m.
Toddy of whiskey, water, and sugar. Un toddy 
est bon pour le rhume*
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TOILE CIKfiE ( f w a / a » > e  ), n. i.
Raincoat. St- Fr., ___ , oil cloth.
TONNE (^SV* ), a. t.
Cistern. St. Fr., CITERNE.
tonnSre ( "toner), n. m.
Terrible one; awful one* Jean est un tonn&re 
quand 11 commence* St* Fr., ___ , thunder*
TONNIBAS ( t o  nib a s  ), axel.
Goodness; heck* Grd tonnibas, e*est la 
mls&re qu&nd-meme. Goodness9 that is trouble 
anyway.
TOFETTE ( tof-C't'), n. f-
Flask* II a toujours sa topette dans sa 
poche. St. Fr., BOUTEILLE*
TOQ.UAILLS ( /*© ), n* f.
Someone who has the same given name as 
another; namesake* Est-ce que Marie est ta 
toquaIIle? Is Marie your namesake*?
TORCHON ( t^rj's  ), n. m.
The dishrag (dishcloth) gourd, a species of 
th© "Luffa," whose fruit when dried is used 
as a dishcloth* The plant is distinguished 
from the fruit In being referred to as 
LE PIED TORCHON.
TORQ.UETTE (tjr+C £./"), n. f.
Tobacco leaves rolled and twisted* On fait 
doe cigares avec la torquette. St. Fr.,
9 wicker basket for sea food*
TORTILLON ( % n . f.
DE C D5VEUX, knot of hair. Sa tortillon 
•Si tout© defaite* Her knot is all undone*
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T0BTCT3 { t a r t y  ), n. f.
Any type of small bug or worm that curls up 
when touched*
TOUPIHAMBOUR (t o f >  • n o .  b o r  n . m .
Ground artiohoke; Jerusalem artichoke*
St. Fr. , TOPINAMBOUR ( tapin et bo: r ).
TOUR D ’OhlGLii ( t o r  d a  p . !  ), n. m.
Sore that surrounds the finger nail* See also FOUILLQN.
TQUHLO0I.QU ( 1 0  iv ) t n. m*
Fiddler crab (Uca mordai). St. Fr., TOUR 
TEAU, hermit crab*
T0URUAILL3R ( t o r n  a^'e ), y. ref.
To turn; to turn often* St* Fr* f TO0RH1R.
TOUHTRS ( tort  ), n . f.
Do t s (Zenaidura macroura CarGlinensis)*  CREOLE, native dove. ___ DE CAMA25A,
Canada dove. St. Fr., TQUSflRELLE, turtle dove* COLOMBE.
TOUSSAXLLKR ( t u s s L - j e ), v. Int.To cough lightly and often. II etait a 
touasailler tout le temps. St. Fr., 
TOUSSOTER.
TOUT US M&4K { t o d  m e m  adv.nevertheless* II m fa dit ga tout de meme. He told me that notwithstanding*
TOUT LE TEMPS ( tut t a  ), adv.
Always* II ©fit tout le temps malad®. St. Fr.» 
TOUJOURS*
TOUT PAHTOUT ( t u p  A r  tU j f adv#Everywhere• J*ai c h o r e t o u t  partout.
1 have searched everywhere. St. Fr. , PARTOUT*
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TOUTOUT (-hutu )t n. ra.
Easily influenced parson; naznby pam.by• II 
est un toutout, oelui-l&.
TRAJFIQUKR ( h r  a  riue.) ( v. int.
To go back and forth* II fait que trafiquer 
de la maison an magasin. Ha does nothing 
but go back and forth from the house to the store*
TRAINAHU5R (-hrsn a tf'e ), ▼. int.
To drag around; used generally when one Is 
ill and is just recovering from his illness * 
or of one who drags around socially. C© 
n f©st pas bon d© tralnailler le soir* It 
is not good to drag around at night*
TRAINASSE ( / r 6  Jiao'S )9 n. f.
Following. II a toujours un© trainasse de 
chiens derriere lui. He has always a following 
of dogs behind him* See also RIPOF&E,
RIPOPETTE; TRAILS* St* Fr. f ___ 9 dragnet
for partridges.
TRAIN TRAIN (tre h rs~ ), p. part.ffo be) busy in the sense of moving about very 
much. Nous avons train train tout© la saint@ 
journee* We were very active today* See also 
TRAPPINA _r LIJSR *
TRAITHJS (tre t  —  r- ), n . m .
Medicine man (or woman) reputed to have the gift of curing any ailment. L© traiteur 
▼a guerir sa maladie.
TRAL&B (hr 9lI e. ), n. f.Following; crowd. II avait un© tralee dvenfants avoc lui. H© had a crowd of 
children with him* See also RIPOPfiE; 
RIPOPKTTE; TRAINASSE.
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TRANCHfiE ( ihrS y e  n . f.
Slice; section or orange or mandarin* Donne a Jean uae tranches de ton orange* Give John 
a segment of your orange. St* Fr.# TRANCHE# slice.
TRANSFER ( /rj s Fer- )t a. m.
Bus, formerly called a "transfer* in English. 
Le transfer passe ici tons les jours.
TRAMSYJDEE I J'r'S J ), T. tr.
To pour from one receptacle Into another*
II faut transvider le lait* St. Fr., 
TBAHSVASER.
TRAPPINAXLLER ( fr Aft* n 0.0 e  ), T. int.
To be very busy la the sense of moving about 
much. Jean trappinaille un tas. John moves 
about very much. See also TBAIN THAIH.
TRAVAXIiAKT, -E I O t f n. m . and f.
One who hires himself or herself for work.II est un travaillant de clos. He is a field hand. St. Fr-, TRATAILLEUR, -1USE*
TR1MFE ( p  ), adj.
Drenched. L*enfant est tout trempe. The child is drenched. St. Fr-, THEMP^.
TRIBOULISER bu A'ae ), v. tr.To upset; to worry; to perturb. La nouvelle va le tribouliser. The news will upset 
him*
TRIBUCHET ( ) ,  n. m.Home-made bird trap. 11 a fait un tribuohet de eypre. St. Fr. , TRfiBUCflET, bird trap.
TRXC0L3B {-friMO fe ), ▼. Int.stagger* II avait tant bu, il tricolait. He had drunk so much that he staggered.
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TRILLE { -trij ), n. f.
Trellis. St. Fr., THEILUS ( frtj ).
TROUFIGNON ( 'f'rv ri}V S’ ), n . m.
Small hole or crack* J© raccommode ce 
troufignon. I am darning this small hole*
St- Fr*, TROU*
TEOU-LOU-LOU ( ihrO / a /w ), n. ffi.
Doodle hug, caught by putting saliva on the 
end of a broom straw and placing it in the 
doodle bug hole*
TUSHIE ( //*-/ ), n. f.
Slaughter house. 11 a arrange la tuerie*
St* Fr* , , slaughter*
TURINE ( +yr;n  }, n. f.
Soup tureen; container for soup or gumbo.
St. Fr., SOUPISRE.
TCHACARAS ( 'f'JAH ArA. ), H. f.
Old vehicle* Ce chaoaras fait asses; de 
bruit* See also CHAR k BANCS*
TCHAMANDER ( de.) ? v. tr*
To beg; to plead* A force de tchamander 
Jfai reussi a lfavoir* By dint of bogging
I succeeded in getting it*
TCHAMPOURAS A  , J3f>vr A) f n. m .
1. Mess; mix-up. Ells a fait un tchampouras 
de ce gateau* She made a mess of that cake* 
2# Uproar, confusion* Apres le bal ils ont 
fait un tas de tchampouras*
TCHAQ.UK ( ), adj.
Tipsy. Mol, Je orols qu'il est bien tohaque. 
S*s also ROND.
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TCHIENS ( / / ?  ) , imp.
Haro! Hold! Prom TENIR. J4 tchiens; tu tchiens; 
11 tehient; ils tohlecnent. St. Fr., TIENS; 
TIENS; TISNTj TIENNENT.
TCHOC ( n. m.
Red-winged blackbird.  BRILLANT, purple
grackle.
TCHOOHE ( ), n* f,
Pig; sow*
TCHOONIB ***»*)» n* m* and f.
Pig, u s u a l ly  referring to a pet pig* See also 
TCHOOHE.
TCHOU ( t/Y » I*. ), excl.Sound used In calling hogs and in chasing 
chickens.
TCHOUROUC I / / or a K. ), n* m.
Pectoral sandpiper (Pisobia maculata); bird 
resembling very much the CACHE~CACHEt but 
much smaller. See also bBCASSIEE.
tJH ( £  )» art* m*UHS ( indef* art* f*
A; an; one*
XJNIR | y n i r  ), v* tr*
To level* Jacques va unir la terre* St* 
 , to unite; to join.





VA { first person s. of AIDERJe va# I am going. St. Fr„, VAIS.
VACHS A IAIT ( vaf a t e  ) , n. f.
Milch cow. St. Fr., VAC HE LAITIME.
VAILLANT,—E (  ̂ j D J*J, adj.
Nice; fine; fine—looking. Pierre est un 
v&illant gar<jon. Pierre is a fine boy. St. Fr.*  , valiant.
VA1SSEAU { vcso ), n. m.Dish* generally a flat one. St. Fr.* vessel; vase; ship.
VAISUVIENNE (Va)*5/v^t» )9 n. f.An old dance; a certain type of jig. St. Fr.* YAB30 VIEHffE, danoe resembling the polka or 
o a m k t *
TANTBOH (v'S +  oer ), n. m.Braggart. II est un vanteur de la premiere elasse. He is a first-class braggart.St. Fr.# VANTARD.
VASSlfiRE (veus j) tr )f n. f.Muddy bottom land. See also BASSI&KE and FLATXN-
VA-T-ST-VIENT ( Vdt e ^ f ), n. m.Constant movement back and forth. C ,^tait 
nn va-t-et-vient tout© la journ^e. St. Fr** 
VA-ET—VIENT.
vaofiTIR (»«}*^'r )» int.To vegetato; to remain in on© place. C© 
bougre va v^g^tlr dans c© petit village* That fellow Is going to take roots in that 
s m a ll town. St. Fr.* VjfiGilTBR.
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VEIllEe ( ), p. f.
livening party* Ell© a donne un© grand© 
veill©© pour an f§t©» Sh© gave a big partv for her birthday.
V E H L K R  ( V e j) G } , v. int.
To spend the evening (socially). On va voiller 
chez Mame Ben jk soir* W© ape going to spend 
the evening at Mme Ben’s tonight.
V2HTRAG2 ( V O  n* m.
The abdominal region. Jean s’a frapp© dans 
le ventrage. John was hit in the abdomen. 
St. Fr., VENTRE.
VERBS* ( v e r  j e  ), n- m.Flower garden. St. Fr., ___ , orchard.
TJSLOPE ( W C r l p p  ), n- f.
Carpenter's plane* See aleo GAlJSRE* St* Fr*t 
VSKLOPE; RABOT.
TEBLQPEB ( w t r l o p t  ), T. tr*
To plane; to smooth© with a plane* On verlope 
la Blanche. The handle is being planed. See 
also GALtoER. St. Fr. , RABATTRE; VARLOFER-
VI ( V» )» p* part, of VIVRELived. II a vi quatre-vingt-dlx ans. He 
lived for ninety years. St. Fr* , VSsCU.
VIANDS DE CHEVREUIL < * 3 * ” ^ ® J * * r'9*j), n. f. 
Venison. St. Fr. , VENAISON.
VIAIIDE SAL# (V D C> ^ 5 ^ l c ) ,  n. f*
Salt meat.
VIJSDZ GABOON (VJ <» ) , n- m*
Zinnia (floweri*
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VlLBERqUIN { VI/i>£,r*? }, m.
| 4riXl j bface-and-bit* See also VXRBREqUIN. St* Fr. , VILEBREqUIN.
V1N DE CANNE ( y V  J  d «  a"n ) p
Cano juice* St. Fr.* JUS DE CANNE.
VXNXRAIRE ( V» n i* r €r ), n. m.
IJ>f6 Everlasting plant (Anaphalis margaritacea); 
Pearly Everlasting. The tea or this plant is used for colds and bronchial disturbances*
VlKBROqUIN ( V i r b r o K C  )a n. m.
Brace; drill; braoe~and-bit. See also 
VILBlKqUIN. St. Fr., VILEBREqUIN, TARIERE.
71REVXRS ( v i r v » r  ), n. m*
Larva of the mosquito; wiggler.
YIRQNBR ( v i r o n e  ). ▼• int.
To change one’s course often; to veer. Elle 
virone trop pour finir son ouvrage. St. Fr., 
YIHER.
YITRAGK { V* + r  a^. } , n- a.
Window pane. Tu vas casser tous les vitrages 
si tu arretes pas de jeter ces eailloux-la- 
Tou are going to break all the window panes 
if you don’t stop throwing those rocks.
St. Fr- , VITRAIL.
VOILE ( ), n. f*Small veil worn over the face. St. Fr. 
long veil that reaches the floor.
TOILETTE.
VOIR ( Y U i d r ' ), v. int 
To menstruate.
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VOLICHE ( VO I ij ) , a. f.
Weatherboarding. On met les voliches sur la 
raaison* St- Fr-, YOLXGE* thin plank of white 
wood*
VOLISH ( V o L ' e  ), n. m.
Flock of birds. St. Fr., V0L2SE.
VOMIT ( Y o  m i  ), n. m.
Vomited substance. St. Fr., VOMISSEMENT.
VOYAGE 1 VWI Ajj \  ), n. m.
Load* Ti-Jean a hale six voyages de Cannes 
aujourd'hul* John hauled six loads of cane 
today*
WAQ0U C v ^ ).
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YAHKEE ( </ C ), n. m.
Tanker*
YARD (j  alrrf), n* f •
% r d  (measure)* Le coton est quinze sous la 
yard* Cotton Is fifteen cents per yard*
YEAST ( #\s ), n* f*
Baking powder* Alice a mis la yeast dans son 
gateau* Alice put taking powder Into her 
cake. St. Fr., POUDRE REMPLAQANT LE 1EVAIH*
YINQUE ( ), adv.
Only. II a yinque une piastre. He has only 
a dollar. See also IENQUE* St* Fr*t NE * * * Q,UE •
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ZXRE < Z / >  ), n. m.
Disgust; dislike. .T’ava^s zire do cette 
viande. I was disgusted of that meat. 
St. Fr.f D$G00t.
ZQIE iMoL ) | n. m*
Goose. II est bet© comme un zoi©. He is as 
foolish as a goose. St. Pr.» OIE ( }.
ZOIS PIGEON ( ^ o u a  f>* ), n. m.
"Nigger goose*" Phalaeroeorax auritius 
floridanus.
ZOISEAU ( it id © ) y &* m.
Bird. St. Fr., OISEAU.
ZOMBI (JtSbJ ), n, m.
Mythical person who leaves money for good 
children's teeth* The child usually places 
the tooth under his pillow and finds in its 
place five or ten cents*
ZOZO ( Z 0 Z.0), n. m.
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